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PR EFACE

This special issue of the Bulletin presents reports on out-of-school
science and technology edudation in the countries bf the Asia and Pacific
region.

The first scction of this issue comprises an'introduction to the con-
.
cept,, some suggested approaches and a review of the strategies employed
by 13 of the 15' countries represented in this Bulletin.

The countrY articles appeacin Section'Two.

. Australia : support structures for out-of-school science
and technology educagon, current practices
of science teachers, community. participation;

Bangladesh : -science museum) scienée clubs, nati al .sci-

ence week, traditiohal rural technolog ;

China : orkanizing out-of-school science, glimmer sci-
ence camps, team programmes, problems;

India : science museums, science clubs., fairs, the
search for talent, media for dissemination;

Indonesia : non-formal education, popularizing out-of:
school science education, training repaters
of science ana technology;

Japan : science mtiseunis, science clubs, television and
radio, films and printed media;

Malaysia curricula trends, governmeRt agencies, statu-
tory organizations, universities, future trends;

Nepal : the Science ,Club, science fairs, Using the mass
media, natural history museum, conservation
education;

New kealand : field trips, museums, agricultural clubs, conser-
vation drganizations, science fairs;

Pakistan : museums of science and techntlogy 'and
natural history, using the media;

6
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Philippines. the 'Science Fottndation Programme, out-of-
. school science cducation laboratory, the role*

of research;

Republic of Korea : science museum system and activities, radio
and television, the Naturc Conservation As-
sociation;

Shim:lore science clubs and fairs, science kits, scieince-40.4
forinight, the Singapore Science Centre;

. Socialist Republic : scien-ce and technology requirements; using
of Viet Nam thc media, museums, clubs, exhibitions, tech-

nical labour;

Thiland rural technology, population and rural dCvel-
opment, -Bangkok Planetarium, museums, in-
land fisheries.

Section ihree consists pf the Bibliographical Supplement o which
more ,titles contributed by readers woyld be welcomed by the Unesco
library in Bangkok.

e
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Bulletin of the UnescOs Regional Offke
for Education in Asia and the Pacific

Special issue, December 1982

AN INTRODUCTION TO OUT-OF-SCH9OL SCIENCE
EDUCATION IN\ASIA AND 'THE PACIFIC

by Peter J. Fensham

IIL

r
\

. .

Science, is on%of the great expressions of humanity. The life-style of
every individual on.earth is affected to some degree by_aspects of this field

of human endeavour. Furthermore, its potential to alter life-styles has
been increasing at a great rate. Sometimes this potential has been so real-
ized that enormous jumps forward have been possible in the quality of life
for some people. These improvements have not all been without cost. We'

increasingly realize 'that the applications of scientific knowledge or the
introduction of a sdence-based technology can have very serious negative
effects on other individuals sand on wholE societies.

cr
s%. Because of these all-pervasive influences of science, it is now unthink-

able that science should not be part of the totality of fields that education
seeks to address. A university system without sections that offer educa-

- tion in science is now unthinkable. Secondary schools in all countries give

a high priority and status to science education. Although it is an expen-
sive resource subject area, there is always concern when thc teaching of
science is threatened by such reasons as lack of staffa concern that is not
so vocally expressed about many other subjects.

Primary education has, since the mid-1960s in Amy countries, also
incorporated science into its range of recognized responsibilities for teach-
ing and karning. Despite this recognition of science by a country's formal. ,

education system, thc availability of education in science through it is
often limited in many respects. It may not be,available to all pupils, nor
are all potential learners always in school. The school situ ion encour-
ages certain sorts of science education, ignores other sorts, ai1 only with
difficulty can provide many other important experiences that are essential
to the learning of or even an appredation of many scientific skills.

These limitations of school science raise the issue of science educa-
tion being provided outside the school situation. Xhere arc many aspects
of individual and social life for which education occurs outside of school.

t 1
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Aspects of out-olschool scievce education.r
..

The family, the religious institutions, the mass media, advertising, leisure
opportunities, the work environment at'd many other situations and
agencies have and do provide cducation fin- these aspects of life. Likewise
we should expect to find opportunities for science eduLation in the out-,o f-sch ool scene.

' This bulletin is addrcsscd to this topic of out-ofschool science edu-
cation (OSSE), as it is occurring and as it is developing in the countrics of
the Asia and Pacific region of Uncsco. Reports from 13 countries*-pro-
vide a wide varity of namples of OSE. In this iniroduction a frame-
work is-sct out vhich ailns to provide guidelines and criteria for planning

A

and devising OSSE. The way some of these criteria canibc applied will be
illustrated by reference to some of the examples from the national reports..

Sciencea many splendoured thing

We will begin this development of guidelines.by examining science
kince there are many facets to this great human field. ,----

...

Science as knowledge and ways of knowing. When we pick-up a sci-
ence textbook and consider the content of its pages, we find many facts
about natural phenomena, natpral and synthetic substances, and about
events that involve human interaction with the physical world in which we
live. In addition to thtse facts we find Many words representing the con-
cepts and theories that scientists have invented and devised to describe
and expliin all these featuresVof the physical world.

.!
Usually, however, there is no s. very much in such a textbook abbut

the practical skills that were necessary so that these facts could be deter-
mined, nor about the intellectual processes that led to the concepts, and
to their iNeraction with the factk and with 'each other to provide powerful
principles for use in other physical situations. An interesting ptercise that
readers might ikc to slo is to take a chapter (4 4 school science textbook
and list its content in two columns according to whether this was the
result of some scientist's experimentation or observation or of his/her in-
tellectual response to such data. Wit1lout these tools of science we would
not have the facts or powerful principles of science, and it is important to
recognize them as quite integral parts of thr totality we know as science.

.....

Science depends on equipment. There mil also be few accounts or
pictures of the actual apparattis that scientists use in their daily work,
either for research or in the applied situations where most scientists.in all
countries are employed. .,

The reports of China and New Zealand were wrifren subsequent to thitintroduc-
tion.

2
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An introduction

..
Science as application of knowledge and skills. Depending on the

hokik we have picked up, there may or may not be any examples of how
'cs scientific knowledge has been applied in industry, commerce and in the
uaily lives of ordinary citizens. Because it has not been settled or not yet
tried, there will almost certainly not be any suggestions about conternpor-
ary attempts or future possibilities for application of the knowledge.

Science as answers to questions and problems. Only rarely novi
(probably less than in the past when some historical aspects were includ-
ed) is it easy to infer or read what problems or questions led to these facts
and concepts. If this is true of science texts, it is even more true of the
examinations and tests which have been used in the last decade. This
means that even successful learners of the content in science courses arc
very ignorant of whence and why this content has arisen. For the many
other potential learners who need these sorts of information to motivate
their learning, its absence means that they will not study science at school.

Science as basis for technology. The content knowledge of the text-
book will be the basis of many examples of technology that contribute
directly or indirectly to the modern life of all societies. These may be
very personal pieces of technology like spectacles, hand tools, household
gadgets or transistor radios and television. They may be less overt but are
the means whereby clothing, food, shelter and the countless other com-
modities of living are now provided. Despite numerous calls to include
technology in science education at. schools by a number of science educa-
tors in a number of countries, very little headway has been made and it is
unlikely that much serious attention will be given to the science of various
technologies in our textbook. Most school science teachers have not had
the training or experience likely tc. enable them to redeem this text
deficiency in their teaching.

Science as personal and social attitudes. Finally, unless our textbook
is an unusual one at the secondary level there will be very little explicit
reference to attitudes like awe of nature, (Newton, Faraday), curiosity
(Darwin), perseverance (Curie), flair (Count Rumford, Watson), and crea-
tivity (Einstein, Pau ling), that are among those that have been claimed for
many sckntists. Nor will conditions like objectivity, honesty, and avail-

abilitfr of data be emphasized as essential for the growth of science. It
may not even be evident that science transcends national barriers in ways
that Inany other knowledge fields do not, and that scknce depends on the

1

co-operation of many people including technicians, assistants, and equip-
ment makersmany of whom have not studied too much formal sciencq
at school or beyond.

3
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Aspects of out-opschool science educatiot

This brief review of a school science text reveals many aspects orsci-
ence that are missing. Science teachers can add some of these as can good
use of a well-equipped laboratory. However, it is unreasonable to expect
science education in school to introduce a number of these aspects of
science to school learners. The idea of using the out-of-school situation to
extend science education makes many of the aspects just mentioned a
possibility at least for some learners.

The dimensions of out-of-school education

The idea or concept of OSSE is an exciting one to consider. It has
many dimensions implied in its very words.

First of al! it is a form of education and, If we shall see in many of
the national reports, it can have educational characteristics that are very
difficult if not hnpossible to include in schooling. In its root meaning,
education has a sense of leading outa widening, an enlargirig process
which the constraints of large classes, tight syllabuses and teaching orient-
ed to examinations, so often squeezes out of the school scene. As Mich'
and Freire2 and others have helped us to see in the penetrating critiques
of schooling, education in formal classrooms is more often a process of
pouring in to the children's heads from the limited stock of narrbwly
defined knowledge the teacher has.

The education that is possibk tfirough out-of-school locations,
persons, and resources can Ix very different and there are many challenges
here still to be taken up.

Second, it is an education in scienceas we have seen, an exciting,
.many faceted subject which, in the school curriculum, is often limited to
a few of these facets and is also constrained Very commonly by lack or
facilities, equipment, suitably tr,tined teachers and timetabling inappropri-
ate to laboratory work. In the out-of-school scene, a number of these
limitations drop away. Proper facilities, human expertise, and meaningful
time can be provided in aquite staggering number of ways as the national
reports indicate. How extensively these are provided will always be a
challenging question, but because thc out of-school situation is not under
the constraint of providing compirlsory education for all, it does not have
tu dilute limited resources sp an ineffective level as so often happens in
school systems. The science in the out-of school scene can aim for quality
resources for its portrayal and its participatory experiences.

Cf 1. Ivan Illuh. Deschooling society. New York, Harper and Row (1974) xvii, 116 p.

Cf 2. Paulo F reire. Pedagogy of the oppnEssed. Translated (from Portuguese) by Myra
Bergman Ramos. (New York) Herder and Herder 1c19721 186 p.

4
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An introduction

Out-of-school space. `Out-of-schooi' conjures up a host of possibil-
ities. It can be looked at in terms of location. Iemost societies schools
arc very much places apart, surrounded by a school fence, and inside four
walled rooms in which pupils spend many hours sitting at tables or desks
writing With pens and pencils and beirt talked at by an adult person, the
teacher. Except in rare instances where schools have caught the potential
in John Dewey's3 suggestion that a school should be 'a microcosm of the
society in which it is placed, schools arc veryeifferent locations from
those that make up tht realities of life-for the society around them. Out
there, factories, shops, homes, streets, highways, forests, streams, ponds,
farms, deserts, beaches, sea and many other locations exist, all of which
have educational potential; and all, if we are clever enough, are potential
laboratories for scientific observation and application.

Out-ofehooI time. Another way to look at the out-of-school is in a
temporal tense. Schooling does have a substantial portion of the chil-
dren's tide about one third of the waking time, five or six days a week
for 80 per cent of the year. Nevertheless, inside the school this time is
almost always fragmented into small bits that give rise to limitations about
what can be taught and learnt aria how this can be done. Exploration and
activity in a natural phenomenon or of a scientific instrument or a piece
of technology take extended periods of time that arc not available in the
piecemeal timetables that schools create to meet the competing demands
of different subjects and the requirements of the educational system
statutory breaks, compulsory occurrences, shared access to resources and
traditional expectatiOns. It may seem a simple thing to arrange a special
two hour class, or to hold' day excursions for that science experience that
will really make the learning of a topic meaningful. Anyone who has
worked in a school will know that it is extremely difficult and usually the
experience is foregone rather than tackle all those problems. Nor is the
school day often elastic. To extend a session to complete an investigation,
or to use an out-of-school location or to give more children access to limit-
ed equipment raises all sorts of very real problems. Teachers in many
countries have other responsibilities on a regular basis outside of their
school hours. Some pupils may have to travel home by buses that will not
wait for them, or they too have tasks to do for the family or in the society
tnat depends on a definite start and finish to the school day. The outof-
school situation has access to the whole worIcing day and hence to the

[convenience
and particularities of the lives of all sorts of people. It does

4.
3. John Dewey. The school and sôTciety. Carbondale, Illinois, Southern Illinois Uni-

versity Press, 1980. vii, 115 pr.
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Aspehs of out.olschool science educations

not require the continuous week after week commitment that schooling
has had put upon it and in turn has come to expect in the ordering of its
teaching.

Out-of-school 'teaching' potential. Human resources for teaching is
another dimension of out-of-school. Outside of school exists most of the
scientific and technological expertise in a country. Science teachers in
Asian and Pacific countries often do not think of themselves as scientists.
Scientists are, in their eyes and hence in the minds of theii learners, per-
sons who work in special situations in the society outside the school. Even
when a teacher in a sclfool does act as a model of scientific knowledge in
practici, his/her confinement within a particular st.hool restricts avail-
ability to this model to a very few learners.

Although out-of-schbol science max only be able' to have limited
access to the array of scientific and technical expertise in a society, that
accsess can often then be mad5 available to very large numbers of persons
because of time flexibility. Combination of this with the media techni-
ques we will now discuss enables a short time contribution from a scientist
to become education on many occasions for quite enormous numbers of
people.

Out-of-sehoql modes of comniunication. Schooling in any country
develops its own dominant style of communication. Some variation of
speaking, listening, responding and recording takes up most of the time in
class, and classroom behaviourteacher and 20 or 30 or 40 or more chil-
drenmakes up most of each day. Sometimes audio-visual methods of
communication are used but compared with the out-of-school scene these
take a very much second place to the oral and literal modes. The oral
mode also has its own special school character in which there is only rare-
ly a sustained conversation between individualsteacher and a pupil. The
communication is often at an abstract level since the 'thing, object, event
or phenomenon', is not present in the classroom; 'it' is out there, and out
there are persons with direct experience of 'it'. Experience of the 'thing
or object' is rarely part of school communication processes and even when
teachers work hard at a simulation or model of these realities, there arc
major difficulties. Out-of-school situations can much more easily provide
this experiential feature as part of the learning sequence. The mass media,
television, radio, newspapers, posters and slogans, are much more major
modes of communication outside school and they arc accepted, perceived
and received in a more effective way there than when they arc used as
supplementary modes in school.

Out-of-school learners. The learner potential of the out-of-school
also provides an amazing contrast to the in.school situation. Although

6
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An introduction

some countries have high perceittages of the population i the school ages,
for all countries in the region the great majority of the population are
not in school nor will most of them ever be again. In some couptries of
the Asia ad Pacific region there are also significant numbers of school-age
children wh no contact or only a very limited contact with formal
schooling. There is also the irony that, despite the high status and the
recognized importance of science education, largenumbers of children in
school are not studying science. This arises from the demands that higher
education putsiip6n -the school system to select and prepare pupils for
furtherNtudies in science. Although these further studies will only involve
a tiny minority of the total school population, in almost every country
one finds these needs being given priority (sometimes exclusively) over the
other grotips and the other needs that science education in schooling
could serve,. Furthermore, these same constraints cif selection and prep-
aration affec't the small minority who are successful' in school science
education. Their interest ,and achievement is constantly confined in
school to a tightly prescribed list of items of science knowledge and prac-
tical experienceq. The out-of-school scene has not oRly the nonlschool
population as its potential learners, but also the school population who in
these different ways are limited with regpect to science education in
school.

In sununary of this amazingly rich concept then, we can say that
OSSE should be both complementary of and supplementary to science
education in school. It should take hold of all those opportunities for
science education that are not open to sch.00ling and it should add for
those who are part of the school population, types of science education
that the constraints of schoolihg usually exclude from the curriculum.

A framework of possibilities for OSSE
The aspects of 'science'. and the dimensions of 'out-of-school' can be

put together to form the matrix that follows. The matrix, as drawn, has
25 cells and each of these represents a challenge for OSS.E. Many of these
cells are in fact sub-dividable as the sub-categories on the left-hand side
indicate. The dimensions of out-of-school across the top have also been \31
sub-divided in the description of Ahem earlier. The opportunities for
OSSE to complement and supplement school science education are thus
very considerable indeed, since as will be indicated, there are already
examples from the 13 national reports that fall into many of these cells.

Thiwsatrix is derived primarily from conlideration of the concepts
of 'icienee' and 'out-of-school'. The concept 'education' as mentioned -

earlier is alio one that can be thought about but it will for our purposes

7



Aspects of out-of-school science education
,

be enough to simply regard it in two waysactive and passive learning.
th have their place but each contributes very differently to the learning

experience. learner passively watching via a television demonstration
by a scieutist is in a different learning experience from the learners who
are carrying out the experiment for themselves at a science camp or in a
Participatory science centre. As you use each box of the matrix as a

401ftme of possibility for OSSE, the active and passive learning modes can
be considered.

An opportunity matrix for out-of-school science education (OSSIV
,

Aspects
of science

.

Out-of-school dimensions

Location Time Human
resources

Modes of
communication

Pot tial
1 ersu.
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.......

Personal

Social

v

Learner needs for OSSE

As we saw earlier, science itself is a human phenomenon in which
there are a variety of aspects which could be included in education. Many
of these distinctive aspects were listed above and it may now be helpful to
give an example of the priorities among them for one of the large learner
groups our discussion of the out-of-school concept identified.
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An introduction

An International Workshop on Science Education and the World of
Work was held in March 1982 in Cyprus. this meeting of ctirriculum
experts in science education faced the question, 'What broad topics in the
field of science education include learning that should be essential for
everybody bqt particularly for that grqat majority of pupils who will not
go on to further formal studies in science? ' As an answer to this question,

. 11 topics Were identified and justified in the follo,wing list. The queStion
this workshop asked was about, apopulation in school but it is a popula-

- tion that also becomes in due course the great bulk of the persons in a
society. So, if these answers have validity for this group they are also
important areas for the science learning of that great mass of humanity
who have. either 'failed' at sck.nce in school or whom the scgool system
failed by not including or by not offering these aspects of science to them.

This list of basic (essential for healthy and positive living) science
topics again can be used as a checklist:when the content of out-of-school
science is being determined or evaluated. Readers again may like to do
this when they read the lists' of topics covered by the many programmes
described in the country reports. to

Another school population identified above who are sold short on
science in school are those with the interest and copitive preparedness
(from home or schobl) to push more deeply into their school science
topics orAcrgrapple intellectually with the many topics, ideas drd pheno-
mena that are not mentioned in school science.

Topiciarea J ustificat ion

1. Senses and Human beings explore the world aroupd them through their
measurements senses.

The use of these senses and technology related Ao them en-
-Ales man to make a record of 'the world around him.

Measurement is a way in which htuhAn bein0 compare and
communicate about objects, phenomena, space and time.
-There arc many measuring instruments in existence that form
part of our civiliz\vion.

'Measurement both extends our senses and overcomes limita- t.
tions of them.

2. The universe Children have a natural curiosity about, and interest in 'their
surroundings' around them, above them and below them.
Thi; can stimulate an interest in scientific exploration which
goes beyond the confines of the classroom and whkh -will

help to promote a lifelong interest in science and technology.

9
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iPspects of out-of-school science education -

Topic area Justification

')..'..
3. The human body For children's own personal-development they should have

a basic understanding of how their bodies work. Further-
more, they have a natural interest in'their bodies and are
curious about its structure and functioning. A krwledge
of the basic physiology ahd anatomy of the human body is
basic to an understanding of caring for it and keeping it
healthy.

alb

4a. Health, nutrition
and sanitation

,

lb

. . .
One of the fundamental aims of science education is to im-
prove the quality of life both for the individual anci at the
national level. Healthis an essential. factOr contributing to
the quality of life and is consideml as a Valuable possession
of man. Nutrition is an' important factor necessary for the
building up and preservation of good health. Some science
concepts are needed,for basic understanding of the link be-
tween health and nutrition.

4b. Food . Food is the basis of Life.

5. Ecology

t
This interactiVe concept fprms the base for all aspects of
environmental education. In some ways, it is also the base
for the quality of life, and for the impact of technology.on
life in the past, present and futurc.

6. Resources Resource development is an important component of
national economic life. Resources are known to be finite
and their conservation by personal and social action needs '
to be encouraged.

7. Population

.,

Human reproduction has basic biological aspects that are
part of the life of all families. All countries are fa,ced with
achieving a balance between population growth, and the
availability of food and other resources. This balance is
essential to their desired quality of life.

8. Polution Pollution of the earth, air and water is now a recognized
feature of all communities and societies. How individuals
and groups and industries contribute to this is an essential
step hi reducing its effects. In this way the prospecu for
improved quality of life will be improvel.

t.

9. Energy use Efficient use of energy resources, is a pressing personal and
social need everywhere. All countries need to lower their
dependence on imported energy resources. Understanding
of efficiency in energy we can lead to an enhancement of
quality of life.

e
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Topic area Justification

10. Technology Technology, both locally developed and impotted, is in-
creasingly effecting the lives of people. Yet education has
not kept pace with this development and people's knowl-
edge of how even personal technological tievices work, and
thefi: implication for their lives ire often rudimentary. At
the wider levels of social and industrial life, there is a sense
of personal.inadequacy and alienation in the face of tech-
nology.

11. Quality of life To help in creating healthy, attitudes fo individuals, to the
community, to the wOrld of work azj to the environment
in which people live and play.

Even; the most recently revised school chemistry and phAics courses
will have little in them that has not been known for 30 years. Much of
their xoff2Nz with perhaps new f9rms of presentation has been quite
stable knowlage in these disciplines for nearly 100 years: It is a sad com-
mentary on die constraints highei? education _places on the schooling of
these subjects That their successful students can have been at school ror 12
years and still not met in chemistry more than a handful of the fascinating
chemicals of our own bodily processes. Polymerised molejules ind the
inorganic wortd of cerami win be almost closed books and the highly
developed field of organol-thetallic chemicals has never been opened at
school. Ile same is trqe of most applied chemistry; and physiis is no
better. The solid state ph.ysics that underpins the world of music and tele-
visionso dear to adolescents in all countriesis, at best, an optional topic
in many physics courses. The optics of the laser, holography and of fibre
optics has not yet been translated into school physics courses and even the
physics of modern time-measuring onof age-dating do not seem to be
shared with these sticcessful teeltagers.

The designers of school bidlogical science courses seem to have been
much more successful at sharing the contemporary knewledge and in-
terests of their subjects with tlie school population, but there is still lot,
of scope for further study of Ale other fascinating bits of the many bio-
logical and health sciences.

Out-of-school science is well suited by its lack of constraining syllabi
and examinations to provide these bright school pupils with the challenge
and intellectual stretching that can come from involvement in these sorts
of studies.

11
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Aspects of out-of-school science education

Present state of OSSE and future challenges

This introduction does not provide a summary or Cataloguc of what
is presented in detail in thi reports that follow. It would have been possi-
ble to do that for each type of OSSE actifity that is,presented. For exam:
pl,e, Australia, India, Japan and Singapore are all camtries where deliber-
ate efforts are made to seek out and encourage talented students at
sehool; science clubs are important and growing sourgcs of OSSE in most
but not all of Ahe countries; science fairs are a stimulus to the scientifical-
ly orientated at school, and through them investigative skills are developed
which lead to prodtkts which attract large crowds to th.eir displays at the
various levels of judging.

',And so it could have gone on, but this type of summary loses detail
and adds nothing that:is ,not already better reported in the nation'al
chapters. Furthermore, gaps in ()SSE are not likely to be revealed by this
process unless specifically referred toas happens in a few of the country
reports.

It is hoped that the following matrix, and more importantly the dis-
cussion of its various elements, will provide readers with a real basis for
checking what has been achieved in OSSE at this stage and what other
possibilities are as yet unexplored in ,the various countries. The entries,
restricted in .the matrix to two or three per country, lead to the report
now presented.

A numiber of the entries could have been multilisted s nce an out-of-
school location also often exploited outof-school time. Quite a number
of these entries .were in the ,passive mode of education but not all, and
some excellent .examples of active learning by groups from tlie school
population wer5 reported by mail countries. There is a lot to be done in
increasing the active mode for the out-of-school populations of adults or
less scientifically oriented pupils although some clubs seem to achieve
miXed-lembership.

There were few reports in which the specialized equipment of science
being in some senses 'shared' with the wider population could be detected.
Since this 'equipment is a very important aspect of the mystified view
people often hold aboul science, its 'debunking' by explanation or observ-
ed operation may go a long way towards removing a barrier between ordi-
nary people and science. Most of the other gaps in this matrix arise from
the limitations of using onlj, a couple of examples per country. On the
other hand, if the matrix is placed on any single national report, there are .
numerous gaps in the oppçrtunities it represents.

12
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The locatioh some national programmes of OSSE in the opportunity matrix
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Aspects of out-of-school sciencNeducation

Accordingly, although .the reports iiklicate considerable progress in
OSSE.since 1960, there ire-normous'scope to continue this type of educa-
tion. Several national reports like India, the Philippines and the Republic
of Korea, specifically rcfer to an environmental emphasis in some of their
OSSE, and this may be a good focus for the next phase of development oc...
OSSE.

In the years sincc the 1972 United Vations Conference on the
Human Environment in Stockholm tliere has been aarowing undejohnd-
ing of hov education might contribute to the solutidn of existing environ-
mental problems and to the establishment of behaviour zattems which
will contribute to 4 sustainable society. Almost all environmental issucs
have a scientific or technological aspect so science education is a very
essential component of Cnvironmental education.

Unlike much other education, educatio,n for the envirOnment is root4
ed in real situations. Furthermore some of the most successfutprogram-
Ines have involved a much more intimate interplay of action and knowl-
edge than is customary in formal education. It, is by involving persons in
action relating to some environmental problem tHat they become willing
to learn the knowledge and skills that will improve their actions.

, -
A tree planting programme in a denuded area is an excellent example.

In many places it has been possible to get many members of the public or,
a school.community involved in planting trees. This simple but communal
act then motivates them to learn the rudiments of soil chemistry and phy-
sics and horticulture, which will help to ensure their' trees live. SiTilarly
waste reclamation schemes, river and stream clearance projccts, noisc
abatement, traffic and accideru control and many other issues have led to
excellent community learning including aspects of thc related science.

In this way a morc active learning dimension may bc added to the
OSSE for the non-school learner populations. Most national reports of
their OSSE opportunities for these persons seem to be based on passive
modes like watching television, observing 6thibits at science fairs or
models at science museums. The latter two arc great experiences for thc
school pupils who actively create the exhibit; and for the model makers,
but for the observers, they often remain things 'out there' with little point
or relevance.

Science clubs appear to be an important means of OSSE in most of
the countries of the region. It was interesting to note that in all the
reports except the Socialisi Republic of Viet Nam, these clubs are special-
ist ones for science that would require an interest in or a commitment to
this field before people joined the club. In the Socialist Republic of Viet

'14
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Nam, the clubs are more general in character, people belong to them for
many reasons. Science and technology education jhas been inserted as a
component into their programmes. This may be an interesting approach
which would have application elsewhere and thus OSSE can be brought to
much wider audiencei by being offered through a tange of existing corn-.
munity orgahizations and societies.

Almost none of the reports refer to serious evaluation of the effec-.
tiveness of the OSSE programmes. It is not enough in the long run to
otablish programmes and to extend them. Their quality must always be
checked to see if effective and useful learning is occurring. If npr, the
nature of the programmcs will need to be revised accordingly..

Extending the matrix of OSSE lind increasing the active character of
ik learning are the two.big challenges for OSSE. This Bulletin *sets out
Mat has been achieved so far in some of the countries of the Asia and
Pacific region and the base from which such challenging tasks must be
tackled. 0
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AUSTRALIA

by Peter J. Fensharn and Richard F. Gunstone

Intruduction

Schooling in Australia, takes place within eight very autonomous
(and largely non-interacting), separate education systems in the six states
and two territories that make up this geographically very large nation of
14 million people. Over the last two decades there has been a tremendous
expansion of the school age population (through birth, immigration and
greater retention) and the resources foi education 44 terms of schools,
equipment and teachers have often lagged behind t expansion and its
particular needs.

As the 1970s draws to a close, a more stable situation is developing
which may even see a decline of the pressure of numbers on the systems as
a whole during the 1980s. Although in most states the minimum school
leaving age is still only 15, the number's of students staying on beyond this
age now far exceeds those who leave at that point or at the end of that
year of their studies. More than 60 per cent of 16 year oldsthe original °
intakes of more than a decade agoare still at school now and almost 40
per cent of those intakes are appearing in grade XII, the final year of the
formal education programme. Compared with about 8 per cent in the
early 1960s, today more than 20 per cent of each age cohort are now find-
ing their way into tertiary education programmes at universities or
colleges.

Science and technology education were ambivalent features of the
past 20 years. They were acknowledged as important targets for improve-
ment and expansion in the educational task as a whole. They were, how-
ever, because of their irequirements of special facilitieslaboratories
equipmentand of highly traineg staff whose skills are also usable in other
societal employment, fields of education that suffered during the great
period of expansion just mentioned.

The national ,government in the mid 1960s recognized the burdens
these special dcmands were imposing on the states and introduced a
special programme to build and equiP science laboratories ip all the secon-
dary schools of the couritry. This was followed by several national
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Out-of-school science education in countries of the region

curriculum projects for science and some massive piogrammes to train
science teachers. Gradually these resources have been developed and by
the present time it can be said that most schools have better resources and

stopportunities for science education than haVe ever existed 'onl such a
general scale:

The developments just descried have, however, tended to lead to a
view of schooling that has excluded technology. This has occurred for a
complex variety of causes that i would be inapprOpriate to diocuss in this
article. ',Technical education was, until 20 years ago, a viable alternative at
the secondary level to the academic education of the elite minority who
then aspired towards the professions and -a university education. As sec-
ondary education became a general phenomenon it vitas the academic
orientation that expanded and technical ediacation moved to a new sector
of middle level colleges that were beyond normal schooling, leaving only a
residue of 'craft' education in the schools. Science Oucation, previously
very much part of the highly sequential and elite academic stream, was
modified and adapted to. be suitable for the much wider abilities and
interests now in secondary schools. These adaptations did not however go
in the technological direction so that, while science is now officially part
of the education of all secondary students and even (though much less so
in practice) of all primary stuaents, technology education within fotmal
schooling is very weak.

This paper concentrates on science and technology education in
Australia outside the formal curriculum of learning that takes place within
the classrooms gild laboratories of schools. With such a highly developed
system of schooling it seems inevitable that most of it (perhaps even an
increasing amount) does take place within the walls of the buildings estab-

,0 lished for it. There Sit, 'however, many examples and even some niew
recent initiatives 'that indicate that the scope in Australia for science and
technology education out-of-school is substantial. Perhaps even gathering
this information together in this way may contribute to the rich potential
being more widely used.

The first part of the paper is concerned with the support structures
that exist both within and without the formal systems of education for
out-of-school science and technology education. Part two reports in some
detail the range of examples of this type of education that have occurred
in recent years. Finally, in part three, there is a briefer account of some
of the opportunities for out-ofschool science and technology education
that exist for the community at large in Australia; particularly those that
are aimed at the'non-school population.
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SupPort structures for out-of-school science and technology education

Within the formal systems of education. There have been a number
of developments in each of the education systems that acknowledge the

Awinvortance of out-of-school contexts for science and technology learning.
As has been indicated, the science part of this educational pair tends to
have been stressed, but once the out-of-school is accepted, this stress can
more easily be changed since the science in these real contexts is often
essentially technological if the users wish to see it in that way. Among
these developments are: (a) educational field officers; (b) field study
centres; (c) camping; (d) curriculum materials for out-of-school science;
(e) in-service education of teachers; (f) work experience; and (g) school
and community.

. a) Educational field officers
Each state system now has a number of science teachers who are

. appointed as education field officers at (or to facilitate the use of) com-
munity resources or activities other than schools or teacher centres. These
locations vary from state to state but museums of science and technology,
zOos, state and national parks, forestry centres, and the Gould League
(originally a bird lovers' body that now has wide environmental interests)
are common examples. These field officers develop educational prograni-
mes at these locations or are associated with these interests that can then
bc used by a teacher with* his class. Often these officers become the
teacher or key resource person during these half-day, day or longer visits

away from the children's normal classroom. The education officers usual-

. ly encourage the school science teachers to co-operate in planning the
educational experience by preparing the children in class befori._the visit
and following it up afterwards back in the classroom. Many worksheets
have been prepared for use at these field locations that take into account
the level of the children and appropriate learning objectives.

b) Field study centres .

The last five years has seen the active encouragement by the school

systems of special 'fiela study centres. Queensland used a major innova-
tions grant from the national Schools Commission to pioneer the estab-
lishment of several field study centres in that state. To a lesser extent this
initiative from within formal education to establish an educational loca-.

tion that is not a school has also occurred in most of the seven other
systems.

.

The system as a whole and particulai- schools in the local area then
set out to develop theie areas as edacational contexts. Nature trails ari
established, experiments in wilderness regeneration are undertaken,*
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facilities for the mapping and identification of flora and fauna are provid-
ed and-more ecological forms of study and analysis are also being devel-
oped. Some of the centres are in urban regions and in these cases the
science education takes on quite different foci such as the properties arid
use of materials, the generation, distribution and consumption of energy
and other resources and the pollution of noise, atmosphere and water.

c) Camping

In the last five years camping has become a common and regular,fea-
ture of the life of many secondary and senior primary classes in Australia.
This takes the children and their teachers out of school to, usually, a rural
or seaside site for often a week of the schaol year. An educational and
social programme is planned by the leachers (sometimes with local com-
munity co-operation) and this will usually involve biological and earth sci-
ence studies and less often but increasingly physical science and techno-
logical aspects. The state education departments have assisted and encour-
aged this development by providing sites (former small schools in country
areas where educational consolidation no longer requires their use) and by
outlining regulations and procedures .that enable schools to irfclude these
camps in their programmes with confidence and with the expertise of
others' experiences.

d) Curriculum materials for science out-of-school

The Australian Science Education Project (ASEP), the Academy of
Science's Web of Life (biology) and Environmental Science (Curriculum
Development Centre) arc three national curriculum development projects
which have provided specific materials that involve science learning out-
side the school. A number of other recent materials also encourage this
type of science learning either on excursions to appropriate sites (the sea-
shore, local ponds and lakes, gorges or cuttings), or by simulating the
conditions .of more distant environmental conditions (like a desert or rain
forest ecology) in carefully tended sections of the school grounds.

e) In-service education of teachers

Since 1973 the Schools Commission, established by the Labour gov-
ernment at that time, has provided substantial national funds to the state
systems of education for mall more systematic in-service 'education of

'teachers. Science education has had as share of these' funds and many
short courses have been organized in all statcs, a significant proportion of
which have been concerned with out-of-school science educatidn. Exam-
ples include weekend courses to equip teachers with generalized skills for
geological and seashore excursions and with more specialized skills such as
mineral identification and scubaediving. So far, much less attention has
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been given -to the major lack most teachers have concerning technology.
Some of these in-service funds have been used for courses which have been
associated with the scientific professions or research institutions like the
Institution of Physics and Che-nistry and the Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO). 'Electronics', 'Foods' and
'Solar energy' are recent topics for this more technological, in-service devel-
opment of teachers which could lead to continued contact with these out-
of-school sources of science education. Another project involved teachers
with 'discovering' examples of 'mathematics in action' in factories, shops,
homes, dental surgeries and hospitals and developing teaching and learning
packages so that their students can also ltarn these concepts and applica-
tions in the world of their everyday lives.

f) Work experience
After some experimentation by some schoOls with brief periods of

work experience for their students during their school year, Victoria and
several other states enacted formal legislation that facilitates and protects
employers and schools in this enterprise. Many schools now have highly
developed programmes which enable all of their students at the grade IX
or X level to have 5-12 days per year of this work experience. It is clear
that a number of these opportunities are ben provided by industries,
universities and research establishments that are engaged in scientific and
technological activities. There is obviously a real potential for the work
experience in science type situations to be seen as an educational experi-
ence by both the students and their teachers.

g) School and community
-

Another recent development that has been formally fostered is the
sharing of resources between schools and their local community. In most
cases this has amountcd to little more than community groups using
school facilities when the school does not require them. However, in
some cases the flow is the other way. A small number of schools have
been developed during the 1970s without traditionally separate school
buildings. They rent halls or churches that are free during the week and
do as much of their curriculum as they_can in exiiting community facili-
ties like the library, local councl workshops, local parks, gaviens and
reserves and local industries. More generally the schools that have looked
outward to enlarge ,their resources by using the local community have
been able to include much more applied science or technology in their
students' programmes.

Outside the formal system of education. There has been for a num-
ber of years a network of support from outside the schools and school
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systems fol science and technology education. Happily it is possibk to
report that this is alsp growing.

A number of companies (e.g. the oil and paper industries) have pro.
duced educational films that present science and technology in action.
The CSIRO has also prepared films on various of the many research pro-
grammes of national interest. The Australian Broadcasting Commission
also prepares educational programmes aimed at the schools, for both
tekvision and radio, that include their share of spience topics.

Most university science faculties have some regular liaisbn with
schools. This often takes the form of a series of lectures (usually with
excellent demonstrations) for senior science students in secondary schools.
Sometimes the lectures aim to makestudents aware of the frontiers of sci-
ence and at other times they are pitched inuch more at the level of khool
science topics. More recently the science departments in universities and
colleges have offered their resources to teachers with small groups of
students so that instrumental analysis and the use of other complex equip-
ment can be added to the projects some science teachers are encouraging
their students to undertake. The most famous example of a university
providing out-of-school science education is the now long established
Summer School arranged by Professor Harry Messel and the late Professor
Stuart Butler at the Physics Department of Sydney University. Senior
science students in schools all over the country compete for places at the
week-long feast of science. They are joined by students from Britain,
Japan and the United States of America and a team of leading scientists
from all over the world lecture and interact with them at the Summer
School. .

The Australian and New Zealand Association for the Advancement
of Science (ANZAAS) also provides excellent opportunities for school
science teachers and their- students to move outside the schools and ledrn
about all sorts of aspects of science. Associated with each annual confer-
ence:is a student ANZAAS which is atten i ed by 500 or more students
from the host state's sChools. Each year ZAAS also is involved in
making recent science films more readily available to schools.

The Academy of Science has provided a similar opportunity for
school teachers to participate in their annual conference that gach year
has a major scientific field of interest as its theme.

A number of government departments at both state and national
level regularly make available to schools, journals and othCr reports that
describe scientific and technological developments with which these
bodies are concerned. Prominent among these are the Department of
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Agriculture, Fisheries and Wildlife, Department of the Environment and
CSIRO. These mated+ arc not specifically aimed at school age students
but many schools and teachers regularly avail themselves of these easily
read accounts of Australian science and technology. CSIRO is an interest-
ing example of a government body which carries out a greardeal of.

0search into all sorts of aspects of Australian primary and secondary
ustry. It has over the past few years done much morc to publicize its

activities amongst teachers and now provides a copy of Scifilea. resource
booklet for teachers containing about a dozen short research reportsto
each member of thc Science Teachers Association, three times a year.
Many industries provide informational material about their science and
technology to school teachers and their students who often tap these
resources for school projects, many of which are done as homework.

More oc'casional examples arc the kits about uranium mining that
were prepared for schools by the Mining Industries Council and thc
Australian Conservation Foundation/Friends of the Earth/Movement
Against Uranium Miningopposing proponents on this vital natiohal and
international issue. It was science teachers and students who used these
out-of-school source materials.

One interesting individually inspired support has been a series of very
high quality booklets on Weather, Paper, Energy. and Mining and the
environmentspecifically written and designed for schools and published
by J. and D. Burrows with financial support from a number of Australian
industries. Class sets of these have been made available free of charge to
science teachers throughout the country.

Teacher initiated support structures. The primary support structure
that depends on teacher initiative and participation is the Australian Sci-
ence Teachers Association and its eightconstituent associations in the
states and ,territorics. These associations have now been in existence for
many years and have naturally known periods when the activities have
waxed and waned. However, in general, they provide considerable tupz:
port for teachers through state' knd national journals of high quality,
professional meetings, annual conferences, and liaison with sources of sci-
ence and scientists outside the school system. Scientists of all sorts regu-
larly contribute through these channels and the applied oi technological
emphasis has been increasing. A rccent volume of onc of these journals
contained instructions from a CSIRO scientist on the construction of an
anechoic chamber, a notice of a dispki of home and small business com-
puters, an article on Technology and Au alian Society (computerization,
energy production and environmental pro ection), a suggestion that mem-
bership of the Institute of Physics is ftorthwhile for teachers and an
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announcement of the -venues for its annual Youth Lecture and sanotit
tumiere,* and four shost extracts of science news and developments from
the new scientist.

More recently an Environmental Teachers Association has been form-
ed in some states. These, hy the nature of their interests, set out to
provide support and ideas for the many science teachers among the mem-
bership to involve their students with the scientific and other aspects of
the out-of-school environments of Australian society.

There are also incr
s

easing examples of teachers seeking and gaining
support from Australian industrial companies. Some individual teachers
have ncf*doubt always done this and so assisted their students to see and
learn science outside the school. However, these examples have not been
readily available to less confident or enterprising teachers. Excellent co-
operation is novremerging that has led to curriculum materials in the form
of case studies of Australian technology and to some well planned excur-
sion programmes that will enable many teachers to have access to these
out-of-school situations.

A rather unusual but vigorous example of out-of-school science is the
INSPECT movement. This was initiated by teachers but operates as a co-
operative, venture between teachers and students from a number of
schools. It has a strong environmental concern and seeks to involve its
members in out-of-school investigations of real, situations during their
leisure hours. Participation in one of its projects has usually proved to be
an exciting and stimulating learning experience. .;

Some examples of out-of-school science and technology utilized
by Australian sciehce teachers

.

In general, the following descriptións and discussion of some relevant
cwrent practices of Australian science teachers are just thatno implica-
tions about 'popularity'. or 'frequency of use' are intended for any prac-
tices unless these are specifically stated. Many of the examples described
below have been taken from responses received, from science teachers in
all eight Australian states and territories, to a survey conducted by the
authors. . .

Many of the aitiv.ities currently undertaken by Australian teachers in
this area need to be seen in the context or the widespread curriculum
changes of the 60s and 70s. In particular, the dramatically increased cur
ricUlum autonomy which schools now possess in itself enc.ourages greater,

* The use of recorded sound and light, held at night, to present a narrative about an
important building. -
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use by teachers of out-of-school resources, thpugh their design of courses
which attempt to take account of the particular features ahd interests
specific to that school.

Two decades ago, when much more control over courses was exerted
from outside the school, out-of-school activities in science and technology
did exist. A majority of teachers when instructing in areas suctias nature
study (in primary" school) or astronomy and agriculture (in secondary
school) utilized obvious out-of-school observational and experimental
work. Other out-of-school activities then used included half or one day
field trip type excursions (geological or botanica) and visits to industrial
plants. Both the later examples were almost exclusively confined to the
last two years of secondary schooling. In today's Australian schools
teaching strategies which Utilize some form of outtof-school science or
technology are much more common and much more diverse. Increased
school-based curriculum autonomy has fostered this growth which is
apparent both in topics not previously included in school science and in
alternative approaches to topics remaining from the science courses in
existence 20 years ago.

Within that very broad curricalum context, secondary and primary
school examples of currently used out-of-school science/technology re-
sources are discussed below.

Secondary school examples
The fie d trip type of excursion referred to above is still often used

by secondary t hers. The existence of the support systems as described
above in the first section of this paper has changed the pattern of many
such excursions, with the staff provided by the support systems being
commonly involved in the teaching undertaken during the excursion.
As already suggested, in such circumstances it is usual for the support sys-
tem staff to discuss the specific requirements of the excursion with the
science teacher prior to the excursion so that the experience undertaken
by the students is co-ordinated with the in-school science being studied.
The more common venues for such excursions are national parks, zoos,
museums, planetariums. INs clear that many exoprsions to national parks
in which the normal classroom teacher does all thexcursion teaching and
organizing are also conducted.

An alternative approach to providihg the, classroom teacher with
expert assistance for the excursion ,has been used at some field study
centres. and at feast one planetarium.. This involves the 'teaching of the
teacher' by the out-of-school staff prior to the excursion so that the class-
room teacher, with his/her newly acquired skills, conducts the excursion
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himself/herself. ThAenefits af this approach are seen to be the integrat-
ing in one peeson of the specialized knowledge relevant to the excursion
site with the specialist knowledge about the individual students in the
group and the particular topic being studied. The major disadvantage is
that the in-service training being provictesd to the teacher is usually on the
very inefficient basis of one-to-one teaching.

Indu'strial excursions are still used by teachers. In these cases a form
of support staff usually exists although such staff are invariably members
of the public relations department of the industrial concern being visited
rather than teachers provided for the task by the education system. The
only exceptions to this are found in 'government-run industrial under-
takings.

The particular forms of industry chosen by teachers for excursion
visits have changed somewhat over the last 20 years. At that earlier time
the bulk of these type of excursions Were undertaken by senior secondary
school (grades XI and XII) chemistry classes who visited industrial.chemi-
cal plants for the purposes of learning about manufacturing processes, or
s'enior physics classes who visited electrical power generating plants. To-
day these types of excursions are still undertaken, but not as frequently
(and a small number of teachers have used the industrial processes of
chocolate and/or ice cream manufacture rather than production of sul-
phuric acid for reasons of student motivation). The focus of industrial
visits now is much wore towards environmental issuesvisiting industry
to learn about environmental controls, visiting recycling centres. This
change in focus has also meant that junior secondary (grades VII or VIII
to X) are more frequently involved in industrial excursions than was
previously the case.

Tertiary institutions (universities, institutions of technology, colleges
of advanced education) have become much more open to visits in recent
years. Virtually all of these have annual open days, which are designed for
the general public rathv than school students. Of more selevance in the
context of excursion visits designed to contribute to the school science
curriculum is the willingness of many tertiaiy institutions to act as hosts
to excursions. The purpose of such excursions is usually to visit research
laboratories and consequently these visits are very largely confined to
senior school students. In some states, where the 'curriculum in grades XI
and XII enables or even encourages it, some teachers have been able to
organize small groups or even individual students to spend a sritall part of
each school week with ont tertiary staff member on a long-term basis in
order that the secondary students can undertake,a research project. This
obviously allows the school students access to both expertise and equip-
ment whiCh the schoOl system could never hope to provide.
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Other forms,of excursion venues currently being used by secondary
science teachers include geological sites of all descriptions, sites containing
ecosystems of interest, mines, farms with Orovision for educational visits
(these include- both government-run and privately-owned), hospitals and
pathology laboratories, animal and plant breeding locations, theatres (for
the purposes oC studying the lighting used as well as more tangentially
relevant issues such as physiology of the ballet) and field and marine study
centres..

Field study centres (FSCs) ars recent developments in this country as
in most others. FSCs in Australia are generally undertaking two tasks
within the educatioQ. system. They are involved with both serving the
needs of schools for relevant excursion sites (and are used in this way for
field trips of longer than one day as yell as shorter visits), and serving the

ccds of teachers ifpr in-service training in relevant areas (again thrOugh
oth single day and residential courses). Obviously FSCs have great rel-

evance to the study of ecological issues in particular and environmental
issues in general. It is the growth in interest in environment education
which has been the strongest factor in their development.

FSCs have become quite widely uscd as field trip venues by science
teachers in those states with a nctwork of established FSCs. Their environ-

. mental focus seeta to be utilized with all levels of secondary school whilst
the biologkal/ecoiogical focus is used more with senior secondary
students than with junior secondary students.

Marine study centres arc less common and even more recent than
FSCs. They are serving similar functions to FSCs but obviously, in a
marine environment.

An educational activity', ,in Australian schools with many similarities
to FSCs, which has grown dramatically in the last decade, is the school
camp, which was discussed in the first section of the paper. Typically
these camps involved a group of students from one grade.level for a period
of a week (some are shorter, some longer). The huge majority of school
camps are located outside urban areas. The purposes of school camps arc
very diverse, and may in a few..cases have no overt connection to science/
technology per se. However, teachers at many school camps make use of

. the presence of their students in a particular environment to teach about
that environment. Many schools with their own permanent camp location
have structured such experience into the total science programme provid-
ed by the school. .

. .
. As well as teachers and students moving out, of school to study sci.-

ence in the above ways, both teactieri and students bring outof-school
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resources into the school science room. Almost certainly this happens
more commonly via television than any other mode. The Australian
Broadcasting' Commission (ABC) produces programmes specifically for
educational use in a wide variety of subjecis (including the sciences) and
at all grade levels. However, since the reco4t availability of video-tape
recorders in many schools, programmes produced for general entertain-
ment which have science content are becoming more widely used in sci-
ence classrooms than the programmes made specifically for educational
use. Certainly students bring many ideas, concepts and opinions into their
science classes as a result of viewing these entertainment programmes. It
is of course trite but important to state that television in general has
dramatically widened the range of science related experiences students can
have, even if these are rather passive and second-hand. These issues are
taken further in a later section of this report.

Apart from the use of television programmes not specifically intend-
ed for the education system, secondary teachers are bringing a wide range
of out-of-school resources into their science classes.. These include Other
branches of the media; newspapers provide a continuing source of topical
science issues; many magazines contain science and pseudo-science arti-
cles; and radio (particularly the ABC) produces science programmes. A
number of metropolitan daily newspapers carry a comic strip 'Frontiers of
Science' which, depicts topics from science research. Numbers of teachers
use these in class lessons. Examples of these resources are giver later in
this report.

4... f

Many of the organizations (listed above as venues used for excur-
sions) also provide literature which some teachers use in their formal
teaching at school. In addition to those publications mentioned on pages
21 and 22 a set of comic strip type cards produced by CSIRO and depict-
ing their research are used by some teachers. These cards, entitled 'Re-
searcher', have been published by some newspapers and are currently be-
ing distributed by the Science Teachers Association of the Australian
Capital Territory. Professional associations (e.g. astronomical societies)
and activist groups (e.g. Movement Against Uranium Mining) also produce
printed material. Many of the above organizations provide speakers who
arc invited to speak to scie& classes at some schools and some (e.g.
Royal Australian Chemical Institute) run organized lecture programmes
for senicir secondary s,tudents. .

Specifically, science magazines and journals are also used. Amongst
these are Scientific American and New scientist (in tsenior forms) and
Science world and Ranger Rick's nature .magazine (in junior forms).
Most are overseas publications, with Scientific Australian being one of
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the exceptions. This Australian journal is relatively young and apparently
not yet widely known. Quite extensive 16mm film libraries exist in each
state and scienCe teachers frequently borrow from these. Many industrial
organizations (both government and private enterprise) and consulates
also have relevant films available for loan. Films from these sources are
widely used by science teachers.

The curriculum autoiluiny referred to above has resulted in the inclu-
sion of many topics in current junior secondary science courses which
have much relevance to out-of-school science. The following are a small
number of such topics currently included in some science courses: house
insulation, motor cars and motor fnechanics, the science of cooling,
bleaches and detergents, nuclear energy, solar energy, photography, bikes
and boomerangs, model rockets; swimming pool chemistry, rcpairing
household appliances. Examples of equipment constructed by students in
such courses which can be used outside school include radios and tape
recorders, solar water stills, plastic greenhouses, soap and cosmetics. In
some cases, the making of working science models has become a specific.
unit in the science coursc.

One activity which encompasses aspects of many of the things al-
ready described is the Science Talent Quest or Science Talent Seam is
involves the development try a student or group of students of some form
of research project which is judged and awarded a prize deemed appro-
priate. Although the competitive nature of the Science Talent Search has
caused some teachers to consider it not suitable for their students, the
activities involve large numbers of students and result in sonic quite
remarkable work. Thc organization is generally state-wide although some-
times conducted in intra-state regions, or even within and by a single
school in a few cases. Financial support frdm tndustry is common, thus
providing useful links between industry and science teaching. Some Sci-
ence Talent Searches have broadened their approach in recent years to
include sections for essays, posters, simuloron games and models.

Both the breadth and depth of the projects undertaken by students
for Science Talent Searches is shown by the following very brief list of

,
examples from recent years:

a) 'Lunar photography'the report included not only lunar photo-
graphs of good quality, but alsb a substantial discussion of the
physics and technical problems involYed (done by a senior secon-
dary student); .

b) 'A study of slaters'a study of both the functional and behav-
ioural characteristics of the common woodlouse (oniscuss asselus)
(two senior secondary students);
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c) `Locomotive bias in white mice'detennination of the existence
or otherwise of such bias and description and results of an experi-
mental attempt to influence any detected bias by thought alone
(one junior secondary student);

d) `Science concepts in animation'creation of three short animated
rilms, cach dealing with science topics (one scniorsecondary
student);

c) `Solar energy research: parabolic reflectoethe making of a para-
- bolic reflector and the use of the reflector in a number of experi-

ments (four intermediate secondary students); and

f) `Shoelaces'an experimental investigation to determine which
type of shoelace is `best' (one intermediate student).

Most of the Science Talent Search activities run'PS Australia arc
organized by the appropriate state science teachers association, whose
support is directly responsible for their popularity and success.

Displays consisting Of many of these entries to thc Sciende Talent
Search are organized and visited by both the general public and excursion
groups of school students. At such displays; the secondary student(s)
responsible for each project arc with their project display to discuss with
and answer questions from visitors. Research Aciintists are frequently
amongst the visitors and, as a result, a number of secondary students have
been invited to spend time in tcrtiary institutions working further in the
area of their projT.

Primary school examples
Despite many attempts to fostcr the growth of science in the curricu-

lurn of primary schools, there is generally much less science of any sort
taught in the primary schools than in the secondary schools. Consequent-
ly, a concise (if a little simplistic) statement about out-of-school science
in primary schools would be, 'similar to the above patterns for secondary
schools, but much less of it.'

Despite t4is relatively minor place of science in the curriculum of
many primary schools, some particular activities of those listed above for
secondary schools are also quite common in primary schools. In parti-
cular, excurkons of all sorts are widely used and many of these include
nature study/environmental issues. Probably the most common difference
in the primary school cxcursion, as compared to the secondary school
excursion, is that the primary school is more likely to see its excursions in
the context of a whole school curriculum than in the context of a single
subject. Consequently, a primary s hool excursion is less likely to bc
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exclusively science based but frequently includes science as well as other
topics. Venues for excursions which include science issues at this level are
largely ecological/natural environment, but sites such as museums are also
sometimes used. Other out-of-school resources used at this level include
television (both directly and, in some schools, via:video recording), radio,
project work (which may utilize literature from out-of-school sources) and
the materials of the Gould League.

One resource more commonly used in primary schools than in.secon-
dary schools is the expertise of parents of the students at the school. This
use of parents in teaching roles sometimes extends to parents conducting
electives or clubs, usually for one teaching session per week. ln this con-
text, some primary schools have haciparents running science programmes
which the parents rather than the school have structured.

Community out-of-school science and technology education

The major emphasis of this paper has been out-of-school science edu-
cation.for thc school age population. However, it would be remiss of us
not to mention some of the sources that do exist in Australia for science
and technology education outside the formal structures of school and
tertiary education. These ate aimed at the Australian community more
generally, but of course students at school, their teachers, as well as
parents and other citizens are free to use them with equal access (in al-
most all cases).

The sources to be discussed are under five headings: (i) Newspaper;
(ii) Libraries; (iii) Television and radio; (iv) Community education; and
(v) Participato.ry science groups.

Before considering these five groups of sources, it is important to
briefly describe another type of influence on both school students and the
general public which is best termed 'pseudo-science.'

Many teachers recognize that the science ideas and perceptions which
are brought into science classes by theiestudents are of real significance in
influencing the science learning of the students. The general community
sources listed above are important in influencing these ideas and percep-
tions brought to the classroom, as are the student's peers and his/her
family (one teacher described this to us as the effect of 'family folk-
myths' on the science learning of his students). All of the details given
below of the five listed community sources have some influence in this
way whether or not the teacher recognizes it.

Talking with school students makes it clear that these influences
extend beyond science and into the realms of 'pseudo-science.' There has
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been a considerable growth of community interest in the last decade
in areas such as astrology, the rather unusual ideas of the author Von
Daniken,* the supposed powers of the pyramid shape in keeping food
fresh, razor blades sharp and so on. All of these topics, and many others,
have been widely publicized in popular magazines, newspapers with a
more sensationalist outlook, and television programmes. It is clear that at
least some students (more particularly at the secondary level) enter their
science classes believing that these currently popular interpretations arc
the truth. This is sometimes further reinforced by other subject teachers
(e.g. English, social studies) discussing these pseudo-science topics in a
way that reinforces the view given by popular magazines, newspapers and
television.

In general, because of the rather simplistic and one-sided view gained
by students, these pseudo-science influences from out-of school have
rather negative effects on the teaching of science and technology.

The science and technology sources to be discussed below have more
positive effects on the learning of science by school students.

Newspapers. The newspapers in Australia are a constant solvce of
information about scientific discoveries, and applications of science in-
cluding its misapplications and undesirable social effects. Much of this is
rather haphazard news reporting so has limited but not negligible educa-
tional value. However, a number of the maim papers do have regular
science reporters who present very readable accounts of a wide range of
pure and applied science.

The science reported in one metropolitan newspaper was monitored
for five weeks. The list below gives an idea of the Issues covered in this
way.

News reports of science related events: (a) the return to earth of the
Skylab satellite (a number of reports both before and after Skylab's re-
entry); (b) fluoridation of water supplies (in the cuntext of referenda in
two communities about fluoridation); (c) Voyager Il photograph of a
Jupiter satellite; (d) USSR cosmonauts break the space endurance record;
(e) an appeal to Australian scientists to accept greater social responsibility,
made by a university philosopher; (f) a wide range of scienti1:/politica1/
economic news reports involvin; energy (President Carter's United States
energy policy, , CSIRO developments in electric cars, energy generation via
thermal gradients in oceans, reported movements in urban areas towards
the city centre as a result of energy shortages, fuel costs in car travel);

Von Daniken, Eric. Signs of the Gods. (Illus.). 239 p. 1980. Putnam.
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(g) an Indonesian tidal wave caused by lan,dslide; (h) an attack on the
frequency of cosmetic surgery; (i) introduction of a phone service describ-
ing the dangers of smoking and, venereal disease; and (j) reports of the
effects of the current Australian drought.

Feature articles (these were usually in execs§ of a thousand words in
length): (a) evolutionrecent fossil finds on one hand and present condo-
versies amongst scientists on the other; (b) Australia's energy futurea
two part discussion of alternatives for the future; (c) Australian flies; (d)
Solar power developmenta report on United States research; (e) the
science of yeastpresented in the regular cooking section; (f) Australian
fossilsrecent finds and their importance; (g) the next steps in space
report from the United States; and (h) should Australia have its own
communications satellite.

Regular weekly features contained in the newspaper were a two to
three page section on computerslargely with a business/commerce orien-
tation and a one to two page section for school students and teachers
science articles presented in the period sampled covered genetic engineer-
ing and a competition requiring the answering of questions about the

,
history of science.

In 1977, visitors from abroad were surprised to find one major news-
paper devoting half a page for more than a month to readers' questions
and answers (from a university physicist) concerning uranium mining and
all sorts of aspects of nuclear power. Alert teachers in schools find
Australian newspapers a useful way to convince their students of the
relevance of science education because of this high quality and common
reporting.

A rather special aspect of this newspaper contribution is the syndi-
cated comic strip 'Frontiers of Science' referred to in part two of this
report. This was produced in Sydney by Robert Raymond and Stuart
Butler and is a remarkable example of succinct and effective communica-
tion about science and technology. It is available in one of the news-
papers in most states and has been a rare Australian success abroad includ-
ing the United States. Examples of this skilful science education are given
on the following page. Each topic is concluded in five daily strips.

Libraries. Most people in Australia have reasonably easy access to a
free public library (even in country districts through mobile librarY vans).
Although they will have a variable stack of books on science, it is the
magazines on science that are stressed here. These are very regularly
thumbed and read by all ages af people including many school students.
Again, the range will vary fro.n library to library but an example indicates
the sort of scope for this scv:t of out-of-school science education.
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A suburban branch library in Melbourne subscribed to Amateur
photography, Aero modelling, Australian plants, Chain reaction (Friends
of the Earth), Choice (Consumer Association); Earth garden, ECOS (En-
vironmental research)k.Electronics (Australia), Habitat, Mechanics illus-
trOted, New scientist, 'Popular science, Science and technology, Scientific
4merican, Skin diving, Sky and telescope, Wildhfe in Australia, and Your
karden.

Television and radio. Australians are almost entirely dependent on
the ABC for what few programmes on science and technology there are.
The many commercial channels largely ignore these fields as possible sour-
ces of programme material. The ABC occasionally present some quality
(but somewhat indigestible) science programmes from the British Broad-
casting Corporation (BBC), and they do make some excellent nature pro-
grammes themselves. Australia's vastness and its unique flora and fauna
lend themselves to spectacular viewing and it is common to hear people
discussing these the next day. A very effective series called 'In the Wild'
has recently been able to galvanize public opinion about some areas that
were under consideration for exploitation or for preservation. Another
series entitled 'The Scientists' is currently being shown. It presents the
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life and work of important contemporary scientistsa very worthwhile
contribution to science education since so much of school and university
science education involves depersonalized scientific knowledge only.

Some other more general ABC programmes have relevance to sci-
ence/technology education. Examples of these are the continuing series
'The Inventors' (which demonstrates and comments on some of the latest
Australian inventions) and the recently concluded 'Torque' (a history of
the motor car). A few commercial channels include'science-related seg-
ments in children's shows with an educational flavour, for example 'The
Curiosity Show' and 'This Week-has Seven Days'. There is a regular week-
ly programme of about one hourT e Science Show'. At the time of
writing, this is a six part series on t" history, science and technological
use of rubber. The current affairs weekly magazine programme, `Vari-
ation'i also often includes science topics and a recent one presented an
excellent discussion of the pros arid cons of the multiple use of national
parksan important national issue that currently involves a number of
forest areas and the Great Barrier Reef.

Community education classes. In eath metropolitan centre and in
many larger country towns there are fairly well developed programmes of
informal community education, either through university extension, the
Workers' Educational Association or councils for adult education. Many
of these unfortunately exclude school age students even though the course
they offer may not overlap at all with the formal curriculum of schools.
Science and technology courses make up a small minority of the range of
offerings, but they continue to occur and are well attended. In one state
last year, the metropolitan science courses included 'Towards a sustainable
society', 'Science and the energy crisis', 'Solar energy and its uses', 'Geo-
logical map interpretation', 'Evolution and the fossil record', 'Basic astron-
omy', 'Introduction to chemistry', 'Microscopic anatomy', 'Applied geo-
logy', 'Ecology at home', 'Introduction to biology', and seven courses
about 'Birds and plants of Australia'.

From time to time such courses lead to excellent books for science
learning. One example must suffice from a Canberra community educa-
tion course on kitchen chemistry which led to the Consume- chemistry
book by Ben Se linger and published by A.N.U. Press. Community educa-
tion has in the last five years diversified and there are many grassroots
centres which are more learning exchanges than centres for courses.
These, too, are facilitating many opportunities for individual science
education.
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A tree identification exercise by adult matriculation students

A recent development has been outof-doors education programmes
that are conducted by various environmental studies groups for commu-
nity and schools alike.

Participatory science groups. Throughout the country there are a
small number of clubs and associations that are basediron scicncc related
activities. These provide enthusiastic participation (and education) for'
mcmbcrs. Most of them fall within the field naturalists' orbit but there
arc astronomical associations and ones concerned with native plants,
health and diet and alternative technologies as well.

In all these ways out-of-school science and technology education in
Australia is alive and available. However, if considerably more can be
reported now than would have been the casc a decade ago, there is still
much to do if th,...se sources are to be used on a regular basis by more than
a small fraction of the school population or the community at large. 0
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Introduction
9

The People'i Republic of Bangladesh is an independent state of
about 81 million people and is one of the most densely populated areas in
the world. There are few hills or mountains. The alluvial soil carried by
mighty rivers, their tributaries and distributaries makes the land fertile.
Bengali is the mother tongue of all the inhabitants and is the state lang-
uage of the country, with English as the second language.

In the last half century, what is now called Bangladesh has achieved
independence twice. On 14 Augtist 1947, it achieved independence from
British colonial rule and became a part of Pakistan, knOwn as East Pakis-
tan. Then it achieved full independence on lE December 1971 through a
devastating war lasting nine months. Now it is a sovereign state, having its
own people in all sectors of administrative control.

4

Formal education system: past and present

The education system prevalent in the country before 1947 was not
suitable for the needs of an independent nation. Its purpose was primarily
to produce a number of educated people who could assist the British in
operating their colonial administration. In fact, the small section of
people who were educated under this System acquired a set of values
which, on the one hand, alienated them from their own people and, on
the other, developed in them a disinterest in all forms of manual labour.

During the period 1947-55, no appreciable change from this tradi-
tional system was made. After 1955, attempts were made to rectify this
situation by adopting a programme of educational cxpansion. This pro-
gramme partially succeeded in raising thc absolute number of educated
people in some categories but failed to respond commensurately to the
manpower required in various fields. The supply of trained manpower in
some areas went up without being matched by that of the other categories,
thus causing an imbalance between the demand for and supply of trained
manpower. Neither thc philosophy of education nor its content were
appreciably changed to suit the needs of a developing nation. The high
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priority given to higher education rather than primary and basic education
has led to educated unemployment, thus creating an imbalance in the edu-
cation sector and generating considerable social problems in the country.

After the war of liberation the Government of Bangladesh engaged
itself in the task of repairing and renovating the damaged educational
institutions. This was essential in order to ensuw the people a secure
place in the fast moving world of science and technology. An Education
Commission was set up in 1972 to re-organize the education system of the
country and subsequently the National Curriculum and Syllabus Commit-
tee was set up in 1975 and an Educational Advisory Council started func-
tioning in 1978. The task was to evolve a system of education suited to
the economic and cultural needs of the people, giving new emphasis on
the vientific and technical education essential for economic development.
In spite of all these attempts about 77 per cent of the population, that.is
about 65 million people, arc still illiterate.

There arc about 19,000 religious institutions in the)ountry, called
Madrasahs. Formerly there was no provision for science teaching in these
institutions. It is encouraging that science education has recently been
introduced on an experimental basis in some of the Madrasahs.

Most of the day-to-day technical jobs are done by self-
trained persons having little or no fortnal education
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Why out-of-school science and technology education?

This is the age of science without which the modem world is jeopard-
ized. Behind the tremendous progress of the developed countries of the
world there is the versatile gift of science and technology. To cppe with
the onward march of civilization every state must train its manpower in
the field of scienc6and technology. In a developing country like Bangla-
desh where the vast majority of the population is illiterate, and only a
minute section of the literate mass is able to receive eyen basic education,
insdtutioribased formal education cannot satisfy their basic needs. Here,
various mass communication media like television, radio, newspapers,
magazines, film showsl, field trips, science fairs, science clubs and science
museums can definitely play a significant role. These are thc basic tools
for conducting out-of-school science and technology education (OSSE)
and the Covernment is fully aware of this vital need.

Position of science education in Bangladohaverage
enrolment at different levels in 1978.

Levels Science Others Total

Secondary level

Danes IX and X 107,000 431,000 538,000

College level

Higher secondary and degree (pass) 7,000 23,000 30,000

University level

Honours and postgraduate 8,000 17,000 25,000

Engineering and Agriculture
Universtv

Degree and postgraduate level 6,000 6,000

Polytechnic and vocational institute

7,000 7,000
15iploma, certificate and vocational
training

Total 135,000 471,000 606,000

Thc table above 'Shows that formal science and technology education
in Bangladesh is not in a strong position. This country with over 81 mil-
lion people can scartely cater for basic science teaching to 135,000 stu-
dents. At present there are only about 30,000 scientists and technologists
in thq country ttrid most of the day-to-day technical jobs are being done
by self-trained persons with little or no formal education.
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The role of various agencies and media involv'ed in OSSE in the
country may be discussed as follows:

Science museum. The only Museum of Science and Technology is
based in Dacca. It is or)e of the main agencies co-ordinating the concerted
efforts of the various organizations and media involved in OSSE in Bangla-
desh. It has also been carrying on its own programmes for this purpose.

The gap between the scientists and laymen in their knowledge and
understanding of scientific principles and technology poses a great handi-
cap to scientific, economic and cultural advancement in a developing
country, like Bangladesh. Hence, in order to make the people science
conscious and develop in them a scientific bent of mind, some positive
measures are essential.

Bangladesh has limited, explored natural resources but a vast man-
power. In order to Survive as an independent nation and to utilize this
vast manpower and its natural resources it needs to assimilate advanred
technology. This requires the young people to be educated in the prin-
ciples of science as applied to industry. The Museum of Science and
Technology tries to achieve this goal through its exhibits and demonstra-
tions of man's scientific achievements, together with educational program-
mes. Itls-geen complementing the formal scientific and technical educa-
tion programmes that are now under way in the schools, technical insti-
tutes, colleges and universities and also serves as a resource centre and a
place for the exchange of ideas among science educators.

While the work of the Museum of Science and Technology has
already been started on a small experimental scale a bigger scheme for the
establishment of the Bangladesh National Museum of Science and Techno-
logy is in process. The main aims and objectives of the project' arc to:

a) Preserve the innovative work of local scientists as well as natural
exhibits;

b) Display exhibits showing the history of scientific and technologi-
cal advancement of human society ;

c) Help people appreciate the contribution of science and technology
and the work of scientists for human welfare and civilization;

d) Create a scientifically educated citizenry in the country;

e) Promote in the public mind an interest for science and technology
and develop scientific awaredess in the masses;

f) Supplement the teaching of science in schools and colleges;
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g) Arouse in the. students an interest in their studY of science and
technology;

h) Encourage the young scientists to carry out innovative work in the
field of science; -

i) Co-ordinatc, encourage and help the science club movement in the
country; and

j) Provide teacher training facilities to the science teachers of the
country.

The functions of the present museum are to:

a) Demonstrate the exhibits in the galleries;

b) Arrange regular meetings and lectures on science with science
clubs, science teachers and people interested in science;

c) Arrange for regular film shows and video tape presentations on
popular scientific topics;

d) Provide a science library facility;

e) Serve as a centre of activities for science clubs and allied organiz-
ations or individuals to help develop thcir creative gcnius and pre-
serve and display their innovation; and

f) Arrange, on request, for special demonstration lectures on selected
topics from school science syllabuses.

The success of the activities of the museum which were started on ari
experimental basis has already inspired the authorities to chalk out a
master scheme. The future plan includes:

a) Construction of the museum's own building complexes;

b) Arrangement of a special muscum bus for Dacca city and mobile
science exhibitions for other places;

c) Arranging annual science exhibitions and prizcs for innovative
work;

d) Arrangements for museum publications;

c) Construction and installation of a planetarium and an observatory;
. and a

f) Establishment of Regional Science Muscums in Rajshahi, Khulna
and Chittagong.

The work of establishing the Museum of Science and Technology at
Dacca was started about 12 ycars ago but before 1976 no appreciable pro-
gress was made. Since then the museum has functioned on an experimental
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basis and as a result it has made reasonable progress. This is now an Inte-
grated Science Museum having such different branchcs as natural history,
physical science, astronomy, transport and technology forming a 'Science
Centre'. More than one thousand exhibits are sct in its temporary galleries.
The number of visitors has increased from about a dozen in a month to
around 300 per day. The museum has also been playing -a vital role in
arranging the National -Science Week, described later. The members of
more than 250 science clubs of the country, as well as different innovators
have been finding the museum a friend and guide. In fact the museum has
started functioning as a common platform to promote and assist OSSE.

Science clubs.- In Bangladesh all the school final examinations are.
guided by rigid central syllabuses, prepared by Boards or Universities. The
education is rather examination oriented. ,Students aim to cover the
topics of the syllabus and to get good marks in the fmal examination.
Here there is very little scope for the original talent of the students to
flourish. Exccpt for thc professional scientists very few younger people
can develop their individual original thinking during thcir academic scien-
tific work. This has led some of thc younger people to form science clubs.

.0"
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Members of a rural Scienre Club are working in thdr club workshop.
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Bcforc 1971 there were very fCw science clubs in the country. After
liberation more younger people were attracted spontaneously to form

science clubs out of their own initiative. Some of these clubs are now
attached to educational institutions and some are not. In all cases some
elderly teachers, research' workers or scientists and technologists arc on
the advisory councils of the clubs. All the guides of the science clubs are

i,oluntary workers.

The activities of the clubs include:

a) Original researal work on local environmental problgns;

b) Design of various instruments or machines wiT locally available

materials toereplace imported itcms;

c) Design of low-cost media for science teaching with local material;

d) Conducting Sunday classes on popular scientific topics for club
members and outsidcrs. Volunteers from professional circles arc
also invited to contribute their experience;

e) Design and preparation of scientific toys;

f) Study of the local flora and fauna;

g) Collection of local medicinal plants and information about them;

and

11) Arranging for field trips to places of scientific' importance.

For a long time the Science Club movement in the country was
cherished through thc initiative and drive of sonic teachers and scientists.

The monthly popular science magazine Bignan Smell has also played an
important role in encouraging the Science Club movement.

The last two National Science Weeks and thc present active interest

of the Museum of Science and Technology have accelerated the Science

Club movement in the country. Now the numbcr of Science Clubs in
various areas of the country stands at about 250 compared with a dozen
or so in 1977. Whereas there was once very little central co-ordination or
assistance, now 20 per cent of the clubs are provided with sets of essential

tools by the Science Week Organizing Committee and about 15 per cent
received small lump sum grants. In the last National Science Week every

club was given the status of an educational institution in all its partici-

pation programmes. It is interesting to note that in each science fair the

clubs have cut an exceptionally good figure and have earned high admir-

ation from thc public. .

Some of thc clubs even have their own publication and almost all
have their own little workshop and library. Most of them arrange for their
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own science fair in the locality and organize their own field-projects. Big
dubs have th.hawn co-ordination and guidance cell. Contests are regu-
larly arranged among the branches and a Central National Contest is being
arranged through thc activities of the National Science Week.

It is very interesting to note that some children and youth clubs at
the national. level have started to open science sections. Recently the
Science Museum published a Club Manual giving detailed information of
prominent Science Clubs in the country.

National science week, science fairs and science exhibitions

Of all the means for OSSE practised in Bangladesh, perhaps obser-
vance of a National Science Week has proved its worth in the shortest
possible time.

To promote science and technology a high level council, the National
Council for Science and Technology, was formed in.1976. The Council is
headed by the Honourable President as Chairman. One of the functions
of the Council is to popularize science and technology at all levels. Of the
valious steps taken by the Council for this end, the organization of
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Science fairs organized in connection with National Science Week attract thou-
sand; of people
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National Science Week has proved to be very effective. Some of the main
aims and objectives of the week are to:

a) provide better public appreciation and understanding of science
and technology, natural resources and the environment;

b) 'encourage students in creative activity and independent thinking;

c) train young people in instrument making and carrying out obser-
vations;

d) encourage the use of indigenous materials in scientific work;

e) search for young scientific talent;

0 encourage scientists to relate their scientific education and activity
more cloAely with the national problem;

g) bridge the gap between the general public, the young science
students and the professional experts in respect of scientific
knowledge; and

h) encourage the activities of the Science Clubs.

The first National Science Week was organized in two stages. In the
first stage, a science fair and exhibition, symposia and seminars, a debate
and an essay competition on scientific topics were held in each of the 19
district headquarters in 1978 and central activities were organized the
same year in Dacca, the capital. Each of the centres attracted a huge num-
ber of people from all walks of life both as participants as well as audience.
Many innovators displayed their talents through the exhibition of appro-
priate and alternathe technology based on local resources which included
a wooden cyclostyle machine, multi radio, family bicycle and wooden
refrigerators. Moreover through the open exhibition of national level
organizations such as the Bangladesh Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research, and the Atomic Energy Centre, the common masses had a
chance to come in contact with some of the professional research organ-
izations and their work. This was definitely a rare occasion for the
younger generation and general public to see at close hand professional
scientists and their achievements. The whole activities were wound up
with a central contest arranged in Dacca.

Being inspired by its success, the National Council for Science and
Technology .decided to arrange a second National Science Week in the
same year. Science fairs, exhibitions, symposia and seminars on scientific
topics were held with great enthusiasm in 64 centres covering various
remote arcas of the country. This has had a great impact on society by
creating mass interest in science and technology. The Government has
now decided to arrange a National Science Week on a regular basis. Next
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This cyclostyle machine made of local indigenous
material has vast potentiality.

time it is expected that the activities will be spread to about 500 district
headquarters so that the national contest will include participants from

I the very grassroots level.

Not only did students, teachers and research workers add their con-
tribution to the Science Week activities but also the members of the 250
Science Clubs.

Besides thc science fairs and exhibitions organized in connection
with the National Science Week, annual agricultural and industrial fairs are
also organized by the state in each of the district headquarters of the
country as well as in Dacca. Small scale science exhibitions are arranged
by different universities and educational institutions. In addition the
Bangladesh Shishu (Children) Academy arranges an annual exhibition in
which special emphasis is given to the work of children in the field of
science and technology. The Bangladesh Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, the Bangladesh Medical Association and different science
clubs also arrange annual science exhibitions.
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Industrial exhibitions are enjoyed by both adults and children.

Field projects and trips. Field projects and trips are definitely a
powerful tool for OSSE. Participants can get first hand experience
through these programmes.

Bangladesh is a very densely populated country, where there is al-

most no virgin land but yet the study of flora and fauna, the geological
condition of Chittagong hill-tracts, the study of marine life and visits to
various scientific and industrial spots may usefully be included under this

heading.

Field projects and trips are usually arranged by educational institu-
tions while different faculties of the universities and colleges arrange
special field projects on a limited scale to supplement the theoretical
studies. About 75 college level educational institutions are given an
annual grant by the Government to subsidize the costs involved in field
projects. Some Science Clubs, youth organizations and associations also

arrange their own programmes.

Popular lectures. In order to popularize various aspects of science
and technology, different educational institutions, including the six uni-
versities, have becn arranging lectures on different topics as extra curricula
activities. The Science Museum arranges regular scientific film shows and
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Young men and women are using the traditional system to level
the agricultural land. (The dragging is usually done b5 bullocks).

popular lectures at its premises. Moreover, a dozen Science Clubs are in-
volved in arranging regular demonstration lectures on scicntific topics to
give some idea of basic concepts as well as modem advancements in sci-
ence and technology to the local people. Professional research organiz-
ations such as the Bangladesh Atomic Energy Commission, the Bangladesh
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, the Bangladesh Agricultural
Research Institute, the Bangladesh Jute Research Institute, the Bangladesh
Rice Research Institute and the the Bangladesh Medical Research Council
also arrange regular lectures in their respective fields. Various national
level associations such as the Bangladesh Association for the Advancement
of Science, the Bangladesh Association for Scientists and Scientific Profes-
sions and the Bangladesh Medical Association, arrange annual conferences
at which not only professional papers are read on various specialized fields
but exhioitions, demonstrations and lectures arc arranged. In addition the
National Council of Science and Technology has been planning to send
prominent scientists to rural areas to conduct a series of lectures on local
scientific problems and the basic needs of science and technology.

Newspapers and journals. The newspaper is one of the oldest media
for mass communication in the country. There arc about 25 dailies and
200 periodicals published in the country. Due to the high percentage of
illiteracy it is not as effective as it ought to be. Moreover, the circulation
of the newspapers is limited to urban areas. A few newspapers publish
news on scientific topics and there is plenty of scope for utilizing the
media for OSSE. There arc some monthly journals published to cover the
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science popularization programme in the country such as the Bignan
Samaiki, Popular Science Journal of Bang la Academy, Bignan Samaj

.Patrika, and the Bignan Charcha. Besides, some science club publications
such as Sagnic, Bignan Parikrama, Anbesha and Cosmos cover various
aspects of science and technology. Moreover, universities, research organ-
izations and other professional organizations publish their own scientific
journals too.

The publication of books on popular scientific topics and experi-
ments is gaining ground and the translated versions of a good number of
books on the subject are also being published.

Alr 1'

Girls are enjoying a demonstration of their exhibits in a Science Fair.

Motion pictures. The only place in the country where regular 16 mm
film shows are arranged for popularizing science and technology is in the
Science Museum. Bangladesh television occasionally shows films on popu-
lar scientific topics. There are about half a dozen, Science Cine Clubs in
the country which arrange 16 mm science film shows. In addition, Gov-
ernment publicity departments have been using 16 mm films for propa-
ganda purposes in promoting health, hygiene and family planning, and the
development of agriculture and fisheries and livestock. Sometimes the
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting arranges short film shows in
commercial cinema theatres before the commercial films are shown.
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'The only state owned film library in the country for lending educa-
tional films, is the film library of the Audio-Visual Education Centre at
Dacca. It has about 400 sound films of which about 50 per cent are on
science and technology. Different universities and other educational insti-
tutions have some c011ections of sound films on science and technology to
supplement their classroom teaching. Moreover, different foreign organiz-
ations, like the British Council, the American Cultural Centre and the
German Cultural Institute have good stocks of films which are regularly
shown in their own premises or may be borrowed bT the different institu-
tions or agencies. Very few of the filins are produced in the country as
production of scientific documentary films is not yet a commercial pro-
position.

A local innovator made this improvised Sound
Cine Projector

Radio. Bangladesh, a compact country with very few hilly areas, is
widely covered by the Government controlled radio network. This media
plays a vital role in mass communication to cater for the vast population
of rural areas in imparting OSSE, especially in the fields of agriculture,
health, sanitation and family planning. The regular science popularization
broadcast covers basic science and technology. At present there is no
separate operating cell or channel for science programmes. The radio
authorities themselves usually plan the programme and invite different
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speakers to present the topics. The central broadcasting station at Dacca,'
the regional stations in Rangpur, Khulna, Chittagong and Sylhet not only/
relay the programmes from Dacca but also'sometimes arrange for special
programmes to.. suit the needs of the people of the locality. A special
scheme is now being prepared by the Ministry of Education for an elabor-
ate schocil broadcast system which is expected to be implemented very
soon.

Television. Bangladesh television began in 1965. It is a one channel,
black and white telecasting system broadcasting about six hours daily to
cover national and international news, entertainment, educational pro-
granunes and commercial advertisements. At present there are about half
a dozen relay stations covering approximately 80 per cent of the land
mass. It is expected that by the end of next year the entire country will
be covered by the television network.

Currently only two hours telecasting per week is devoted to thc pro-
gramme on OSSE. Here there is more emphasis on agriculture, health and
hygiene. A limited number of good kience programmes are being produc-
ed. In several progranres the achievements of young scientists of various
Science Clubs are put forward. Sometimes popular science films are
shown. There is ample scope for effective utilization of the media for

The traditional rural technology of Bangladesh, like folk-tales or folk-
songs, is handed over from generation to generatidn through verbal com-

munication and practical experience
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popularizing science and technology. ,More effective programmes may be
developed in close co-operation with various educational institutions,
research organizations, the Science Museum, the Audio-Visual Education
Centre and the Science Clubs. The Government is very conscious of the
effectiveness of the media and hence it is expected that &gm the middle
of 1983 a second channel of Bangladesh television will be opened to cater
for more.educational.programmes.

Verbal communication of traditional rural technology -.

Just like folk tales or folk songs which are handed over from gener-
ation to generation through verbal communication, in Bangladesh some
traditional rural technology is being transferred from person to person,
generation to generation through verbal communication. The science and
techniques of domestic metalwork, woodwork, food preservation, house
building and traditional agriculture are some of the typical examples of
this.

Conclusion

OSSE can not only convey the basic concepts of science and technol-
ogy to a I.4st mass in an economic way, but can also broaden the horizon
of the participants. This system may gradually meet thc requirements for
creating a science conscious citizenry.

Bangladesh, with its vast manpower and limited facility for coping
with formal science and technology education has to depend to a great
extent on OSSE. The interchange of ideas between different developing
countries could play a valuable role in improving the local systems in use.
International seminars on this topic may be a useful way of bringing about
this exchange of knowledge. 0
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CHINA

by Wang fingsheng

Prior to liberation in 1949, old China was extremely backward in
culture and education. Eighty per cent of the pqpulation were illiterate
while illiteracy in the rural areas was as high as 95 per cent. Since the
founding of New China, much effort has been made in expanding educa-
tion, science and technology in the covrse of developing the economy. By
1981, 94 per cent of the school-age ctildren were in schools as comiiared
with only 20 per cent in the past. An estimate of middle school students
in 1981 revealed an increase of nearly eight times over the pre-liberation

figures. In addition, much headway has been made in establishing differ-
ent spare-time schools, pre-schools and schools for the handicapped.

Out-of-school science activities
Apart from developing formal science teaching, much importance is

being attached to the rapid development of out-of-school science activities

for more than, 200 million students in the primary and middle schools.
Children and teenagers are the expectations in scientific advancement and

the hope for the future development of the country. The government has
called on them to 'love, learri and make use of science', and urged the
whole nation to be concerned about the wholesome growth of the young

generation. As a result, close collaboration has been developed between

the central and local governments, between communities and the schools
to develop science activities for the young people.

In June 1981, with the approval of the State Council, a National
Leading Group for Youngsters' Scientific Activities was formed by respon-
Ale persons from five major organizations; the China Association for Sci-

ence and Technology (CAST), the Ministry of Education, the State Com-
mission for Physical Culture and Sports, the Communist Youth League,
and the All-China Women's Federation. The main task of the group is to:
(a) work out a programme of science aciivities for young people; (b) co-
ordinate the work; (c) identify and solve the problems involved so as to

put forth proposals to the government/ (d) organize exemplary activities
on a national level and meetings to share experiences; (e) commend ad-
vanced units and individuals; and (f) stimulate international exchanges in

this field. The group's headquarters are located in tbe Department for
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Children and Teenagers, (CAST). Leading groups and offices at the provin-
cial, municipal and autonomous region levels have also been set up. In
addition, academic societies affiliated to CAST and their branches at
lower levels have been established for science popularization. A variety of
out-of-school activities have been organized. In Tianjing for example, 16
out of its 18 districts and counties have formed leading groups for chil-
dren's science activities with eight groups chaired by top persons in the
corresponding governments. This is a guarantee that the activities can be
carried out smoothly.

In the course of the development of science programmes, activists in
this field have emerged in large numbers, who have organized themselves
either as associations of young amateurs in science and technology or asso-
ciations of instructors for youngsters' science activities. Many provinces,
municipalities and counties.have formed young science amateurs associa-

'dons in different disciplines such as astronomy, geology, biology, math-
ematics, electronics and model aeroplane building. The young members
of the amateur associations can obtain instructions and guidance from sci-
entists and technicians who are members of different academic societies.

On the basis of local associations,.the Chinese Association of Instruc-
tors for Youngsters' Science Activities was founded in Beijing in June
1981. Its main tasks are to: (a) give guidance to local branches; (b) organ-
ize meetings for exchange of experiences; (c) run training courses for rais-
ing the academic level of the membets; (d) do research on the theory con-
cerning the activities; and (e) protect the interests of the members. There
are altogether 40,000 instructors in the country, most of whom are

achers in primary and middle schools but also scientists, technicians and
educationists who are helping the programme.

Content and form of the activities. Sciencc 'nlightenment projects
have been carried out to populariz.e science with young people in the light
of local c9,nditions. They have used variouss, forms and means such as
seienci and technOlogy exhibitions, shows of science artifacts made by
young people, summer science camps and study tours, sponsored contests
in different subjects, science invention contests and science discussions.

A movement called a 'Love for Science Month' has been initiated in
the country. Through' these forms and means, more students are being
attracted to such activities.

Summer science camps. The summer science camps, which generally
focus on one particular subject, are one of the best ways to develop sci-
ence activities. During the summer vacation every year, a variety of sum-
mer science camps are run at provincial, municipal, county and school
levels. They include summer camps for young geology and meteorology
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amateurs in Lushan Mountain, Jiangxi Province; summer camps for ama-
teurs in volcanic geothermics and biology run by middle schools in Teng-
chong CouRty, Yunnan Province; and summer camps for young astron-
omy amateurs in Beijing. In 1980, more than 250 summer science camps
were held with 110,000 participants. In 1982 a summer camp for young
amateurs in geology was held with the support of the Chinese Society of
Geology. It had its sub-camps set up in the provinces where 7,700 young
amateurs took part.

Love for Science Month movement. During a designated month,
pupils in primary and middle schools are asked to complete several 'one-
thing's'. This means they learn something about the development of one
discipline; they get to know stories about one scientist; to read one book
dealing with science; to observe one natural phenomenon and describe it
in writing; and to make one sclt.nce artifact or to give an idea about how
to do.one technical innovation.

Team programmes oriented towards science amateurs

Many pupils have a keen interest in science and technology and have
joined one of the several amateur groups organized by schools. Places out-
side schodls which are specially built for the use of amateurs, such as
children's palaces, children's homes, stations for children's oui.-of-school
activities and sparc-time sports schools, have provided these amateurs with
opportunities at a higher level to actually build models. These premises
also serve as centres in which training classes are run for science instructors
and from which guidance and directions can be obtained by those working
for amateur groups in schools.

Statistics gathered in April 1981 from 24 provinces, municipalities
and autonomous regions indicate that more than 7,000 places of all kinds
of out-of-school act:vities have been set up. Some are located in special
buildings and equipped with comparatively good instruments, workshops
and laboratories, and are directed by either full-time or part-time instruc-
tors: Admission to these places is bascd on brightness and creativity
shown at the entrance check-ups. When admitted, students spenu their
spare time doing all kinds of activities relating to mathematics, phy ics,
chemistry, astronomy, biology, geology, electronic computers, radio,
model aeroplanes and ship-building. The Shanghai Children's Palace, for
exaniple, which belongs to the China Welfare Institute has a special build-
ing devoted to science. It has trained a large number of qualified person-
nel for the country in the past decades.

China has begun to establish ccntres which function both as bases for
out-of-school activities as well as centres for guidance and research. The
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National Childxen's Centre was opened to the public in Beijing on 5 August
1982. In the Centre there are three hallsScience Hall, Sports Hall and
Hall for Arts and Literature. The China Association for Science and Tech-
nology prepared and sct up the Science Hall, where the children can apply
the hands on' concept on exhibits so as to gct acquainted with ccrtain
scientific principles.

Nafional activities. Some recent activities that have been carricd out
at the national level arc the 1979 National Exhibition of Scientific Arti-
facts by young peopte where morc than 8,000 artifacts of excellence madc

(. by young people throughout the country were displayed and 1,100 won
prizes. During the two month show 280,000 people visited thc exhibition.
A national science discussion by young people was also held in thc same
year on a trial basis. Out of 114 papers submitted 56 were selected, the
authors of which were invited to Beijing to attend the discussion sessions.

Since 1978, science summer camps have covered such subjects as
navigation, ecology, biology and biological protection in a panda reserve
in Sichuan Province. A national summcr scicncc camp for young minor-
ities was also held. Some excursions wcrc organized for instructors to
make a biology survey tour in Xi Shuang Ban Na Prefecture, Yunnan Pro-
vince and Sheng Nong jia Mountain, Hubei Province respectively.

In early 1980, a total solar eclipse was observed in Yunnan Province.
Departments concerned in the province chose this occasion to organize
y oung astronomy amateurs to watch it. National math-contcsts for young
people were held in 1978 and 1979. In 1982, pupils in ten big cities took
part in the Composition Contest on Outer Space Exploration run by the
Second United Nations Conference of Rcscarch and Peaceful Usage of
Outer Space. A composition titled 'Rejoicings over the new home' writ-
ten by Fu jie, a 14-year- old middle school pri in Wuhan, won the first
prize in the Asian region. The first competition of die Scientific and
Technical Innovation and Invention and Science Forum for Young People
was held in Shanghai in August 1981. Two hundred and thirty objects of
innovation and invention were selected from all parts of the ooLntry. This
Lompetition wi11 be held once every* two years. The National 1 eting for
commending outstanding Science Instructors is to be held at th1Nnd of
1982. All these projects have had.a great impetus for the development of
out-of-school science activities.

Principles guiding science activities for young people
Stress has been laid on how to foster among the young, the necessary

temperament, knowledge and skills -qualities that are indispensable to sci-
entists or technologists. From China's experience, the following facets
deserve particular attention in fostering such qualities amongst the young.
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A

I. Try to arouse their interest in science, which usually is the starting
point and driving force in their study efforts. Being young and energetic,
curious and active, young people are inclined to like, and be interested in,
science activities which best suit these characteristics. What is needed is

to help guide and lead their interest in science onto personal dedication
and devotion.

2. Help young people to lay a solid foundation of science and
broaden their knowledge. In making science artifacts and 'doing other
activities, attention should be paid to training young people to make use
of basic knowledge and grasp certain elementary technical skills. Training
should develop from the easy to the difficult and be geared to students'
attainments in knowledge. In this way, their scientific level will be gradu-
ally heightened and their knowledge broadened.

3. The central link in all these activities is to cultivate the compe-
ter...e of the youngthe ability to observe, to think and to practise. The
co-ordinated advancement of their abilities in these three respects is
shown in their creativity.

4. Foster amongst the young people the scientific approaches of
seeking truth from facts, strictness"and meticulousness, indomitable will
and creativity. If young people grow up with these fine qualities, they
will be useful to the society; whether they go in for science or work in
other trades and professions.

Existing problems

China has a vast territory and massive population with a rather weak
economic foundation. As a result, marked differences in the development
of youngsters scientific activities can be found in different parts of the
country, even in different schools within a city. In the vast countryside
and remote rural areas, the activities have developed comparatively slowly.

The lack of equipment, facilities, grounds, f!pds and instructors still
remains a problem and needs to br solved gradually.

China has just started the theoretical research on science activities for

the young people. A lot of questions involv'ed need to be studied, in a
planned way, such as the relationship between curricular teaching and
extracurricular activities; the role of science activities in bringing up a new
generation of scientific and technical personnel; how to conduct the

activities in the countryside; how to colpine popularization of science

with the raising of standards; theoretical issues relating to pedagogy; and
the science of personnel training.
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Introduction

The need for universal scientific literacy has been felt in India as
much as in any other comma the globe.

In today's society, science is not merely the exclusive domain of the
specialist': an ordinary citizen must possess some degree of scientific liter-
acy to enable him to appreciate the general nature of scientific, cultural
and intellectual endeavOurs and their potential for a better way of life. In
other words, in a democracy, where it is the common people who make
public decisions, the people should have enough scientific awareness
before they make such decisions. Similarly, thc output of scientists and
technologists also has to be adequate in terms of modern economy and
social dynamics.

With this end in view, science has been prescribed for Indian schools
as a compulsory curricular subject up to the secondary level. Emphasis,

4 however, has been laid on science as a process; as an operation of the in-
quiring mind. The internal conduct of science, rather than its external
impact is what we have thought is important in the learning of science.
Science is not merely a body of information, it is a process of acquiring
knowledge. Obviously, as an activity of the human mind, it should be
imbibed and cultured outside the curricular boundary. Here comes the
necessity for large scale out-of-school scientific activities which widen the
horizon of scientific culture.

In a multicultural and multilingual society like ours, science -could
well serve as a unifying force providing a common culture for all. The
establishment of a wide scientific culture depends on the schools which
have to provide effective science programmes for all students and foster
development of scientific literacy. The extracurricular scientific activi-
ties and the experience of technological creativity are factors which
complement some of the shortcomings of formal education. Through the
out-of-school activities, new scientific talents and budding scientists, get
the opportunity to express their creative ingenuity.

j0
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Out-of-school scientific activities
Out-of-school scientific activities have a long tradition in India. The

Indian Association for Cultivation of Science, Calcutta established in 1876,
had as one of its objectives, a component for the popularization of science.
This was restricted to demonstration-lectures by such illustrious persons as
Sir J.C. Bose and his eminent contemporaries. Science clubs and sciencc
exhibitions were common in some educational institutions of Calcutta. In
My sore, thc Prasharan movement and in Gujarat, Nay Jecuan Samaj car-
ried out non-formal science teaching; the latter organization took up non-
formal teaching of agriculture through practical applications.

At the beginning of this century, M.K. Gandhi (Father of thc Nation)
tried for non-formal science activities at Wardha; Rabindranath Tagore
started similar activities in his Srec Niketan. The first gobar (cow dung)
gas plant in the country in 1940 was an outcome of the non-formal sci
ence activities of the Ramakrishna Mission in Calcutta.

The Science for Children Club of Calcutta, founded during the late
1950s was some kind of a modd which stimulated interest in science
among school children. It really started as humble hobby work in differ-
ent science subjects and the club had a small library. Today the club
hulds periodical exhibitions, organizes scientific excursions and publishes
an annual journal. A host of voluntary science clubs originated almost
simultaneously and they have more or less similar programmes. The Vika
ram A. Sarabhai Community Science CentreNhmedabad was founded in
1963 hy local initiative. It has made a formidable contribution in thc
furm of audio-visual aids and attractive publications both for formal and
non-formal science. This Centre runs several community-oriented pro-
granunes to illuminate the process of scientific thinking amongst thc com
mun people and the children, to spread and undeistand new ideas and
approaches in scientific and technological development. Some of the im-
portnt activities of the Centre are as follows: (1) popular science lecture
series; (2) night sky viewing; (3) science film-shows; (4) science for house
wives; (5) do-it-y ourself lah/puzzle hoards; (6) science exhibitions; (7)
open house programmes (every Sunday this programme gives laboratory
facilities to students, teachers and those who wish to learn the rudiments
of science); (8) science playground (the objective of such a playground
facility is to bring home to the children some basic aspects of sciencc
through the medium of outdoor-play); (9) science play room (different
science toys and play things are kept for primary level children); (10) hob-
by corner; (11) pcts, birds and aquarium; (12) science puppet shows; and
(13) nature club/environment study group.
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The Centre periodically brings out a Wall Science Newspaper and
abr .. mini books covering various aspects of sc,ence in very simple under-
standable language for the students.

The Indian Association for Extracurricular Scientific Activities
(IAESA) was founded in 1968 and in 1969 it was recogaized as a national
organization or organizing budy by the International Co-ordination Com-
mittee (ICC). In fact the first All India Students' Science Fair was organ-
ized by the IAESA in 1970 in collaboration with the Indian Science
Cnngress Association. In co-operation with the National Council of Edu-
cational Research and Training (NCERT), the IAESA organized the
Unesco Regional Seminar for leaders of the youth science activities in Asia
and the General Assembly of the ICC.

Hundreds of schools have become members of the Nature Clubs of
India which arc sponsored by the World Wildlife FundIndia. The clubs
publish newsletters of wide circulation and they undertake nature trails
in different parts of the country.

International organizations have been promoting science club move-
ments in India for some time. The Conference on the Application of
Science and Technology to the Development of Asia (CASTASIA) held in
New Delhi from 9-20 August 1968, recommended that priority action
was needed in Asia for promotion of an appreciation of science by the
common mass through full utilization of mass media communication
techniques, functional literacy programmes as well as science clubs and
fairs, and aimed at the rural populace of India.

Growth of science museums. The development of a Science Museum
Movement in India started some time in the late 50s. The first science
museum was developed by the Government under the Council of Scien-
tific and Industrial Research (CSIR) and was thrown open to the public in
May 1959. It is known as the Birla Industrial and Technological Museum,
Calcutta. The present Birla Museum, Calcutta, has several permanent
galleries on subjects such as: (1) transportation; (2) motive power; (3)
metallurgy; (4) mining; and (5) electronics.

The museum has a workshop attached to it housing the drawing and
design section and the mechanical, electrical, art and photography work-
shops. The workshop takes up the development of models for the mu-
seum and also prepares models and exhibits for various organizations.

Various rural programmes like mobile science exhibitions, science
demonstration lectures, the school loan service and the science teachers'
training programme, spread the museum's activities to remote areas. The
museum holds science exhibitions and fairs and undertakes training pro-
grammes for unemployed adults. 60
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Th, second museum was set up in 1965 under the CSIR at Bangalore
which is known as Visvasvaraya Industrial and Technological Museum
(VITM), Bangalorc. This museum shows the development of science and
technology as well as displays on such themes as timber and paper, dee-
trotechnies, and popular science. The museum has facilities for such
activities as the production of exhibits, development of hobby centres and

teachers training programmes.

This museum has a mobile exhibition unit and holds science exhibi-
tions. One novel and important scheme started in VITM with the help of

ustries, has been polyvalent education for factory workers. This con-
sts of exposing workers in industries to the recent advances in the parti-

eular trade to enrich the environment in which the workers live and work.
The course includes lectures and discussions on topics such as 'Industrial
growth', 'Citizenship' and 'Nutrition'.

The third science museum under the Council of Scientific and Indus-
trial Research is known as Nehru Science Centre (NSC) which is located in
Bombay. The first part of NSC was opened as a Science Exhibition in
October 1977. The NSC has a planetarium and a mobile science unit.

Besides these museums there is a proposal to set up several more such
museums by the Government.

The other prominent science museum of creative activity is in the
Birla Institute of Technology and Science at Pilani. This museum trains
science teachers to set up science clubs/science museums in schools.

'Mini scientists'

4

engrossed in the science club
activities
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In Calcutta there is a planetarium run by thc Birla TruGt which is
very popular.

Jawahar Bal Bhavans. Today no educator would argue against the
contention that the teaching/learning situation cannot be confined to the
four walls of a classroom. Ile education for faller growth and develop-
ment of the child is a responsibility that should be equally shared by the
parents, the,school and the community.

Therefore, a community conscious of its responsibility towards its
children must encourage the development of out-of-school agencies and
institutions ft) complement school education and provide children with
the experience and opportunities that are beyond the scope of the usual
academically oriented curriculum, and yet are vitally important to thcir
physical, mental and emotional growth.

These institutions are necessary if our children arc to live their life
fully, if our children arc to develop enthusiasm for living, delight in
human interaction, and passion and curiuSity fur understanding the world
around them. Jawahar Bal Bhavans are such institutions. They are in the
name of the late Pandit Jawahar LA Nehru, India's first Prime Minister
after Independence and have the financial support of the Jawahar Lal
Nehru Memorial Fund and the State Government. There arc 12 such insti-
tutions situated in each of the 12 capital cities namely: Trivandrum,
Bangalore, Pondicherry', Madras, Ilyderabad, Bombay, Ahmedabad, Cal-
cutta, Gauhati, Allahabad, Mandi village (Delhi) and Srinagar.

These institutions cater to the needs of children up to 11 years of
age. Facilities for thc following activities are available: (1) physical activi-
ties such is children's play, gardefling, carpentry arid dancing; (2).creative
arts and crafts activities such as painting, clay work, pottery and ceramics;
(3) dance-drama and music activities; (4) library activities; (5) service
activities such as collecting leaves, stamps and coins; (6) group activities

such as group dance, drama and debating; (7) solitude activities such as
V kits to the museums, listening to music, star-i ing and bird-watching;
and (8) science activities such as animal club (including care of live ani-
mals), plant club (including gardening), weather club with a small surface
observatory, radio club and electrical club.

All these activities are quite popular with children. Besides these
activities some of the Bal Bhavan's conduct training programmes for
teachers in the abow areas.

,

Science clubs. Government aid for science club activities began in
1957-58 and enabled clubs to cover much widcr areas than the voluntary
organizations had with their rather humble beginnings. By January 1962,
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there were about 500 clubs; each receiving central aid of Rs. 1,200* per
annum. By the end of 1965-66, the number of science clubs had reached
910. The latest figure is not available, but there would certainly be more
than a thousand science clubs in India today.

Organizing a science club. A science club is essentially a piace for
voluntary activity and its success depends largely on the endeavours of its
members. Good planning, careful execution, and above all the organiz-
ational spirit, arc all channelled in a successful science club towards the
maximum degree of development.

A sense of affiliation, development of a purposeful programme and
the joy of achievement help develop a team spirit among the members of
the clubs. The nucleus of a science Club.is usually started by a school even
if it does not possess a sophisticated workshop, laboratory or a proper
..*-±in6 place. In most cases, the existing laboratory of the school with
all its limitations, is convenient enough for science club :urposes.

The role of the sponsor. The teacher-sponsor usually plays the most
vital role. /Ile takes the lead and propagates the idea of the club by gather-
ing a group of science students and trying to kindle their interest'in the
programme. It should be the consistent aim of the teacher-sponsor to

111 °ail

A participant with his working model in
the National Science Exhibition

Approximately 9.21 Indian Rupees (Rs.) = Onc US dollar
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share the responsibility for running the club with the members. In fact, it
is not the sponsor who runs the club; it is the students who, do so.

Fhe main responsibility of 'the sponsor, however, is to maintain a
sustained interest in the science activities. Since the club activities con-
tinue after school hours, the sponsor has to make himself available at the
club sessions after regular teaching hours or sometimes during holidays to
encourage and enthuse the club members. The sponsor is supposed to
have the ingenuity to utilize local resources, being a resourceful person
himself and knowing about the available resources in the locality, and to
maintain contact with other clubs. This enables the members of different
clubs to exchange ideas.

The clubs work on democratic lines and develop a feeling of partici-
pation among all the members. No hard and fast rule is laid down for
membership. All students from the secondary classes (age-group 13-1 7)
have the privilege of being members. But sometimes, in certain clubs,
membership is restricted because of limited space and materials. In addi-
tion to the chief sponsor, often, other science teachers are also associated
with the club activity. Quite often, the clubs arc run on the basis of care-
fully prepared constitutions.

Activities of a sciencc club. When the nucleus of the club has been
established, attention is directed then towards creation of the proper
climate for a dub. Activities that are generally undertaken by a typical
school-based science club are as follows.

General ac tivities. Symposia or seminars are arranged on certain
topics and problems. The members express their views and explain their
individual points of view on the subject. Participation in a seminar is not
restricted to a particular level of participant; seminars provide the oppor-
tunity to bring scientists and stalents togcther ereby the latter benefit
from the discussions.

Of ten, such activities as symposia, seminars or lectures are followed
by a quiz session. Essay competitions and debates are considered to be
very potent means for providing opportunities to members to get first-
hand experience of studying a particular topic in depth. This also fosters
the habit of consulting reference material and library work. Suitable lec-
tures on selected scientific topics within the comprehension of the mem-
bers are often arranged. Film shows are arranged to explain scientific
topics and difficult concepts.

Though tune consuming and sometimes a little expensive, excursions
provide a good opportunity for learning. They also keep the interest of
members Jive. Excursions to nearby factories, agricultural fields or to the
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ZOO or botanical garden are enjoyed by the young members. Biological
excursions in search of typical flora and fauna arc widely widertaken and
the development of nature trails is an exciting new activity.

Collecting, identifying and preserving biological specimens, preparing
static and working models and improvised apparatus, performing new
experiments and, above all, organizing investigatory-type projects are the

most attractive activities for the children.

However the mere collection of insects, flowers, leaves, shells or
rocks and minerals does not really mean much until some taxonomic work

is undertaken as a follow-up project. This involves the study of some
literature, discussions with others and library work. Many science clubs,

in quite obscure places, have good collections of preserved biological

specimens and rocks and minerals, displayed in laboratory racks and class-

rooms. Collection notes are available to others who want to undertake

similar activities.

When properly guided, activities that teach the skills of collecting
and preserving specimens and keeping and rearing live animals add to the

value of a club museum.

Even without any sophisticated apparatus, manual skills like carpen-

try, soldering and sheet metal work or the use of clay and plaster of paris
can be used to make modelling a fascinating experience in which the
majority of students seem to be interested. Working models provide
greater thrills but they need superior craftsmanship. Modelling, however,

should not be mere replication of existing instruments, apparatus or ideas.

Models which give concrete shape to abstract ideas are uncommon.

An increasing nmnber of students are planning and performing new
and interesting scientific experiments with mailable apparatus to experi-

enLe complex scientific principles. This engrossing experience needs
proper guidance which is not always available in rural science clubs. It

provides laboratory skills and expertise in manipulation of laboratory
apparatus, besides intellectual competence. Many clubs provide the oppor-
tunity to organize such experiments which are generally not possible in

the Classroom situation due to constraints of time. Interesting experi-

ments related to growth of plants, for example, may need constant obser-
vation for several days, or weeks. Such experimmts are often taken up by

science club members.

Project work. It is constantly felt that too much traditional teaching

of science is another way of confirming foregone conclusions. It is a kind
of anti-science which is damaging to the lively mind. So, science educa-
tion in this country, as in many other countries, is slowly changing its
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gar.,

Science club activity in a school

focus from recorded content of science to its operative content. The
emphasis, as said previously, is on the process of scierke rather than its
products.

Science projects taken up by the members of a science club are a
corollary to this idea. Many of the projects may look a bit adventurous
and ambitious at times, but this kind of open ended and experimental
approach to science leaming helps inculcate in the younl mind the spirit
of exploration in the field of science. Power of methodical reasoning
grows out of such activities. The role of the sponsor or the guide is that
of a catalyst, not of a 'know-all' dominant teacher. He takes on the role
of a discussion leader and stimulates the enthusiasm of the student but
never directly answers the questions which might arise during the project
work.

In better organized science clubs, fresh ideas regarding projects gener-
ate from club discussions, study circles, experiments and general curiosity.
Each project that is organized successfully jenerates fresh ideas for several
others. The interest of the child, however, is the first consideration in
establishing a project. The sponsu 's duty is to make suitable adjustments
in the investigation design to suit the capabilities of the student or to over
come the laboratory limitations. Once the problem has beendefined, and
some study has been carried out, the next concern is to draw up a tenta-
tive design to attack the problem. The theme of the investigation will
determine the hypothesis. Collection of data is systematically planned
and the data are meaningfully organized for interpretation.
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A happy change that is gradually emerging in the choice of projects
by different science clubs is that they are becoming more and more direct-
ed towards the solution of specific problems faced by the community.
This is a remarkable departure from projects having theoretical import-
ance. The latter kind is still more preponderant but projects directed
towards better methods of preservation of grains in the village, improved
cowdung gas plants for cooking fuel, or preparation of a 'village refriger-
ator'run without electricity, are now quite common.

Training difficulties. Lack of efficient media for dissemination is a
major obstacle which prevents free communication between thousands of
science clubs scattered throughout the country. Through the limited
channels of communication that are available, it is evident that some clubs
are doing very well. .A large number of clubs arc yet to evolve viable pro-
grammes but their difficulties, however, are mostly ofjocal origin; many
of them can be removed through the proper application of their local
resources.

Training difficulties arise when the sponsoring bodies are not compe-
tent enough to organize an effective science club. This is because in many
cases the sponsor or the teacher does not have adequate training. The
Regional College of Education (Ajmer) under NCERT brought out a num-
ber of publications known as Activities of science club sponsors. These
publications covered several aspects of the organization of Science Clubs,
various types of projects and open ended experiments. There is a strong

1
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Se. ice club activity in a school
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feeling that a part of the pre-service training of teachers should also
include some training to organize science club activities. Several agencies,
including NCERT,are,thinking in this direction.

Motivational difficulties. It is discouraging that in addition to the
heavy schedule thaf a teacher has to maintain, organization of science club
activities really Becomes a burden to him. But enthusiastic and properly
motivated teachers take a keen interest in science clubs.

Financial difficulties. The funds allocated to sponsors arc usually
insufficient for the running of a living science club.

NCERT support. The Department of Education in Science and
Mathematics, NCERT, has been striving to solve these difficulties. It has
held training workshops for sponsors in various regions of the country to
acquaint them arid the Stat,e Departments of Education with the import-
ance of sponsor training and also to lay down sample training programmes.
It plans to bring out a science club newsletter to provide the required
guidance to the sponsors and also to disseminate useful information about
club activities.

Science fairs
Inspiration for year-round activities is provided by periodic science

fairs held,at district/zonal and state levels and the national level exhibition
which is held annually. In addition to this, school science exhibitions are
a constant feature. Such science exhibitions provide opportunities for
exchange of ideas, competitions and wider recognition. These exhibitions
arc a forum for the dissemination of information and they set up the
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standards for students. They are also a great motivation for the sponsor/
teacher. While the primary objective of all this is to develop aptitude and
creativity in science among students, the science clubs and science exhibi-
tions also serve to identify the really talented students.

Students find science fairs or science exhibitions most attractive
events. They are organized both by non-government agencies throughout
the country on a voluntary basis, and by governmental agencies, particu-
larly NCERT as an extension programme.

NCERT feels that a sound programme for science education should
mean imparting an adequate quantum of scientific knowledge in various
fields, taking into account the modern developments which are fast chang-
ing the life of the people. Even more important. than this is to inculcate
scientific attitudes towards life and living, free from superstitions, dogmas,
taboos and prejudices. Free inquiry and an unbiased judgement should
mark the guidelines.

The extension programme in science education aims at providing
opportunities, guidance and facilities for fixation of scientific concepts
through self-generated activities leading to useful projects and creation of
leadership. Science fairs provide a forum for the proper recognition
and encouragement of activities taken up by hundreds of science clubs
throughout the country . Even the individual efforts are recognized.

NCERT encourages such activities in two ways. First, it does so
through the extension centres in different parts of the country. Second
it organizes the National Science Exhibition for Children, held annually in
Ddhi. This national level exhibition is the culmination of all the school,
district, zonal and state level exhibitions. The best exhibits from these
exhibitions are gradually screened and the exhibitors are invitcd to partici-
pate in the national level exhibition.

The main objectives of the national level science exhibition organized
by NCERT are: (1) to give impetus and encouragement to students to try
out their ideas and apply their classroom learning more creatively; (2) to
provide opportunities tu students tu witnrJs the achievements of their col-
leagues and thereby stimulate them to plan their Own projects; and (3) to
popularize science activities among a greater number of students so that
further improv einents in the standards of performance are achieved.

School science fairs. Organization of school science fairs has a very
long tradition in India. The fairs are organized by respective schools and
the students are the participants. This serves the basic purpose of provid-
ing encouragement to the students and at the same time offers opportun-
ity to make selections for the district or zonal fairs that follow. After
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regional science exhibitions the best exhibits arc displayed at the state
science fairs.

National science exhibition. 1 he first national science exhibition in
the country, the All-India Students Science Fair, was organized by IAESA
in 1970. The University Grants Commission (UGC) and NCERT organ-
ized the second national science cxhibition in 1971. The subsequent
national exhibitions have been organized by NCERT and the exhibition
named the National Science Exhibition for Children. Most participants
are school children.

In addition to the Indian participants, students from Bhutan, among
the neighbouring countries, participate in the exhibition. Part of the
financial assistance is given by the jawahar Lal Nehru Memorial Fund.

In the early 70s, the national exhibitions were organized On a the-
matic basis, i.e., Eco-Crisis (National Science Exhibition, 1975) around
which the exhibition was built. But there were some organizational prob-
lerns in this approach. For instance, different states, regions, districts or
schools did not choose their exhibits to fit in with the theme of thc
national exhibition. As many good exhibits on different themes were
naturally discriminated against under this system, the thematic approach
was abandoned.

An exhibit in a zonal science fair
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Apart from the usual exhibition, scientific films are shown by the

organizers. Eminent Indian scientists are also invited to deliver popular
lectures during the exhibition. The exhibits are arranged in different
pa% illions comprising, for example, Rural Technology, Man and Madwes,
Fuel, Agricuhure, Irmo% ation in the Teaching of Science and Mathematic

and Ecological Crisis.

Some universities, outstanding members of the public and renowned

science clubs/museums are also in% ited to bring their exhibits. The quality
of an exhibit is judged in the following way:

a) whether the thinking or planning of the exbibit/project is meth-

odical;

b) hether the exhibit shows originality in planning and execution
including the use of indigenous material;

c) technological skill and workmanship as well as the handling, prep-
aration, mounting and display of the exhibit; and

d) exhibition value of the exhibit.

A personal interview is made to ascertain whether the exhibitor
really understands the principles behind the exhibit. Children from rural,
tribal and backward areas are given encouragement and all the children
who present an exhibt are given a participation certificate.

NCERT publishes a booklet Structure and working of science models

which contains the details of the exhibits of a particular year. The book-

let is a good meditim through which ideas are exchanged.

The search for talent
An important part of the total programmes undertaken by NCERT,

and which has direc t rdevance to the countrywide spread of a new scienti-

fic culture, is identifying and developing scientific talents at various
terminal stages of the secondary and higher secondary levels. Since its

inception in 1964 and until 1976, NCERT operated what was known as a
National Science Talent Searcli Scheme to identify pupils with a marked
aptitude for scienti fic studies.

Up to 1976 NCERT conduc ted the search every year in all sows and
union territories for those students who were at the 11th year of their

schooling. falented students with potentiality were discovered through
aptitude tests in science and mathematics, an essay examination and

through the projects they submitted for the purpose. Those who qualified
in these tests were subjected to a highly structured interview. Later on
the submission of projects and the essay paper were dropped and pupils
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were selected through an aptitude test and interview. Question`papers are
set in 15 languages. Three hundred and fifty science scholarships were
awarded under the National Science Talent Search Scheme to pnpils all
over the country in Science and ten special scholarships under the Math-
ematics Olympiads Scheme.

With effect from 1977, NCERT enlarged the scope of the Scheme.
In addition to basic sciences and social sciences, professional courses such
as medicine and engineering, have now been included within the scope of
the Scheme, now known as National Talent Search Scheme. The tests are
held at three different stages; Classes X, XI and XII. Classes X and XII are
the terminal stage of the new 10 + 2 school pattern and Class XI is the old
higher secondary pattern which is still being followed in some states.
Some 500 students are selected through this competition process every
y ear. New tools for evaluating talent have been devised and methods of
selection are undergoing a major change. A new component, the General
Mental Ability Aptitud_ Test has been introduced in the test paper sup-
ported by scholastic aptitude test and interview.

For follow-up programmes, NCERT arranges summer science camps
for the selected students. These camps are of four to six weeks duration.
Some 50 leading science laboratories at different academic institutions
host these summer camps where .the students participate in well organized
programmes. The students are in fact exposed to an enrichment program-
me in science bey und the school curriculum and are encouraged to devel-
op their own scieotific projects under the supervision of specialist guides.

Experience reveals that the distribution of awards between students
trom rur,d and urban areas is nut a balanced one and steps are being taken
to encourage students in the ntral areas.

Science Talent Search Programmes are carried out on a regional basis
by some state governments, while the Union Territory of Delhi conducts a
Junior Science Talent Search Examination for those students who are in
Class VIII of the schools in Delhi. Science Talent Search Programmes are
also carritd out by nongovernmental organizations. the Jagdish Bose
Science Talent Search Scheme offers some 20 awards fox science and
technology to students in the state of West Bengal.

Media for dissemination

Science club activ ities linked to Radio Clubs have an advantage in
disseminating their idea.s through radio programmes. Television program-
mes in larger cities have regular features on amateur scientific activities.

Leading national dailies have weekly children's forums through
which scientists cornmunicate with the children and the latter exchange
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ideas among themselves. Local newsletters of limited circulation are pub-

lished by hundreds of voluntary organizations which are actively engaged

in out-of-school scientific activities.

There are some very effective and widely circulated journals which

are enjoyed by the young scientists in the schools. School science is pub-
liched by NCERT on a quarterly basis; this journal has a very attractive
!tudents' forum through which students can exchange their ideas. The
Sc;ence reporter, published by the CSIR, New Delhi, contains articles by
eminent scientists presented in simpler language. Science today is publish-

ed by private enterprise and it has a very wide circulation. The newsletter
of the Nature Clubs of India conveys the message of the youth movement
of the World Wildlife Fund in India. The International Co-ordination
Committee (ICC) for the presentation of science and the development of
out-of-school scientific activities (Asia) publishes ICC Asian popular sci-

ence journal; it has a very wide coverage.

+kW"'
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Concluding remarks

The most encouraging trend in out-of-school scientific activity is that
it is spreading to rural India at an astonishing pace. The barrier between
the cities and the villages is fast dissolving so far as this movement is con-
cerned. A little more efficiency in the communicating media will increase
the exchange of ideas and the rural youth with all their talents will come
to the fore.

The projects that are appearing often deal very specifically with local
problems of the people, both rural and urban. This is another very en-
couraging trend and is certainly a departure from the purely theoretical
exercises of the past. Exhibits showing better utilization of solar energy
or on improved methods of culturing silk moths are becoming more corn-
'non.

hrough the medium of the museum, science fairs and mass media,
people es en in the rural areasare becoming more aware of the problems
in ,igrk ulturc, food and nutrition, energy, environment, public health and
family welfare. Government is considering the new role that science can
play I or rural devdopment. It is proposed to set up sev new museums.
But even in this area we hase yet to go a long way. There is also a strong
mosement in the country pleading for mathematics laboratories to act as
centres for extra-curricular activities in mathematics, especially in the so-
called 'new mathematics'.

It is fortunate that scientists from the Tata Institute for Fundamen-
tal Research and Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay, the Saha In-
sutute of Nuclear Physics ami the Bose Institute, Calcutta, National Physi-
cal Laboratories and Indian Agricultural Research Institute, Delhi are
taking an active interest in the out-of-school movement. This should
contribute to its continued success. 0
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by S. Sastrapradja

Introducticn

In Indonesia, science and technology have been introduced in the
school curricula as early as primary school. Basically, the teaching of
scicnce and technology in primary sci.00ls is given in two subjects, namely:
ilmu pcngetahuan sosial (social sciences) and ilmu pengetahuan alam
(natural sciences). It is in high schools that individual subjects such as
history , geography, physics, chemistry, and biology are given.

Nowadays the utilization of science and technology in daily life is
easily N isual ic ed. In agriculture, for example, the development of new
high-y ielding N arie ties for particular purposes is only possible if science
and technology are used. The same holds true in the fields of medicine,
transport and communication.

With the fast development of technology (the applied sciences) it is
felt that formal education alone is insufficient to demonstrate what
science and technology can do for our welfare. Therefore, out-of-school
science and technology education is expected to supplement any formal
teaching. The first serious effort in the field of out-of-school education
was started concurrent with the beginning of the First Five Year Plan of
Indonesia in 1969. This report, then, outlines the current efforts taking
place in Indonesia, the ways the goals are being achieved, as well as the
shortcomings encountered.

Organization of out-of-school education in sciences and technology

Out-of-school education at the primary school level is handled by the
Directorate General of Out-of-School Education, Youth and Sport which
comes under the aegis of the Department of Education and Culture. At
the moment the out-of-school education of scicnce and technology at
other levels is handled by other agencies, not necessarily part of the
Department of Education.

Among the government agencies active in the out-of-school educa-
tion for science and technology is the Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indone-
sia (LIPI or the Indonesia Institute for Sciences). Through its bureau of
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public relations, LIPI organizes a lot of activities in the field of chemistry, .

physics, biology and modern technology, involving yo...ngsters, university
students, teachers and the general public.

The newly established Office of the Minister of Environment and
Development Cc,ntrol is active in educating the public in environmental
sciences, as are the Directorate of Nature Protection and Conservation
(under the Department of Agriculture) and several private organizations.

There axe a number of independent bodies which are active in dis-
seminating information on science and technology. Among this group are
youth clubs, student associations and scientific communities.

Current efforts

Non-formal education. As formal education alone cannot cope with
the fast development of science and technology, non-formal education is
needed to supplement the existing curricula. The following are the activi-
ties.

Science clubs. Under the sponsorsnip of LIPI, science clubs are
established in Indonesian major cities. Up till now there arc 466 clubs
which arc active in conducting lectures, discussicns, and training. Outdoor
activities are conducted in the form of scientific camping, mostly execut-
ed during the school holidays. So far, the interests of the clubs are in the
field of clectrotechnics, biology and chemistry. Most of their members
are high school students.

-

Competition on chemistry for high school students

,,
.... u
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Once a year LIPI organizes the gathering of the University Studentr
Association nature lovers. Over a period of about five days, many aspects
of natural sciences are discussed.

Science and mathematics teachers associations. In Jakarta (the capi-
tal city of Indonesia) and its surroundings (Bogor, Tanggerang and Bekasi)
LIP1 sponsors the establishment of Science and Mathematics Teachers
Associations for high school level. The purpose of each association is to
enable the members to communicate with each other about The latest in-
formation on new developments in science and mathematics. In return,
the members are active in disseminating information in their respective
fields of interest informally through radio and television.

To elevate their knowledge on current issues in science and math-
ematics, every year the association holds a scientific seminar. Giving
papers at the seminar are those scientists who have a reputation in their
field of specialization. Every member has the opportunity to discuss the
topic with the speaker and the outcomes are incorporated in the courses
which the participants teach.

Reporters for science and technology. It is realized that mass media
should be activey engaged in and used to assist the spreading of informa-
tion on science and technology. In the newspaper, for example, once a week
there is a section especially allocated to articles dealing with science and
technology. The quality of such information depends on the ability of the
reporters to overcome the fact that many of the scientists and technol-
ogists have not mastered the art of communicating with the public. There-
fore LIPI felt the need for an Association of Reporters for Science and
Technology. Such an association was formed in 1978. The members are
always invited to attend scientific symposia, workshops and meetings with
the hope that they will be able to convert the technical information into a
common language that the public can understand. They are also invited
to visit research institutes and to have direct communication with the sci-
entists. In this way the reporters get a better view of the work being done
and hence can translate what they see into palatable articles for the public.

Man and the Biosphere (MAB)Indonesia programme. The MAB-
Indonesia programme is hosted by LIPI. Under this programme there is a
project on environmental education dealing with aspects of science and
technology. This project was launched in 1978 with two sub-projects
(formal and non-formal).

The focus of the bon-formal education is on the age group 7-13
years. This age group was chosen because the number of personnel
involved in the project is small (five persons), they are part-timers and the
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fund is limited. The selection of this age group is based on the assumption
that they are still responsive toward change and once the ideas are planted
into their mind, they will stay there forever. Of course the supporting
groups such as housewives and teachers are also included in the project.

Environmental education for housewives

The following activities are being conducted:

I . Slide and film shows: Twice a week, the team visits various pri-
mary schools to give the information about the natural resources available
in Indonesia, how we use them, what the consequences of our activities
are and what needs to be done if we want to maintain our existence.
Following the show the team passes evaluation sheets to be filled up by
the students. This way the team knows whether the students gct the
message or not. Also through the evaluation the team is able to improve
its presentation.

2. `Knowyour-surroundings' for school teachers: In addition to
school visits, the team invites school teachers to attend a day seminar on
the Indonesian environment, especially on natural resources. A minimum
of four speakers give their views on the subject. The examples given are
those readily available in sc. ool surroundings, so that the teachers may
use them to illustrate their courses. Following the discussion session, the
team asks the teachers to say if such a seminar is useful for them. The
team also welcomes any suggestion put forward as to how the team can be
of any help to them. This kind of seminar is held once a month, attended
by approximately 60 teachers from 30 different schools.
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3. Writing contests: To supplement the above activities, which are at
present limited to the Jakarta area, the team conducts a writing contest
once every six months. This contest is open to school children aged be-
tween 7 to 13 yees from all over Indonesia. Various themes have been
selected from time to time and the children are free to choose the titles
for their articles. Up to three awards are given for each contest.

The team also works together with one children's magazine. Once in
three months, in this particular magazine, there are a series of drawings,
mostly deahN With nature and its conservation, which the children can
look at and then compose a story. Again, awards are given to the best
three.

Popularizing science and technology through informal education.
Nluch of the success of the out-of-school teaching of science and technol-
ogy in Indonesia is due to thc active participation of the mass media. Both
the government controlled and private channels have been very conscien-
tious about their role in educating the public at large. In general they are
alway s eager to attempt any venture along this line, as long as they are
convinced that there will be pos:tive results.

The magazines. Many popular and semi-popular magazines in Indo-
nesia have regular features dealing with science and technology. A chil-
dren's magazine such as the weekly Si Kuncung has a gardener's corner,
glimpses of Indonesian natural history, Indonesian temples, history of
Indonesian navigation, food science, anthropology, a long series about
mathematics and many other features. Considering that this magazine is
intended for elementary school, the coverage on science and technology is
wide and v aried. Si Kuncung is also read by junior high school students.
Other children's weeklies also have features on science and technology but
they are not as astute and purposeful as Si Kuncung. A supplement of the
women's magazine Fernina now and again presents its young readers with
scientific articles especially written for children under 9 years old, whereas
the well-known magazine Bobo concentrates "ts articles mostly on stories,t
cartoon strips and the like.

Femina and other women's magazines do contain popular articles on
technology, especially those regarded by thei, respective editors as useful
and applicable to housewives. Gardening, food science, medical articles
(written by competent government doctors!), tips dealing with housekeep-
ing and many other fields appear to be very popular. Intisari (the Indo-
nesian counterpart of Readers' Digest) has regular features on modern
developments in science and technology, besides lexicographical types of
articles on down-to-earth technology such as how to keep a fish pond or
get rid of water hyacinth. 79
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Scientiae is a semi popular monthly magazine issued by a group of
students in Bandung. As its name implies, from its inception this magazine
has only published articles of a scientific or technological nature, but they
-arc written in popular form for the general public. This magazine takes
the place of Keniajuan, Teknik dan Hidup, popular about 25 years ago,
which month by month produced popular articles on natural sciences and
technology . There are several more specialized semi-popular magazines
available nowadays to the public in Indonesia, namely: Trubus (on agri-
culture)%lekatronics (on electrotechniques) and Al dan M (for motorcars).

All the magazines mentioned above have circulations of 10,000 or
more. There are others with circulations less than 5,000, issued by the
orchid society or by government agriculture, health, forestry, and horti-
culture extension agencies.

Newspapers. The majority of Indonesian newspapers also accept
contributions from their readers, so that a variety of by-lined articles are
of fered daily covering subjects of general interest on science and technol-
ogy. Some of the well established newspapers such as Sinar Harapan,
Beritct Buana and Kompas run regular features on certain days about the
environmmt, aeromodelling and other handicrafts, conservation, health
and so on. The contributions of the Sunday papers arc more apparent in
this respect.

The Department of Agriculture sponsors the daily Sinar Jaya and as
can be expected the stress of this newspaper is heavy on agricultural news
and technology.

Radio. The use of radio as a mass media to disscminate sciencc and
technology to the general public has been well exploited ever since the
establishment of the Radio Republik Indonesia (RRI) in 1945. Various
regular programmes, each covering the special field of activities of existing
government departments, have been broadcast daily. Notable among
these is the so-called siaran pedesaan (literally meaning 'village broadcast')
which concentrates on the many aspects of technology applicable to
village or rural development. Understandably the heavy emphasis of
siaran pedesaan is agriculture and its pan:- hernalia. All provincial radios
have specially trained teams to run this programme so that the impact of
this programme is really felt and its usefulness is fully acknowledged.

Many radio stations also have a weekly programme dealing with the
popularization of science and technology. This programme normally
repre:ents the fruit o f co-operation between the station concerned and the
public rtiations or the extension scction of any research or higher educa-
tional institute from the same city as the radio station. Bogor radio, for
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example, depends heavily un the willingness of the National Biological
Council at Bogor to contribute regularly to this programme. Popular lec-
tures and inter\ iews on various aspects of the environment, agricultural
modernization, food processing technology, and the role of biology in
health and industry are broadcast nationally using this channel.

As might be expected all these central and provincial radio stations
use Indonesian as their medium. In recent years, however, almost all dis-
tricts in Indonesia have their own radio transmitter run by the local
goy eminent agency using the local language. The flavour of the local
broadcasts is very strong because these radio stations broadcast materials
directly related to the development of their respective district. They nor-
mally use recordings of broadcasts from the central or provincial radios as
the source of material for their science and technology broadcasts but
they translate it into the local language. In this way, even the people who
stay in remote places and cannot master Indonesian, can still receive edu-
cation in science and technology in a language they understand very well.

At the moment there are a number of licensed commercial and non-
commercial amateur radio stations all over Indonesia, run and managed by
prn ate concems or foundations youth clubs and associations. The latter
groups normally select broadcasts that meet their specialization. They run
programmes such as mountaineering, radio technology, natural history
and the like. These amateur radio stations also tap the expertise of re-
search and higher educational institutions in filling their programmes.

Thlevision. All television stations in Indonesia are managed by the
government and except for about one or two hours a day all of them
broadcast a similar programme which originates from the central station in

Jakarta. In recent years the distribution of television sets has become
more widespread and in Java almost all villages now enjoy television pro-
grammes. Consequently the science technology education regularly
broadcast by television reaches a large number of viewers. There is reason
to believe that television programmes in this case will be more successful
than i adio if planned more meaningfully. As it is, the science and technol-

ogy education is too often classroom-oriented and suitable for urban
people only.

As is the case with radio, scicnce and technology education program-
mes on television also depend very heavily on the co-operation of research
institutions and other agencies interested in passing on information ()fa
general nature to the public. At the moment, programmes on mathemat-
ics, physics, and chcmistry seem to be more frequently broadcast compar-
ed to other disciplines or fields, largely because science teachers asso-
ciations regularly use the channel as a kind of trial for using the teleVion
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medium in non-formal education. The programme on popular science is
broadcast once in two weeks. In between, a programme on technology
for youngsters takes place. Agricultural extension services hardly appear
on television but there is a weekly household programme which occasion-
ally produces a show on such diverse topics as flower gardening, trans-
migration and the like.

IJOI-ILIBUIN YUE TERLUPAKIIIN

ANON BIARKA11 NEREKVI"

RERLALU TURA

KITS TAR!

SUMBEH
LEINLIPI

Public education on the erosion of plant resources: root crops

Posters. A number of posters on science and technology have been
distributed especially on the natural sciences. The Director .te for Nature
Conservation, for example, distributed posters on indigenous fauna, iden-
tifying those which are protected. The Directorate General of Fisheries
publishes posters on Indonesian fish resources so that it will be known by
the public what fish are available in our waters. A series of posters on the
natural environment are printed and distributed to primary schools by the
MAB-Indonesia programme. In addition to posters, LIPI publishes calen-
dars featuring indigenous flora and fauna.

Books. Numerous popular and semi-popular books on sciencc and
technology have been written in Indonesian, but their quality varies con-
siderably. There were books especially written for neoliterates mostly
dealing with very basic agriculture, simple wood carpentry and needle-
work. Several private publishers in Bandung (like Ganaco and Tante)
produced a long series at a more advanced level. Treatises on home indus-
try (such as handbooks dealing with kecap, tahu, tempe and other soy-
bean fermented foods), specialized gardening (orchids, fruit fanning,
flower arrangement), car repairs, radio and other electronics fur the
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Biological resources in calendars

households, traditional medicines, bee-keeping and the like are available.

toc recently, technical books of this nature have received new impetus
due to the activities of several big firms in translating into Indonesian
books 'written in English, Japanese or Dutch. Thus now we have several
popular series issued by Gramedia (Basic Library for Children containing
over 60 titles), Tira Pustaka (a series from Time-Life and the Childrens
Treasury of Knowledge) and so on.

Popular books on plant resources
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Therefore people interested in science and technology can now quite
easily obtain instruction'and education without going to school.

ill11111MEM

'an 111.,

ill TM /
Junior high school students listening to a lecture on insects

Conclusion

During the last ten years, out-of-school science and technology edu-
cation in Indonesia has received more auention than it used to have.
Various science clubs have been established for students or teachers to
facilitate the spread of knowledge. Meanwhile science and technology
education through mass media such as television, radio and newspaper is
becoming fashionable.

Though much has been done in popularizing science and technology
for development, satisfactory results have yet Ito be achieved. One factor
contriouting to this is the fact that illiteracy is still a problem in Indonesia.
It was estimated in 1978 that among those aged 10 years and over, 26.9
per cent were illiterate. Another factor which needs to be considered as a
limitation is the level of education of the literates. This varies greatly so
that their ability to digest information varies also. To make the matter
worse, reading is not a habit yet.

Based on these facts, an emphasis on visualization for out-of-school
education is necessary. Film is by far the most effective means of commu-
nication. When school children are asked to make a choice between
various methods of presentation, the choice is definitely film. The same
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holds true for the public at large. A TV programme on popular science
which is shown on film is much more attractive than the lecture even if it
is accompanied by audio-visuals. Upfortunately, most, if not all films on
science and technolop are of foreign origin and the narration is not trans-
lated.

Primary school students observing fish resources in a zoological museum

The use of botanical gardens and zoological museums for cducation
un - aural science is v;ithout doubt very useful. As the holidays approach,
the isits of school children to both places significantly increase. The
visits are meant for both education and pleasute. It is expected that they
will recognize the biological resources available in the country. With the
increase in the numbers *of trained guides, more information is available
about the plants and animals. However, more often than not, the educa-

tional part is neglected. To complement both botanic gardens and zoo-
logical museums, the establishment of a museum for science and technol-

ogy is worth considering. A plan is being developed to establish one in

Jakarta. Once such a museum is ready, the application of science and

technology for development will certainly be well presented and easily

understood.
It has been mentioned that books on science and technology do exist

bat their range is very limited. If and when the reading habits of the
population improve, the availability of such books is essential to speed up
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the spread of knowledge. What is probably palatable to everyone right
P now is the presentation of science and technology in the form of comic

strips. This assumption is based on the fact that even ancient subjectS
such as Mahabarata and Ramayana which were almost forgotten by the
y oung generation have suddenly become popular because they are present-
ed in comic form. These comic versions are at present among the best
sellers.

Outdoor activity of primary school children in a botanic garden

While dolls and toys such as spoit cars, rockets and guns arc readily
available, there are few really educational toys to play with in the form of
building blocks or fruit or animal cards. Those that are available are too
expensive. Thus, an effort must be made to encourage the development
of such toys and games.

It is worth mentioning that 80 per cent of the Indonesian population
live in the rural areas. The efforts made so far in the field of science and
technology education arc absorbed mainly by the urban population. To
reach those living in the ruial areas, with a lower educational attainment,
a different approach needs to be developed.
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Introduction
The general trend in Japan is to divide the educational stricture into

thrie categories: home education, school education, and social education.
Out-of-school education is related to both home education and social

education.
Home is the basic foundation of spiritual development as a human

being. It is in the home where one learns the basic practices, language,

love and respect for one another, and attitudes toward life and work.
Parents have a big influence on their childrenthe influence of the mother
especially. Mothers hold the key to their children's understanding, includ-

ing their first basic concepts of science and technology.

There arc, however, few mothers with more than a limited interest
in, or understanding of science and technology. Furthermore, in recent
years, there are more children using their after-school hours for private
tutor classes or for watc.:hing television so that the contact and dialogue
within the family circle has tended to become less and less. This non-
communication tendency is further enhanced by the nuclear unit family
structure as well as the family structure whereby both parents are working.
Although the home is an important 'setting' for science and technology
education there are quite a few problems that need to be solved before it

becomes a reality.

The first part of this paper explains the facilities available for science

education and some of the associated problems, while the second part
explains the media of science and technology education in all of the three
categories of educationhome, school and social.

Science education facilities for youth

Science museums. The existing science museums are divided into
museums of science and technology and museums of natural history.
Though not proper museums, there are museum-related facilities, describ-

ed later in this paper, that arc included in the Japan Association of Mu-

seums where exhibits and activities related to science and technology can

be seen.
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Comprehensive museums of science and technology (3). These corn-
,

prise the privately owned Museum of Science and Technology, located in
Tokyo; the Science Museum of Nagoya City which is sponsored by
Nagoya, City; and the National Science Museum located in TokYo which
exhibits materials on the natural history, science and technology of Japan.

At the National $cience Museum science education for the public is
practised through, the displays concerning technology in Japan and the
classified natural hiitory objects. A study room 'provides facilities en-
abling visit-ors to find out more about the objects on display. Tor the
diffusion of scientific knowledge, the museum organizes classes, short
courses and lecture meetings on natUral history and technOlogy. Open-air
studies of such things as animals, plants and rocks arc condacted in the
field. Special exhibitions and travelling exhibitions are held whenever the
occasion calls. The indoor exhibitions for social education are available
only at the museum proper.

kb,
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Nature classobservation of an insect on a leafat the National Science Museum

Beside these educational activities, resealch activities arc alio con-
ducted. Departments of Zoology, Botany, Geology and. Palaeontology,
Anthropology, Physical Scieves, and Engineering are conducting research
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in their respective.fields. In the field of natural history, there is a gompre-
hehsive investigation of the Japanese Islands in progress, which is a long-

range project that started in 1967.

The National Science.Museum comprises four institutions and the
-number of visitors in 1977 exceeded one million.

Table, 1. The size and number of visitors of the National Science Museum

Institutions
Total

ground arca
Total

floor area
Number of

visitors (in 1977)

National Science Museum
proper at Ueno

Natural History Institute
Tsukuba Botanical Garden
National Park for Nature ttudy

13,223 in2

8,154

140,166
198,644

23,034 m2

9,801.
3,151
1,419

1,004,583

78,928

Table 2. Major meetings and activities of the National Science Museum (

.1 Classification Days of
operation

Number of
participants

Title

Museum class 13 types, 13 days 295 , Observation of cherry blos-
soms, etc.

Science class 3 types, 17 days ' 488 Meethig to become acquainted
with science, etc.

Nature class 2 types, 3 days 70 Enquiry of the sea-shore, etc.

Seminar on natural
history

7 types, 25 days 824 Mineralogy seminar, etc.

Seminar on science,
and technology

1 type, 6 days 195 Introduction to history of
science

Lecture meeting 4 types, 83 days 1,877 Lecture on astronomy, Oc.

Astronomical .

observation
28 times 989 Astronomical observation

The following mor periodicals are published by the National Sci-

ence Museum: Summary of the National Science Museum; Annual report
of the National Science Museum; Bulletin of the National Science Mu-

seum; Series A (oolov), Series B (botany), Series C (geology and paleon-
tology), Series D (anthwpology); Memoirs of the National Science Mu-

seum; a Newsletter threai times a year in Japanese and English; Miscel-
laneous reports of the NattIonal Park for Nature Study; and the National
Park for Nature Studynattiral observation series.
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Specie ltzfd museums of science and technology (78). These museums
deal wittli such specialized areas of science and technology as:

a) Traffic, transportation, railroads,' tunnels, automobiles, ships,
harbour facilities, marine light houses and aeroplanes;

b) Communication and mass-media fields of science and techirology
such as radio and television broadcasting, telecommunication,
computers and postal services; .

. c) Astrpnomy, affiliated with planetariums and astronomical obser-
vatories;

d) Natural resources and energy such as power plants (hydro, thermal,
nuclear), coal mining, petroleum, marine and natural resources;

e) Raw materials and their production process such as metal and
textile materials;

,
.. f) Technological development of agriculture, dairy farming, fisheries
- and sericulture in respective areas; r.t

g) Industrial safety measures, labout hazards' and fire control as well
as human science;

h) Pharmaceutical products, electrical applicances, liquor, printing,
paper, city gas, (established by company museums that conserve

l
and exhibit their technological development) and

i) Preserving scientific technology such as old b ethods of steel and
salt production.

Museums of science education (19). These are teaching museums
that cater for young people. They are called Youth Science Museums,
Youth Science Centres cir Children's Museums. The kinds of exhibits and
activities of each museum differ according to the type of local industry
and the natural surroundings. Many activities take place in their well-
equipped workshops. All the museums in this category are sponsored by

their local municipality (prefecture, city, town or yillage).

Other facilities of science ancl technology (9). There are private mu-
seums such as dkose in aiWort buildirigs that display materials related to
aircraft and also planetariums and observatories.where astronomical obser-
vations ale made.

Youth facilities which exhibit materials on science and technology
(48). There are Children's Cultural Centres and Childreir's Houses that
provide museum-related Tacilities. A Children's Cultural Centre is a publi6
facility which spreads scientific knowledge to children, provides a setting
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for experimental studies, develops personality, gi;es daily guidance and
promotes sound, voluntary activities.

A Children's House is a welfare facility b*edon the Children's Wel-
fare-Law. 'The Children's Charter states that 'every child should be guided

to love nature, respect science and art, and led to develop an ethical mind'.
Therefore, a large-sea Children's House has many science exhibits and

activities. Since these activities arc closely related to play, they are set-
tings easy for the children to familiarize themselves with. Thus, the thil-
dren's Cultural Centres and Houses provide social, educational and welfare

facilities. Exhibits consist .kainly of anima& and plants, minerals, astron-

omy, local industry and nature. Assemblies and ,activities sttch as science
clubs, workshop clubs, and ob'servation clubs are very popular.

In the Deep Sea Surveyorat Me roltio Metrop olitan Children's House

Museums of Natural History. There ale 76 museums of natural
history which have zoos, botanicargardens, aquariumi, outdoor museums
and facilities where exhibits are shown indoors. The museum exhibits
comprise those that are solely about natural history or those that combine

science and technology.

P resent activities agd problems

,As mentioned earlier, some institutions belonging to the Japan Asso-
ciation of Museums, are not museums in the strict sense of the worde
Those that satisfy specific iequirements and have been registered by the

to
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Prefectural Board of EducatitIn become 'registered museums' and those
that are museum-related and have been appointed by the Ministry of
Educatibn or the Prefectural Board of Education are called 'museum-
equivalent facilities'. The conditions and activities are strveyed for these
registered or appointed museums.

The number of facilities in 1978 was 78 generpl museums, 59 science
museums, 144 historical museums, 135 art museums, five outdoor mu-
seums, 30 zoos, 18'botanical gardens, eight animal and plant parks and 27
aquariums; in total 504 facilities. Tile size of these museums varies but
the average size of those that are related ti3 science and technology such as
the science museum, outdoor museums, zoos, botanical gardens, and

-aquariums are indicated in Table 3. The National Science Museum men-
tioned,previously is much larger than average.

Table 3. The aVerage size of museums related to science and technology

Science . Out.door Zoo and botan- Aquariummuseum museum ical garden

Average number of staff 16.0 21.3 38.2 22.4
per museum

Floor space per museum 2,71i m2 875 m2 5,782 m2 1,641 m2

4
Activities. The annual statistics of the present activities of museums

are as follows: 2.0 lectures per museum a year (176 persons per lecture),
2.6 'study meetings per museum a year (78 persons per study meeting),
13.1 moyie shows per museum a year (145 persons per movie show). .

Only 1 per cent of the, visitors to museums participate in the above
activities. .Approximately 27 per cent of the admissions are primary and
lower secoridary school studf:nts. Figures relating to museum visitors are
*shown in Table 4.

Table 4..Number of visitors to a museum

Science
museum

Outdoor
museum

Zoo and botan-
ical garden Aquarium

Toial visitors 206,700 . 96,700 877,100 , 318,600
Visitors 201.100 96,700 868,100 ' 317,000
(students hi I-IX grades)* (95,600) (7,600) (255,700) (89,000)
Participanu of seminars,
lecture meetings, etc. 5,600 600 9,000. ) 1,600

*The population of Japan is approximately 110 million of which 15 million are
grade I-1X students.

. .
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Measurement of man's power at the Museumof-Science and Technology

Results of a survey on conscibusness about science and. technology.

The Japan Science Foundation, which operates the Muscum of gciencs-,
and Technology,'conducted a 'survey on feelings towards science' in 1977

with all age strata from elementary school children to adults in order 'to

obtain fundamental .mateyials for plannink and promoting .activities of

science and technoloe. ,

Types of questions. 41'he examinees ere asked to write their ques-
.

tions about the, natural yorld and sciences. The questions were then
classified and the results, by °different age strata are sh`own in Table 5. 1.

1

An exhibition on
' at the Mu-

seum of Science
and Technology,

-
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Table 5. Classification of questions by age and by sphere (in percentage)

Grades1-1II Grades IV-VI Grades VII-IX Grades X-XII Univ. Adult 4.students students students students students
.

Earth science 26.0 33.3 30.7 23.7 22.2 26.0
Living things 16.0 21.5 15.4 11.2 12.1 9.4
Human body 11.1 , 13.6 17.1 ,s10.7 10:0 6.3
Physics 18.2 14.7 15.3 26.1 23.0 35.8
Chemistry 1.0 5.4 1.9 11.5 1.1 3.1
Spiritual, mental 6.8 4.2 12.9' 1,7.9 20.3 6.9
Social 14.4 5,1 5.9 7.9 8.3 9.5
Daily necessities 4.6 0.7 0.4 .0.2 0.3 0.44
Others t 1.9 1.0 0.4 ' 11 2.2 2.1

Table 6 is a classification by the nature of the queition, showing that
the nature of the questions differs with ige strata just as the types of
questions differed with'age strata in Table 5.

Table 6. Nature of questions (in percentage)

iGrades I-III Grades IV-VI Grades VII-XI Grades X-XII Unv.
% Question Adultstudents . students students students sadents

Meaning, 9.9
defmition

7.0 15.5 15.5 18.7 10.4

Cause and effect, 11.5
relationship

4.4 5.7 6.3 6.7 6.6 '

Origin 18.5prqduction23.1 18.0 13.0 11.1 15:7

Condition, 333
setting

34.7 , 24.8 22.9 26.1 '18.9

Purpose, usage 2.0 1.8 3.4 3.5 1.5 5.0
Function, 1,7.9

structure
21.4 18.1 25.3 20.8 30.0

Relationsliip, 1.1 0.7 0.2 0.6 1.2 1.6
classification .

Supernatural 3.7
phenomena, fiction

' 5'.6 14.9 11.7 9:5 9.3

Others 2.1 b3 0.4 1.1 1.8 2.5
-

Actions taken for question-solving. Table 7 shows the actions taken
by the examinees Jor resolving the questions. It is noticeable .tflat the
highest _percentage of children asked others to help them solve.their prob-
lem. The 'others' who were consulted differed with age strata In the
elementary school age strata, the 'mothers' hold the highest percentage
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whereas in the upper secondary strata, this percentage is taken over by

'friends'. Attention should be paid to the fact th'sat fathers hold a lesser
percentage rate than the mothers when the children are younger. Teachers
hold an even smaller.percentage rate.

. Approximately one-fouit of the children solve 'their problehts -by
diempelves; ohtaining their answers mostly from bopks but this declines in
the higher grades. Less than one per cent of the children go to museums
tc find answers to their questions while 30-40 per cent of the Children did
not do anything about question-solving.

-
Table 7. Actions taken for questionsOlving (in percentage)

.1.

Action / Grades I-LH Grades IV-VI Grades VII-IX Grades X-XII.

Asked:
Mother 13.4 (38.3), 13.9 (31.6) 7.4 (16.6) 3.6 ( 9.0)

Father 9.7 (27.7) 11.0 (25.0) 7.5 (16.9) 5.4 (13.4}

Brothers and Sisters
?

5.3 (15.1) 7.2 (16.4) 7.6 (17.1) 1.4 ( 8.5)

Friends 3.3 ( 9.4), 5.3 (12.0) 16.3 (36.6) 20.1 (50.0)

Teachers 1.8 ( 5.1). 2.8 ( 6.4) 3.0 ( 6.7) 2.9 ( 7..2)

t Others 1.5 ( 4.3) 3.2 ( 7.3) 1.8 ( 4.0) 1.4 ( 3.5)

Total 35.0 (100) 43.4 (109) 43.6 (100) 36.8 (100)

Solved by ories'elf by:
Book 16.0 (60.6) 23.6 (83.4) 21.5 (87.0) 19.5 (89.0)

Museum 0.5 ( 1.9) 0.8 ( 2.8) 0.8 ( 3.2) 6.1 ( 0.5)

- Actual examination 4.2 (15.9) 1.6 ( 5.7). 0.7 ( 2.8) 0.6 ( 2.7)

Others 5.7 (21.6) 2.24( 7.8) 1.7 ( 6.4) 1.3 ( 5.9)

Total 26.4 (100) 28.2 (100) 24.7 (100) 21.5 (100)

Took no action 38.5 27.9 39.9 38.0

Total 100% 1006 100% 100%

r

Problems. Museums of Science in Japan, operate on a small scale and
are underdeveloped compared with Europ-e and the Wilted Stales (see
Table 2). It is mandatorle to increase the number of museums and also to
develop and expand the facilities of each museum. .

It is noticed that the comprehensive museums of science 4pd technol-

ogy are especially few in number. Japanese museums tend to concentrate
mainly on exhibits with too few other activities.

Relationships between the museums and the community are still
poor. Explantions and consultations for museum visitors by local volun-
teers are desirable but are rarely realized. It is also necessary to develop
membership Orsanizations which support museums. These organizations

. se
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will be the foundation for closer relations with local communities and
active publication. lt is worthwhile to note that the Ministry of Educa-
tion has a subsidy plan for promoting children's museums.

Establishing children's museums. Childilen"s museums are promoted
in orderyo enrich the ideas that come forth from the free activities of the
children. They nurture the individual abilities and emotions of the chil-
dren through scientific and creative activities. Children's musetims require
exhibits that the children can operate and experiment with by themselves.

The spe 'cations for children's musektms include an area of 2,000 m2
with such amenities as exhibition rooms, workshops, experience corners,
atelier, planetirium, observatory, auditcrium, study room) library, storage
room and office. Local municipalities do the construction and the govern-.
inent gives a subsidy of Yen 500 million* per museum.

Other faciliVes for social education

In addition to museums, the official organithions where social educa-
tion is yendered are social education departments of the Board of Educa-
tion ,and such places under its supervision as Citizen's Public Halls, Public
Libraries, Facilities for Youth (Children's Nature Study Centres, Youth
lIouses, Children's Culture Centres), Womenis Halls, and Social Education

E' flails.,
Department of Social Education of the Board of EduCation. There

arc p238 boards of education in Japan where 23000 persons arc exclu-
sivelY in charge of social education. The participants in the social educa-
tional seminars gigien \by the lioards of Education are more than 70 per
cent \Omen. The average size of one seminar is 52 participants, and they
,va-4 in duration from 20 to 100 hours.

Among these seminars, about 20 'per cen4 are for adults, 11 per cent
for senior citizens, 28 per- cent for women, 21 per cent for domestic edu-
cation, and another 21 per tent- for youths. Ths..cmtent of the seminars

'differs according to age strata; however, the nrajority of the seminars,
youths are for liberal arts and for the cultivation of artistic appreciation,
while 60 per cent of those for, children are for physical education and
recreation. Content related to science and technology for both youth and
childrsn is almost nonexis tent.

0*

Citizens' Public Halls. The Citizens' Public Halls are social education
facilitie§ developed for th'e purpose of contributing to higher social wel-
fare and the better cultural life of,local residents, by offering various

-___stientific and Cultural activities related to their lives.

* Approximately 230 Japanese yen (V) One US dollar
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There ace more than 17,000 Citizens' Public Halls, conducting
various kinds of seminars and cultural activities. However, only 5 per cent
of the total number of visitors to the Halls participate in tli-e-se activities.

The rest simply make use.of the facilities.

Public libraries. The total numbp of ppblic libraries in )-97.8 was
1,218 holding more than 40 million books "almost 40 books per 100 pek-
sons. The' annual rate of increase of these books was about 10 pc\cent.
According to the Japanese Decimal Classification, 38 per Cent are classi-

fied as literature while 6 per cent are science, 5 per cent engineering and

technology and 4 per cent industry.

Thirty-fe thousand people used the libraries each year of whom 36
per cent were primary school children. Library services includelending
books and audio-visual materials.and reference services as well as activities

such as reacting meetings, study circles, movies, music appreciation meet-
ings and exhibits.

Educational facilities for youth. There ar'e facilities for the various
seminars of youth which are also used as centres for other youth group
activities. These facilities are called Children's Nature Study Centres,
Yomth Houses (some with accommodation facilities) and Children's Oil-

,.

ture Centres.
The Children's Nature Study Centre is a facility which familiarizes

children with nature, conducts overnight group training programmes, out-
door activities and nature inquiry. Its aim is to develop in each child a
sound body and mind by enriching sociability and emotional aspects.

Youth Houses are divided into two diffe'rent types. One type has
accommodation where the spirit of 'discipline, co-operation, friendship

and serv ice is aimed to be nurtured and where also the healthy body and
mind of youth is de:eloped through residential training programmes. The

other offers a meeting place in the youth's did* life and promotes' study
and the group activities of youth. Children's Culture Centres were
described earlier. Tables 8 and 9 show the size of the varibus facilities and

the activities they carry out.

Fable 8. Floor space and ground area of educational for youth

Children's Youth house Youth ouse Children's
nature study with accom- without accom- culture

centre modation modation centre

Floor space prr facility 1,949 m2 1,445 m2 1,335 m2 1,070 m2

Ground area per facility 36,733 in2 12,020 n12 965 m2 1,001 m2
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Table 9. Number of activities sponsored by acilities for. youth
and their number of users (per facilit per year)

Productive activitymushroom cullure
at the Nasukashi National Children's
Nature Study Centre (top left). Creative
activityhandicraft with timberSat the
Nasukashi, National Children's Nature
Study Centre !above).

Children's Youth house Youth house Children's
nature study with accom- without accom- culture

centre modation modation centre,.

Youth class 2.2
..

1.3 28.6 10.8
Youth group seaninar 4.5 3.4 3.2. 4.1

Leaders' seminar 1.0 1.4 1.6 9.1

Other seminar and lecture 2.5 412.5 5.3 29.2
Number of users 12,560 10,600 33,000 * 58,400

Women's halls. By providing a base *for-educational activities con-
ducted by -different women's organiiations Women's Halls aim to develop
women's ability and,quathy and to improve their knowledge and skill
through various seminars and exchangesiof information. About-10quch
halls are in operation, providing the following activities: seminars, lectures
and courses, physical education and recreation, and exiii6itions. Some of
these activities include mothers'and children together.

Science clubs

Science clubs are the spOntaneous, voluntary activity of youths.
Many of them are sponsored but quite a few of them arc operatepn-
dependently. The Science and 'Technology Agency made a survey on the
club activities and members' opinions in 1975.

'Science clubs in this survey were defined as membership organiz-.
ations of the youth for the development of scientific knoWledge and
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abiity, sponsored by soci:l facilities (science museums, zoos, botania4

.' gardens, children's culture centres, children's houses and citizens' halls are
included; schools are excluded) and constmcted and operated by the local
municipality or non-profit organizations.

..

The survey classified the clubs into nine categories of which Nature.
Observation Clubs (24 per cent), Movie Clubs (17 per cent) and Astron-
omy Clubs (17 per cent) comprised 58 per cent of the total. The remain-
ing clubs were Science and Technology, Science, Electric, Workshop,
Invention and 'Others'.

The most frequent activity was the Invention Club, held 90 times a
year. Memberships ranged from 50 to 200 persons and more than 5013er'"
cent of the,clubs charged no fees.

Opinions of club members and their parents on science clubs. Parti-
cipants joined the science clubs for many reasons. Some because the club
was recommended by a teacher or a friend while others joined after read-
ing newspaper articles about them.

The feelings of both parents and children tow'ard the experiences of
the science clubs arc outlined in Table 10.

Table 10. Feelings toward science clubs (in percentage)

Participant % Parent %

Fun, interesting, workshop and 28 Developed spirit of inquiry 21

laboratory work interesting Happily participating 15

Can do as I please 12 New interest in science 14

My question solved 8 Can learn with child 9

Can do what I cannot in school 8 Can learn what school and home
Learned how to use tools 6 cannot offer 8

Made friends 5 Developed positive attitude; concen-

Useful for. school science 4 tration and patience 6

New interest in school science 5
New interest in handicrafts, experi-
ments 6

Learned how to use tools 1

i
Learned to take good care of things 1

?thers 26 Others 19

i Parents and children were invited to make recommendations about
the future operation of science clubs. Most requested increased time and
facilities for workshop and laboratory activities. Other recommendations
included more observation activities, raising the content level and provid-
ing more activities unavailable in school.
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Media of out-of-school science and technology education

Television and radio. Television has a great influence on the daily
lives of the people inlapan. According to the.results of a survey conduct-
ed by the Public OpMion Research Institute of the public broadcasting
organization (NHK), both children and adults spend two to four hours
every day for viewing television as shown in Table 11. In terms of time,
television occupies a substantial portion in the daily lives of the Japanese
people.

Table 11. Analysis of tivision viewing hours of Japanese
.1..

people by, sex and age group (1975)

Age 10-15 16-19 20 30 40 50 60 70-

Male

Weekday 2.16 2.21 2.27 2.37 2.47 3413 4.13 4.24

Saturday 3.16 3.05 2.58 3.22 .17 3.25 4.29 4.34

Sunday 3.35 3.58 3.59 4.06 4.01 4.26 4.55 4.56

Female

Weekday 2.05 2.13 3.40 3.59 3.54 4.26 4.23 4.51

Saturday 3.02 2.46 3.55 4.12 4.15 4.43 5.01 4.21

Sunday 3.53 3.39 4.10 4.05 4.25 4.34 4.59 4.31

Japan has one public broadcasting organization and over 100 com-
mercial corporations broadcasting locally or nationwide. The Japanese
Broadcasting Law states that stations should `... broadcast well-balanced,
high-quality programmes in the fields of news reporting, education, cul-
ture and entertainment in order to meet the various needs of the people'.
Consequently , all stations provide these four different kinds.of program
mes.

Some of the news programthes from time to time handle the recent
deelopments and problems of science and technology afid some of the
culture programmes are related to the field of technology. However, this
report will centre it§ focus on educational programmes.

Educational broadcdsting. Educational broadcasts are produced and
broadcast as follo7: nation-wide production, broadcasting and educa-
tional use of programmes such as made available by NHK and certain com-
mercial sations; television programmes (VHF and UHF) and radib pro-
grammes (medium wave and FM) broadcast at the prefectural level, many
of which arc frequently sponsored by the prefectural board of education;
cable television (CATV) programmes made available by use of coaxial
cables, such as seen at Tateyama City in Chiba Prefecture, which are more
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local than the above-mentioned prefectural programmes, hence more suit-

ed for providing community-oriented educational information to the class-

rooms as much as it is needed; and intramural broadeasting programmes
made available within one school (:)2 social education institution. In addi-
tion to audio programmes, visual programmes, even in colour, are being
produced and made available in the classrooms, * video-tape recorders
(VTR) and handy television earner* become widely used. .

Educational prograwmes of NIIK. The television networks of NHK
cover the entire country with two different programmes. T4e general pro-

gramme is broadcast an- 17 hours 30 minutes a day of which more than
20 per cent is news, more than 10 per cent educational, more than 20 per
cent culture, and more than 20 pecicent entertainment. The educational
programme is broadcast for 18 hours a day. Education takes up more
than 75 per cent of the time and culture over 15 per cent.

More than 30 per cent of the time on No. 1 Radio is devoted to edu-
cation and more than 80 per cent of the time on No. 2 Radio a total of
more than 20 hours per day. The radio is widely utilized for educational
purposes with the emphasis on music and foreign language education. As
far as science and technology are concerned, television has replaced radio.
Hence, the remainder of this section refers' to educational television pro-

grammes only.

Prior to the cokrposition of the programmes, the main items are
decided upon. Among these main iteths are found those which are related

to science and teChnology (marked *). The main items and their respeg-
tive programmes broagast in 1977 are shown below...

t
* a) natural resources, energy 67

b) economic situation,prices 134

* c) population, food 52

* d) pollution, environment q5
e) welfare y 37

f) election for House of Councillors 30

g) natural disaster 49

h) year-end donation campaign 26

Popularity rating of the science programmes. The popularity rating

for most of the educational programmes, especially science programmes

does not ever reach one per cent whereas entertainment programmes
enjoy ratings of.10 per cent or more. However, it still means that the pro-
grammes are being used by'800,000 people.
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Educational films

About 10 to 15 per cent of all films made in Japan are categorized as
science or technology and they are all 16 mm. There are a number of
public ielations films considered to be of superior scientific and educa-
tional quality.

The Ministry of Education selects good films and slides each year in
the pursuit for higher quality educational aids and promotes their usage
by distributing the printed synopses of the films to schools and social

. organizations. Thore are also private organizations which sponsor annual
contests for making science films and present awards to the winners.

Although science films have a longer history than television and there
are many of good quality, they are not widely utilized. This implies a
necessity to improve the quality and selection of the films, and suggests
the need to improNe the complicated utilization system of science films.

Audio-visual library. Each prefectural board of education runs its
own audio-visual library for the loan of films to schools and social educa-
tion establishments. Some 500 film libraries throughout the country, in-
cluding those, established by towp and village authorities provide services
to schools aryl social education establishments within their jurisdiction in
the form of loans of films and travelling film shows. Several of them,
however, are facing financial difficulties. ?

Along with the modernization of instructional equipment and teach-
ing materials and the growth of educational information, audio-visual
libraries must continue to operate in close co-operation with schools and
social education establishments in order to provide suitable equipment
and materials and to promote their active use.

Printed media

Publications of books and magazines. There were 25,148 new books
published in Japan in 1977. Of these, 2,047 w,ere books on natural sci-
ence, 2,171 on engineering, 1,137 on industry and 1,924 for children.
Among the books for children were 166 on natural sciencc and 51 on

,engineering.

There were 2,960 magazines published in 1977 excluding academic
journals and official magazines. Of the general magazines sold in the
market, 60 were on natural science, 455 on engineering, 93 on agriculfure
and fishery, and 64 on traffic and communication.

Newspapers. Several nation-wide newspapers have a daily circulation
of over one million. They contain news and explanations on the develop-
ment of science and technolOgy as well as weekly science columns that,
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provide easy-to-understand explanations on new topics of sci e and ,
technology. These nation-wide newspapers make great contributions en
developing the scientific knowledges and attitudes of their readers.

i
The newspaper companies also sponsor various cultural activities

some of which are related to science and technologl. For example, the
Yomiuri Newspaper Company gives science awards for students and holds
a science fair each year asking students for studies, intentions and new
ideas in the field of science. Mainichi Newspaper Company rewards good
inventions and new ideas presented by teachers and students. These acti-
vities are a good stimtilus for the further promotion of science club

..

activities for youth.

Itading survey results. Printed medi& arc very rich in quantity and
variety; however, this does not necessarilymeari that, they are put to good
use. .

The International Association for Evaluation of Educational Achieve-
ment (IEA) conducted a science survey in 1970. The result showed that
out of the,19 countries participating in the survey, Japanese elementary
and lower secondary school students spent the longest hours on television-
viewing on week days, and also showed that those same students spent the
shortest hours for leisure-reading (excluding coMic books)% It can there-
fore be assumed that despite the huge number of new publications each
year very little out-of7school science education takes plade through the
medium of books; ana `this poses an educational problem.
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MALAYSIA

by M.P. Prabhakar

Out-of-school science and echnology education in Malaysia has ai be
viewed within .the context of two significant developmentsi (i) recent
innovations in the curricula of mathematics, science, vocational arid tech-
nical education; awl (ii) plans for national economic development. An
appreciation of the place assigned to school science, technical and voca-'
tional education within the whole system can be obtained by identifying
thc general :urricula and then the national development trends. The liiks
between education and" national development are fairly clear; the manner
in which this is brought about needs careful study. thisiaper ekamiries
the relationships that exist between young people in this country, within
or outside the formal school system, and the organizations and agencies
that have been involved in promoting various aspects of but-of-school
sci9ce-education. In outlining these relationships, the stmegies employ-
ed, the media used and the overall aims of various programmes are con-
sidered. Unifying themes, if any, are identified. In conclusion a forecast
is made of possible future trends in th'q area of education.

Some clarification seems necessa., in the use of tcrms such as out-of-
school and non-forMal cducation. In the Malaysian context,much of the
activity involving yOuth of school age is organized by the school. Though
specific activities may be held outside the classroom situation, many of
these activities, until now, have been inspiied by the curriculum itself.
Out-of-school, in the context of this report, refers to all activities organ-"-

ized outside the school situation but which may involve pupils within or
outside the school system.

Activities .of 'youth outside the school system are initiated mainly by
youth organizations, clubs andtassociations sponsored by the government,
private interests and the community. This is no doubt an arca that is
receiving greater emphasis in government plans.

Curricula trends in science and mathematics education

In recent years the Malaysian scitool science and mathematics curric-
ula have been revised both at primary znd secondary levels in order to
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make them more meaningful to the pupils in relation to their environment.
The three main changes have been in teachi9g and leaminonethods, in
the integration of content and in the relevance of content material.

Malaysian science syllabuses have been developed for the lower sec-
ondary (Forms 1., 2 and 3) and the upper secondary levels (Forms 4 and
5). The teaching and learning approaches recommended at the secondary
level in the new courses are designed to improve the understanding of con-

..cepts and principles in science and mathematics through suptrvised activi-
ties related to selected situations. Procedures and techniques that are
basic are introduced and reinforced during these activities, and an inquiry
and discovery approach is adopted if possible. The application of concepts
and principles to real-life situations is also encouraged and attempted.
similar approach, based on inquiry and discovery, but in a simpler form, is
encouraged at the primary level where an attempt is made to integrate all
branches of science as they occur naturally. An integrated approach is
attempted for the integrated science/ course at the lower secondary level
and the general science course at the upper secondary level. The single
discipline, pure science courses in physics, chemistry and biology at the
upptv secondary level, also allow for soak integration at certain points.

Curricula trends in technical and vocational education

'Technical education programmes in Malaysia have evolved within the
framework of higher level manpower requirements relevant to national
development. Technical education at the upper secondary level provides a
technically based academic education leading to advanced engineering
studies. The emphasis is not so much on t/ade skills but rather on the
foundations considered necessary for higher technical education. Besides
thc general subjects such as languages, mathematics, science Aind social
,studies, students aie introduced to engineering workshop practice, geo-
metrical and mechanical drawings, surveying, building construction, geo-
metrical and building drawingsubjects which are basic to mechanical and
civil engineering. Besides engineering studies, other branches of technical
education lead to advanced studies in agriculture, accounting, business
administration and economics.

Vocational education at upper secondary levet is concere4, with
equipping students with employable skills. It does not cater for advanced
studies at polytechnic or university level. The common core subjects are
science, mathematics, social studies and languages. In addition, the fol-
lowing electives: agriculture, commerce, home science or engineering
trades arc available.
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A
The engineering trades course covers the following areas in each of

which there is an emphasis on skill development: (1) electrical installation
and maintenance; (1) radio, television and electronic's servicing; (3) fitting

and machining; (4) sheetmetal work and welding.; (5) woodwork and

building construction; (6) motor mechanic; and (7) airtoilditioning and

refrigeratioqtaining. ft

Prclie.ct on 'solar energyL-Selangor State-level science otRibition

The vocational agricultural- course alio stresses farming skills 'and
farm management practices. The home science coursc aims atlimparting
knowledge and skills in specialized areas of home scicnce for employment,

the management of the family resources, the improvement of family
health and the inculcation of good working habits.

While the new curricula encourages inquiry.' an'd discovery through

activity within the cnntext aof the syllabus, such engagement leads the
students to interests outside , the formal school programme where the
application of what is learned in the classroom can become relevant and

meaningful.

National economic development

The period 1971-1990 represents an important phase of national
development especially in economic developinent and education. Over

this period the, objectives of the New Economic Policy (NEP) arc being
implemented. In essence the twin objectiVes of the NEP are the eradica-
tion of poverty and the restructuring of sociaty. ThC- Thira Malaysia Plan
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(1976-1980) represented a five year development plan designed to imple-
ment the objectives of the NEP.

Part of' the Thhil Mah.,sia Plan emphasized production targets by
major economic sectors such as agriculture, forestry, livestock and fishing,

i mining and,,quarrying, manufacturing, constrUciion and the tertiary sector
which comprises government services. A very important aspect of the
Third Malaysia Plan centred around efforts to inVet the manpower needs
of the nation especially in science and technology and towards this end,
the education system as well as some training programmes were further

.
developed and oriented.

....--

Out-of-school science and technical education
,

Curriculum requirements and national developme. nt blueprints make
it necessary to examine the role oreducation in general and science, voca-
tional and technical eduCation in partkular, in accelerating national devel-
opment. The Third Malaysian Plan stressed the need for manpower train-
ing especially in science and technology. Implied also was the need to
improve the general quality of life of the people.

.

,Clearly, in-school and out-of-school science and technology educa-
tion had much to contribute, towards this. What is being asserted here is
that there is only a thin line demarcating in-school and outof-school
activities for the schoolgoing population. Other programmes, are available
for those who have left school, under the.sponsorship of the government,
independent organizations or institutions of higher learning. Science edu-
cat?rs may like to explore this theme further. If the science studied in
schools is to be made meaningful it has to bc seen to be releyant to every,
day life by putting it to use in its practical form. The opportunities avail-
able withiq the confines Of the classroom or laboratory are limited. To
enable further extension to the outside world, out-of-school links have to
be sought. What are the best ways of achieving this? A very significant
aect concerns the value of in-school and out-of-school science and tech-
nology education on prospects in self-employment and the ability al those
so exposed to improve their immediate environment at home, at work or..
at the community level. These aspects might, in the long run, servc as a
broad base from which specialized training to meet manpower require-
ments for selective skills might be conducted. The creation of a reservoir
of general scientific and technical skills would be a long term objective. It
is expected that specialized training to meet immediate manpower needs
would proceed simultaneously.

Numerous organizations 'and agencies are r o w involved dbectly or
indirectly in promoting out-of-schoo1 education. These may be broadly
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cla?sified as government, independent or statutory organizations and insti-
.

tutions of higher ,leacying. While some have arisen as part of and within
the context of national development plans, t thers have arisen indepen-
dently out of public concern for the environment, health, consumerism
and a number of otber felt needs. These prganizations have a direct or
indirect influence on out-of-scIfoot activities involving youth. In the fol-
lowing -pages some of the activities undertaken by different organizations
and agencies are outlined under three headings; ,government agencies, in-
dependent ald statutory organizations and institutions of higher leatning.

Government agencies
,

It is within this field that the concerted efforts of the government to
achieve the objectives of the NEP of eradicating poverty and restructuring
society is best illustrated. The prune 'target of government efforts is the
rural community primarily engaged in agriculture and fishing. A great

i proportion of rurdl folk consists of young men and women, who cjepend
upon agriculture directly or indirectly. Rural wives are expected to play a
leading role in the changes that are envisaged in this sector.'tcience and
technology contribute in one way or other as the improvement of agricul-

tural practices. In a rural setting, science and technology have to be intro-
duced in such a way that they beeokne'part of the culture of the commu-

s. nity. The following descriptions of some of the activities of the Ministry
of Agriculture and its agencies help illustrate alit.

Ministry of Agriculture. Agricultural centres have been established
throughout the country in order to provide the training necessary to help
farmers and their dependents improve their standardsgof living. More
specifically such .training includes exposure to new farmiqg methods
through practical work with machines and materials that would help in
the modernization of agriculture. These centres also educate women in
the principles of agricultural consumerisM. Study visits and short- and
long-term courses are regularly held to disseminate information and
proviClc training. Some specific proicrammes arepentiond here.

Farm management. Guidance is giveritithe farmers on various as-
t ...,

pects of farm management such as tbe propsr use of land for maiimum
production, optimum levels of 'effort, capital and management techniques

such as simple farm planning, practkal budgeting and feasii;ility studies.

DitNnination of information. The mass media is used extensively to
disseminate information to the farmers and their familicsbrochures,
guideboo osters, reports, news itemfilms, slides, television and radio

progranims, if but some of the media used.

,
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The farming family. A direct aplarta5h is made at village level to
assist the iarming fardily improve its standard of living. The government
through its state-level advisory services provides technical knowledge and
trains family members to acquire specific agricultural skills neectvl for
growing crops and rearing poultry and livestock.

In order to improve the income.,of farmers and also to eradicate
poverty, a national campaign called the 'Greer)/ Book Projectr4Its launch-
ed in the mid-70s. More specifically, this project was designed to increate
national agricultural production in stages, to bring more land under culti-
vation and to encourage the rearing of poultry and livestock with a view
to attaining self-sufficiency in food production. The planting of vegetaSks
and fruit trees is being promoted around the homes and school children
are encouraged to use vacant lan'd in their schools for growing veg4tab1es
and planting fruit trees. Housewives and young people ino the villages are
also given guidance in the techniques of processing, preserving and storing
foodstuff.

COmmunity development projects. Recognizing the importance of
overall community development in achieving a higher standard of living,
the Ministry of Agriculture established a Community Development Divi-
sion in 1961, to promote and consolidate several essential aspects. Initial-
ly the activities of this division emphasized adult literacy but sincc 1969
the emphasis has bccn on community developmeig-with the NEP in view.
A great deal of co-ordination between government agencies is achieved
through this division. Such programmes involve youth and housewives a
great deal and very oftenare directly related to the utilization of science
and technology at family or village level or serve as a conceptual physical,
psychological and a moral basis for such utilization. The activities of the
Community Development Division may broadly be divided into three
main areas, namely: Community Development, Community Education
and Community Service.

Community development. Sdf-reliahce at the family and villagele;el
is highly valued. In order to do this, an arta of a village is selected and
some of the more pressing problems areidentified. A team of consultants
and experts assists the community to adopt an integrated approach to
problem solving especially in matters concerning agriculture. Demonstra-
tion teams visit villages to explain farming methods and the importance of
cleanliness, nutrition and the part played by education. The concept of a
complete home with adequate ventilation and high standards of cleanli-
ness is emphasized.

Community education. The womenfolk, including a large proportion
of young people at village level, are givenfoyrses in home cconomics and
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social and health education. Training in basic skills for employment is

provided. Literacy and religious classes are also conducted.

Community services. Certain services are provided, which are design-

ed to improve the quality Of life. Pre-school classes (kindergarten) arc
conducted Joy teachers who receive special training. The discovery ap-
proach is emphasized, making it possible for young children to react
naturally with nature.

With a fairly high proportion I young people in the villages and with

the impact of technology gaining ground the need for rcading materials
has been met by setting up libraries in the villages. Reading material com-

piled by the agricultural centres fmds its way into these libraries.'

Change reiluires dynamic leadership and such leadership has to be

found within the local situation. Courses are held at village level to train t

young people to assume leadership roles and help bring about thc neces-

sary changes, especially in agriculture. The.concept ofdevelopment in the

rural and national context is a theme that is constantly emphasized in the

villages.
Ministry of Education. The part played by the science, vocational

and technical curricula in stimulating out-of-school science and technical

activities has already becn mentioned. The Ministry of Education is in-

volved in two projects that arc aimed at encouraging project work for

school pupils. Work of this nature would normally be undertaken outside

the formal school timetable. The first of thcsc projects is the Malaysian
Secondary Schools Science Exhibition held biennially. Alternating with

this is a television series known as 'The Young Scientist'.

I`

^ f

Section of the national level Secondary School Science Exhibition
held in Kuala Lumpur, 1979
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Malaysian secondary schools science exhibition. This is national
event open to 411 upper secondary (Form 44) schools in Peninsular'
Malaysia, Sabah and Sarawale.r. This project is jointly, sponsored ind
financed by the Ministry of Education and local industry. Entries for the
exhibition are received from two levels; Forms 4 and 5, and Form 6. Each
level caters for prbjects in physics, chemistry, biology and mathematics.
Entries are invited from schools early in the year and, in the first instance,
written descriptions of the projects are received. These are shortlisted bj
a vetting committe-. The ;elected participants are invited to exhibit their
projects at a central location. Travelling and accommodation expenses are
met by the sponsors.

The exhibits are jaRa. by a panel of judges drawri from local uni-
versities, research institutes, and.relevant government agencies. There are
four criteria adopted for judging the projects. The fist is the scientific
apprpach to the problem as shown lay the application of scientific methods
to du> problem in quAtion. The problem itself needs to be identified and
outlined-and the' experimental approach adopted, together with the data
collected and the analysis done, have to be clearly shown. Second, the
importance of the project is established by relating it to local application,
its contribution, towards the development of the young scientist's ap-
proach in research and on the specific value of' the products of the re-
search to science and the community. Third, ingenuity of construction,
technical skill, workmanship and thoroughness are stressed and finally, the
presentation of the exhibit in a clear and concise manner is evaluated.

The judges, having made individual assessments in these areas, pro-
ceed to identify the first three winners for each subject area at each level.
The overall winner is then selected and cash prizes and certificates are
awarded. The overall winner receives a trophy in aadition. Consolation
cash prizes are awarded to the rest. The exhibition is normally open to
the public, and school children in particular visit the exhibition in organ-
ized parties.

Sincc 1970 a number of these national-level science exhibitions have
been held. Schools have begun to regard project work more seriously as
new themes with longer periods for investigation and research are required.
Many of the recent projects are interdisciplinary in nature and attempt to
understand and solve local environmental problems such as pollution, the
recycling of wastes, the cultivation of useful plants under controlled
conditions to name just a few. A selection of project titles is given in the
'table on the following page.
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Titles of projects entered for the Malaysian Secondary
Schools Science .Exhibit.ion

Physics Chemistry Biology Mathematics

Project 'hydro complex'

'Home-made' egg
incubator

Electricity generation,
transmission and its uses
in Kota Kinabalu, and its
role in the development
of tourism

Making paper from
padi stalks and kapok

Production of magnetic
tape from sugarcane
fibres

The exploitation and
utilization of rubber
seeds to consolidate the
economy of the nation

Utilization of car
exhaust gases

s

Utilization of agricul-
tural waste

Solar energy converter

Removal and prevention
of spilled oil on water

Insecticide from
tobacco leaves

A faster and more
economicaL method
of salting eggs and
utilization of by-
produsts

Indicators from
plants

Determination of
vitamin c in fruit
and drinks

Coconut husks to,
photographic film
base (acetate)

Producing insecti-
cide from cigars

Plastics from
lallang

Extraction of sul-
phur frbm sawdust
by different
vhods
Making sof tboa;c1
from pineapple

. skins
,

Manufacture of
phosphate fertilizer
from cockles

113

Cultivation of
freshwater fish
in pretreated
effluent ponds
of rubber pro-
cessing factories

Sound pollution

An example of
biological con-
trol of pests

Effects of
natural sub-
stances on
various bacteria

Poison in
vegetables

Prawn culture

Mushroom
culture

Pollution: its
effect on living
organisms

The pondan
ecosystem

1

To make a per-
petual calendar

A mathematics
investigation into
a game of chance
using the theory
of probability

Logic and its
applications

'Counting system:
modern math-
ematics approach'

0
Ternary and the
12 balls problem

Fantasy of
maths

Computer

Bask operations
of a con,uter
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The young scientist programme. This projectis jointly sponsored by
a local firm, the Minist,Ty of. Education and Radio Television Malaysia. It
alternaets with the national science exhibitions and bAcally attempts to
mcet similar- aims as that of the national science exhibitions but reaches
out to a wider audiehce using television as a medium. In addition it pro-
vides the opportunity for indeNh discussions by eXperti over television.

Schools arc encouraged to embark on non.formal projvts and activi-
ties and to submit the desc4tions of the projects. A committee selects
about 27 suitable projects based on criteria similar to that for the science
exhibition. 'The selected projects are filmed at the schools by Radio
Television Malaysia. Participating ,schools are givenv cash award. At a
later stage another panel of judges drawn from local thiiversities, industry,
research institutions and so on select five`of the best projects. Originality,
the scientific approach, relevance and innovatidn in the design and use of
tquipment and material are looked for. Cash prizes are awardtd on a
sliding scale to the five. winners and consolation prizeS to the otters. The
projects are televised and a panel of experts dacuss the projects providing
valuable suggestions.

Project on 'Fouling organisms in the johore Straits' declared overall
winner in the National Secondary Science Exhibition 1979

Both these projccts have encouraged schools to plan their work more
seriously so that they can participate at ; ational level. There is evidence
that in somc schools project sw:4, . ecome a long lerm undertaking
sprcad over several years. The na ional secondary schools science exhibi-
tion and the young scientist programmes have :erved as focal points for
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project work. There is a great potential for school-based project work to

be directed towards community needs.

Pupils explaining a project on a thertnomechanical generator at the
National Secondary Science Exhibition

t

4
/

Ministry of Culture Youth and Sports. A programme of youth train-

ing in trade skills and disciplines has been launched by this Ministry. Thc
National Youth Pioneer Corps and the National Youth Development
Corps provide training for school-leavers to acquire agricultural and indus-

trial skills in animal husbandry, photography, tailoring and offrervocations
and trades. Discipline is an important component of the training courses.

The National. Museurit (Muzium Negara) offers a compx:ehensive pro-

gramme to the general public. The Educational Services and Information
Sections of the National Museum particularly cater to school children.
Special efforts are made to publicize the activities of the museum in the
fields of history, culture and natural history. Efforts are also made by the

museum to establish nature clubs particularly for primary school children.

A number of approaches have been adopted to achieve these aims. In

order to enrich the experiences of the large numbers of schdol pupils who

visit the ,national museum regularly, the museum organizes talks and
lectures and art classes for pupils, arranges far guided visits alld conducts

courses for teachers in taxidermy, the preservation of animals and in the
identification of trees. Special exhibitions arc held on specific themes and
for those Who are unable to visit the national museum a mobile exhibition
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visits rural schools. There is also a loan service of exhibiticn material for
schools and film shows and quiz programmes are held replarly.

Special efforts have been made by the museum to establish nature
clubs for primary school pupils. In this way pupils are encouraged to
appreciate, the beauty of nature and to get to know the surrounding plant
and animal life more closely. Though the museum covers a wide area in
the arts and culture there is a strong emphasis on natural history. Efforts
are constantly being made to identify relevant themes and to present them
in a form that is attractive and thought-provoking.

Department of Wildlife and National Parks and the Department of
rorestry. In recent times there has been a great deal of concern for the
protection and conservation of the environment. This is reflected in the
emphasis given to this area in the school curricula and in university
courses of studies. There is also much public concern OWE these issues.
Efforts are being made to enable a larger proportion of the population,
' specially school and university students to get to know the natural
environment better. The tropical rainforest is a good plgce to start. Two
such facilities are described below. '

Pasoh Forestry Research CentreDepartment of Forestry. This cen-
-tre is a substation of the Forest Research Institute at IS.,pong, Selangor,
Malaysia. The Pasoh Research Centre stands on 2,000 ha of forest reserve,
the majority of which is lowland and dipterocarp forest. Much of the core
is still untouched byman but in some of the surrounding areas logging has
taken place and there are many examples of regenerating lowland forest.
This reserve exhibits a typical rainforest ecosystem of Malaysia.

The tropical rainforest, due to its rapid exploitation, is a fast dwind-
ling resource. In a situation like this the management of forests is very
impor,tant. For such management to be effective, knowledge of the eco-
system is essential. Some of the studies undertaken are on the phenology
of trees, regeneration and mortality factors of forest tree seedlings, insects
and their relationship to the reproductive biology of trees, plant succes-
sion studies, termites and their role in decomposition, small mammal and^

bird population dynamics, to name but a few. ,
Part of the forest at the centre is being set aside for educational.

services, catering for school children, university students.and the general
public. The Forestry Department intends to take this opportunity to
create public awareness ot and an interest in forests in general not only in
showing its rich natural reserves but also in some ecological aspects as Well
through talks, guided tours and slide film shows. .Accessible by road and
with some facilities for restarch and accommodation, sclinol pupils and
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members of the public, besides university staff and students visit this
centre in greater numbers.

Nature Study CentreTaman Negara, Department of Wildlife and
National Par Ls. Taman Negara is the only national park in Peninsular
Malaysia. It includes virgin rainforests, secondary forests, sciubland and a
river system. The Department of Wildlife and Ilational Parks jointly with
the Ministry of Education established a Nature Study Centre which haq
been functioning since 1979. With accommodation available for about 48
students and eight teachers, the centre offers loop trails and other longer
trails for the observation of a vciety of specific situations within the
tropical rainforest environment. Accommodation is spartan but the facili-
ties include a lecture area and outdoor theatre. Arrarigements have been
made for the centre to be fully utilized hy school children particularly
during the school holidays in April and August.

With the assistance of a park naturalist and forest rangers, visiting
parties are able to get to know the jungle environment better. During the
recommended three-day stay at the centre, students are involved in walks,
hikes, canoeing, film shows, slide presentations and lectures. Through
these activities it is hoped that the people of Malaysia, especially the
young, will make better use of the park facilities and benefit from the
opportunity of obtaining an infOrmal environmental education on rain-
forests. The Ministry of Education is encouraging schools to make full use
of such facilities.

The Ministry of Health has launched the Applied Food and Nutrition
Project providing health education including a projcct on nutritional sur-
veillance. Training programmes at the para-medicallevel are provided.
Programmes on population, family health care, nutrition and child and
maternal health have been initiated.

Other ministries and government agencies. Other ministries and gov-
ernment agencies are also actively involved in training those who have left
school, in skills that would enable them to find'suitable employment at
different levels. .Again such programmes represent strategies at achieving
the objectives of the NEP especially in meeting manpower requirements.

The Ministry of Labour and Manpower provides skill training for
schoollleavers at its two Industrial Training Institutes, one in Kuala Lum-

pur and the other at Prai, Pulau Pinang. The National Industrial Training
ana Trade Certification Board has been established to certify skilled
workers from public and private training institutions. In all, about 26
industrial trades have -been included. New, trades are constantly being
added. The Department of Fisheries provides training for fishermen in
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basic *navigation and engine maintenance at the Fisheries Training Insti-
tutes in Penang and Trengganu. Training courses in fish culture are
provided at the Inland Fisheries Training Centre at Bukit Tinggi in Pahang.

The Department of Veterinary Services provides training for farmers
and departmental personnel at the Animal Institute in Kluang, Johore, the
Veterinary Research Institute at Ipoh, Perak and at various other poultry
training centres in the country. Training yi logging practices is provided
for at the Logging Training Centre al Kuala Trengganu Organized by the
Department of Forestry.

Independent and statutory organizations. A number of independent
and statutory organizations have been established in order to provide a
variety of services to cater for and draw attention to certain pliblic needs
and issues. The effoilts of these organizations have had the effect of edu-
cating the public and contributing towards the improvement of the quality
of life. Some of these organizations have been directly accessible to youth.

Federal Land Development Authority (FELDA).' As a federal statu-
tory body FELDA has *barked on land settlement schemes for the
resettlement of the landless. Besides conducting training prOgrammes in
agriculture and providing basic facilities such as housing, transportation,
water supply, health services and education, the FELDA authorities have
launched a population education programme among these communities.
The population education programme aims at acquiring basic knowledge
in population matters, developing national and responsible attitudes and
behaviour towards family size and decision-making.

Science and mathematics associations. Such associations have been
founded in several states in Peninsular Malaysia and in Sabah and Saraw4.
Membership is mainly for teachers. The association's activities are primar-
ily designed to improve teaching competencies in science and mathematics
and to promote a general interest in and appreciation of science. To
achieve these aims, discussions, workshops and seminars are held in order
to improve teaching skills and techniques which are communicated to
other teachers through newsletters, periodicals, journals, bulletins, books,
the mass media and films. An example of such work is the preparation of
guidance material for teachers. Curriculum committees are also establish-
ed in ,order to study and interpret the school syllabi and other plated
curricula needs. Though such activities are mainly aimed at, the teacher,
they do however, draw in school pupils and other yoush for programmes
that are non-formal in character. Science exhibitions, study tours, film
shows, loans of exhibition material, science and mathematics quiz pro-
grammes, essay writing competitions, book and apparatus lists, are some
of the activities undertaken and services provided.
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The Geological Society of MalaYsia. The society was founded in
1967 as a forum for discussion and to promote the advancement of get).

science in Malaysia. It is also the only organization representing the
interests of professional geologists in Malaysia. Besides a bi-monthly news-

fl
letter called Waite Geologi which contains geological articles, an annual

,A bulletin is also produced containing geological papers. Technical talks and

seminars as well as field trips are organized. 'The tin industry in Malaysia. ..
and other tin producing nations are particularly catered for.

;
In recent years the environment has received a great deal of attention ',

especially in the wake of developmental activities. A number of environ-
ment-related organizations haVe been established not only to draw public
attention to'environmental issues but also to enable corrective and preven-,
tive measures to be undertaken by all concerned.

Environmental Protection Society. In order to stimulate public con-
cern for the state of the Malaysian environment thc society organizes
forums, water pollution campaigns, 'and talks for pupils. It also conducts
environmeqal journalism courses for members of the press and mass
media, holds film shows and produces a magazine called Alam Sekitar.

The. World Wildlife Fund. The World Wildlife Fund and the Inter-
national Union for the Conservation of Nature have initiated a number of

programmes for Southeast Asia. For Malaysia in particular it has been
proPosed that new protected areas be established in order to give high
priority to the conservation of the forests and their wildlife. Another

proposal is the provision of an educational unit. Schools could then be
visited by qualified personnel to give talks on a range of topics.

Rubber Research Institute of Malaysia. This institute, besides under-

taking research in order to improve latex yields and processing techniques,

also disseminates information on the natural rubber industry to interested
parties including school children. Services provided include guided tours

of the factory at the Rubber Technology Centre, talks and slide presen-

tations, publication of materi;.1 related to the industry and also the loan
exhibition,material eipecially to schools.

Standards and Industrial Research Institute ofMalaysia. An import-

ant aim of the institute is to proinote and undertake industrial research in

,order to raise the natiOnal level of technology. Among other specific
objectives the institute offers scientific and technical advice to the public,
industry and the gol)ernment. It also, strives to promote industrial welfare,

health and safety and contributes generally towards consumer protection.
Together with an industrial liaison and information service, the institute
provides technical and scientific backuP services. The training of research
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and industrial persop.nel is also undertaken. Through some of these mea-
sures the institute establishes and promotes national standards and main-
tains the quality of industrial products.

The institute has often been consulted by students preparing for the
national secondary school science and mathematics exhibition. Personnel
from the institute have served on advisory committees for organizing the
exhibitions and served as judges as well.

Industry. A mimber of leading industrial concerns provide scientific
books, films and other publications as background information. Such
materials, relating to local conditions, are widely sought aftcr by schools
and organizations.

Consumer associations. Just as there is a great deal of concern over
environmental issues in this country, the need for consumer protection
against abuses has also been strongly felt: A number of associations have
been established during the last few years for this purpose. The Consumer
Association of Penang is described in some detail below.

The Consumer Association of Penang, formed in 1970, is a non-profit
voluntary organization manned by full-time and part-time volunteers. The
association strives to educate the public on existing business practices. Of
the number of divisions that make up the organization, a few are particu-
larly relevant to non-formal science education.

A complaints scction receives and examines complaints from con-
sumers. The research section conducts surveys, tcsts products, and moni-
tors ,environmental problems. Particular attention is given to health
resources, prices and the supply of goods. The consumer education sec-
tion works with students, youth groups and women's organizations in
trying to increase consumer awareness. A separate environmental section
deals specifically witli complaints on pollution, environmental 'problems
and undertakes research work. For the benefit of rural folk a rural section
has been established in order to bring consumeawareness to the rural
areas. All printed materials are handled by a pu,blications scction which
publishes and disseminates relevant information. Besides printed materials
the association organizes talks, exhibitions and home counselling.

The activities of the consumer associations, in one way or the pther,
involve youth within and outside the schoci system. Schools are encour-
aged to form consumer education societies.

The National Zoo. Besides the usual attraction zoos have for.all age
groups, the National Zoo has a particular contribution to make towards
non-formal education. Conducted tours and talks are available to.school,
parties upon request. Teachers may use the zoo, with assistance from the
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authorities, for field trips. Information regarding protected animals, and
/ help in identifying animals are available. Zoo authorities are willing to

liaise with the National Museum and the Game Warden's Department for
relevant information on natural resources and conservation. Very recently

' an educational centre was set up and plans arc under way to extehd educa-
tional lervices and facilities to schools in a more structured way.

Institutions of higher learning. Institutions of higher learning liave
taken positive steps in order to reach the public, especially youth, oh
certain themes that are gaining importance nationally. Included in this list

. are issues such as conservation of resourcts, anti-pollution measures,
protection pf wildlife, environmental protection and population education.
The contributions of some of the universities are highlightedbelow.

,

Discussing collections at Gombak Field Study Centre

University of Malaya. The University of Malaya herbarium, of the
Department of Botany provides assistance inCkcientifying plants and pro-
viding information concerning their occurrence, growth products and re-

lated matters. Schools have received assistance from the University on

matters concerning suitable teaching materials, and thc supply of botanical
material for practical examinations besides also routine help in plant
identification.. .

The Ulu Gothbak Field Study Centre of tlic University of Malaya hai
approximately 120 ha, of forest *scrve. 'This centre has been acquired to
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cater for -.the needs of r6search and to compile ecological information.
Facilities fdr 'field. studics arc available with a hostel offering accommoda-
tion,. for about 30 people. Besides the stiff quarters there also exists a
well-equipped laboratoty. Univers4 undergraduates frequent .the centre
on field trips. Organized parties of school children also make use of the

, .
cen,tre.. Jungle walks, closer studies of stretches of the river, of animals
and of plants.sprovide, a better understanding of what the undisturbed
natural environment is like.

Examining collections in the laboratory of the Field Siudy Centre,
University of Malaya

University of Science, Malajksia, Pulau Pinang. This university on the
island of Pulau Pinang has founded the Malaysian Society of Marine
Sciences. With the.general aim of promoting and adv.ancing all aspects of
marine sciences in 'Malaysia and in thc neighbouring regions some specific
objectives have been identified. The society specifically aims at: (i) pro-
moting an awareness for thc need to conserve marine resources; (ii) pro-
viding recommendations for the conservation of the marine environment
and for the establishment of specific areas fOi conservation; (iii) advising
government bodies; (iv) fostering interest amongst the general public; (v)
organizing periodic meetings or seminars at local or natidnal levels; (vi)
establishing contacts with _organizations and institutions; (vii) providing
information concerning marine sciences;, and (viii) producing regular
publications on marine sciences. School pu.pils and youth _organizations
are able to Make use of the facilities and se'rvices of the.society.
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.Uywersity of Agriculture, Serdang. The Centre for Extension and
Continuing Educatioq., of the University of Agriculture at Serdang near
Kuala Lumpur is very much involved in community service. This centre '

represents the service arm of the university where university students put
into practice their research findings and practical information. Included
in such services are aspects of home science and agriculture. Certain vil-

lages are identified and adopted by the university.. Teams visit the village3

and new agricultural techniques arc demonstrated to the farmers. House-
w.ives arc exposed to effective housekeeping practices. From time to time
farmers arc brought in to the university for More specific courses on a
variety of agricultural practices such as bud grafting and fertilizer usage.

In addition the university conducts the in-service training in environmen-

tal education for officials of government departments.
lit

Future trends

The present momentum arising out of the goals of national develop-

ment is expected to further intensify efforts by the government and the
private sector to widen and strengthen the infrastructure needed to
initiate, organicedevelop and sustain development programmes designed

to increase the standard of living especially in the rural areas.
ill

It can be seen that there arc already a variety of established organiz-
ations and agencies to provide grassroots support. However, the main
problem will continue to be the full utilization of these services, econorrii-

cally, effectively and williout waste or duplication. At the same time it
will be necessary for exsting facilities to be reviewed regularly to ensure

consistency of policy and relevance. The public: especially in the rural

areas, needs to be brought into contact with the facilities available. In thc

same way the people need information about which agencies can best

assist them. In achieving this two-way communication, the importance of
leadership at grassroots level has already been recognized. Co-ordination
must be strengthened not only through the improvement of existing gov-
ernmen t agencies but perhaps also by the establishment of new ones. Non-
government co-ordinating agencies will also have their part to play. In

order to tie all this together more effective national campaigns adopting
multi-media approaches will need to be launched.

The cnrichmcnt of the school curriculum is expected to continue.
Much more emphasis is expected to be given to a knowledge of thc
environment including wildlife; and its conservation. Population cduca-

, tion and the prevention of pollution are expected to receive more atten-

tion. Through mote imaginative project work, schools might bc better
able to contribute towards bringing simple technology to thc community.
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NEW ZEAlieND

by Phillip Aloe

New Zealand has had a well established statc educational system,
that is free, secular and compulsory, for just over a century. In its earlier
period it was closely patterned on the English system and in more recent
decades it has been influenced by American trcnds, but it has also evolved
to meet its own particular needs. In addition there are a number of private
schools, usually owned by or associated with different religious groups.
Children may enrol at 5 years of age, and usually do; they must enrol by
6, and attend until 15 years of age. Almost all children have atleast two
years of secondary education.

Ongoing out-of-school scientific activities for young people

Field trips. Most senior primary and secondary classes do three, four
and five day. field trips eacia year. These must have specific aims related to
some aspcct of the curricullIm that cannot be covered at school, such as
forest studies, climate, soils, geography or geology. The teacher plans a
programme, including aspects of safety, and the children practise safety
skills. Approval from the local educational auth( -ity is needed. An adult/
child ratio of I to 6 is required for supervision. They are usually housed
at field lodges, ionie of which are owned by groups of schools. Some
lodges have a teacher permanently stationed at the lodge. One-day field
trips are also arranged which required only the headmaster's approval.

Education by correspondence. New Zealand is a long, hilly moun-
tainous country, so that there are many isolated families living on farms or
in places like lighthouses, who arc remote from any school. They arc
servdd by a very effective Correspondence School based in Wellington.
The children, both primey and secondary, under the guidance of their
parents, work from set 'assignments', sent. regularly by mail and supple:
mented by radio lessons' each morning. Their work is then sent in for
comment and assessment. Hence their science lessons ate taken in their
hornes, by using the assignments, textbooks, kit-sets of apparatus, and the
local environment. Crippled children and children in hospital are also
served by this school.

Similarly the Technical Correspondence Instillte, also in Wellington,
offers tertiary service to apprentices arid students studying for the NeW
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Zealand Certificates, but who are unable to attend a local institute. Most
of these courses have some science content. In particular, there arc the
New Zealand Certificates of Science, with biology, chemistry, food
science, geology, metallurgy, paramedical, physics and water technology
options. There is also the Ncw Zealand Certificate in Forestry. These
certificates are examined by the Authority for Advanced Vocational
Awards. To meet the laboratory requirements, the students must comc to
Wellington for one-, two- or three-week block courses for each unit.

Museum and allied services. In less than 150 years of European settle-

ment, several metropolitan museums have celebrated their centennials, and
there are over 150 museums and art galleries open to the public at present.
Most provide services for school children when requested. The curator or
volunteers show children round and give talkeon local history and on their
collections. When annual attendances at a museum become significant,
museums apply to the Department of Education to appoint a trained
teachcr to catcr for the needs of visiting schools. These work part-time for
15 hours per week until increased demand for their services warrants a full-

time appointment. Thirteen museums and both zoos have such teaching

staff. In thc four metropolitan museums, these teachers have staffed edu-
cation services for over 40 years. Each has two or three teas./ rii*t--s; called

education officers, a technician to make and service loan displays for
schools in their region and some clerical assistance. Of the other nine mu-

scum education services, one is located in a large museum of transport and
industry, and the other eight are in provincial museums, some of which
combine museum and art gallery collections. A few of these prepare loan

kits to lend to schools, or act as depots for displays prepared by thc
National Museum. These are borrowed by tOe schools in their regions. .

A feature of visits for children has always been the provision of mate-

rials from museum collections for the children to handle. Similar services

are restricted to adult groups attendjng by appointment. Casual visitors
do not as a rule have this privilege. They also provide replica materials in

the form of period clothes for dressing up, tools, weapons and domestic
utensils in replica form for use in drama and role-playing situations.

New Zealand has also run a training programme for yong student
teachers in the practical use of museums as teaching resources. Establish-

ed first in 1938, this has attracted considerable attention from museums
in other countries where this has long been advocated. It has been remark-
ably successful. At present, ways are being investigated to see how it can

be. continued in current training programmes. Thc presence of student
teachers means that much of the teaching in the museum galleries can be

done in very small groups. It is an ideal way for young students to learn

to relate to children, and enables them to receive more personal attention.
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Museum education officers are responsible directly to the education
authorities and are not members of the museum staff where they work.
While they teach pre-school children as well as some adult groups, they
work most intensively with school groups and in school hours. They ob.-
serve school working hours and holidays.

All arc trained teachers, but few have university qualifications. Most
of the art gallery education officers arc university graduates, and a few are
also trained teachers.

Children's agricultural clubs. Many schools, both urban and rural,
establish community committees to organize agricultur,Ilzhilas to encour-
age children to adopt and care for calves, lambs, and suitable small animals
at their homes. They are also encouraged to start small home-gardens to
learn horticultural science and also to provide fooPor the home-table.
Flower gardens, herb and alpine gardens, are also encouraged.

Open days. The various divisions of the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research (DS1R), the Ministry of Agriculture ind Fisheries,
the NeW Zealand Meteorological Office, and the universities hold regular
'Open Days', where the general public and schoolparties are invited to see
displays in the various sections, which are explained by the section staff.

Radio broadcasts and television programmes. There are regular radio
and television programmes on science and technology, many being espec-
ially made for the young listener and viewer, and screened at an early
evening hour.'Some radio lessons are prepared by the Department of Edu-
cation, especially intended for use by school classes, and, as already men-
tioned, there are other programmd for the Correspondence School pupils. r
Similarly, special television programmes for school use are being started.

Conservation organizations. New Zealand has long been geologically
isolated from other land masses and has therefore developed unique plant
and animal species. These have suffered severely at the hands of man
especially since European settlement. Fortunately many organizations
have been formed to study and help protect the remaining invaluable life
forms as much as possible. Probably the best known and active of these is
the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society, formed in 1923. Much of
its succoss is due to its children's education programme and encourage-
ment to take a protective interest in this natural heritage. The Society has
many branches that arrange talks and excursions, and also form school
and class groups. More recently the Government has Cstablished the Com-
mission for the Environment that is already encouraging people, especially
children, to study conservation tec miques.
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Gifted Children Associations: A number of Gifted Children Associa-
tions have been formed by parents over the last decade, to cater for the
needs of very fertile and inquiring minds. Various activities arc arranged

over weekends and holidays, with particulavattention to scientific and
technological interests. These activities go under the name Explorers'
Club. The parent body, the New Zealand Association of Gifted Children
has arranged national conferences, the second being held in 1982.

' A major out-of-sichool science activity

Science fairs. Science fairs or science exhibitions for school children
are apparently becoming a world-wide trend. Science fairs may be des-
cribed as places for demonstrating the creativeness and abilities of the new
generation ol young scientists, and showing how science may be applied
to solving the problems of the everyday world. They certainly generate
much interest, enthusiasm, knowledge and experience in scientific re-
search, both in the participants and the visitors.

Wellington has held 18 annual Science Fairs, the first being held in
1964. Auckland, the largest city, held its first fair three years earlier. The
initiative for establishing, these two fairs came from, the local Science
Teachers' Associations (an association of science teachers mai y from
secondary schools, but with members from intermediate schools, niversi-

ties, teachers' colleges and polytechnics).

Getting started. The then chairman of the Wellington Science
Teachers' Association approached a well-known chemistry professor to
form and lead a committee to plan and organize a fair. The committee
formed included science teachers, university lecturers, Royal Society and
Association of Scientists members, and bus!nessmen. The first hurdle was
to, raise the required amount of finance to fund the fair. The mailing list
of the members of the Wellington Manufacturers' Association was obtain-
ed and all its members received a letter requesting a donation to help the
project. At the same time an entry form was designed, with competition
rules, and conditions of entry, and also a poster for school notice boards.
The rules specified the maximum base size, measures to ensure safety,
how to avoid annoyance to people, not to damage property and that the
care of any animals displayed should be ensured. Offers of donations
came in slowly and it was by no means, certain that there would be suffi-
cient funds when the deadline set for sending entry forms, posters and the
covering letter to schools was reached. However, the project went ahead.
Some of the donations were goods, which were used as prizes. It became
clear that business firms have annual budgets and do not always have
surplus money to give at short notice.
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The classes that would make up the fair were decided, namely: physi-
cal sciences and natural sciences, with junior and senior groups (up to five
members) and indhidual entries. One of the sponsors, the Association of
Scientists suggested having an essay class to emphasize the importance of
writing skills, and offered prizes. (This essay class has continued and until
recently only the Wellington Fair made provision for such a class).

Entry forms and posters were addressed to the head of the Science
Department of all schools in the Wellington area, with file expectation
that these would be made available tu likely fair entrants in their school.

For the fourth and subseqiwnt fairs the classes were changed to bio-
logical sciences, physical and mathematical sciences, and applied sciences,
with junior and senior divisions in each, plus of course, the essay class.
There are now three diviSions, namely: Junior for Forms I, II and III (12
to 14 years), Intermediate for Forms IV and V ( 15 to 16 years) and
Senior for Farns VI and VII (17 to 18 years)

There are now Science Fairs in 16 New Zealand centres which alto-
gether display nearly 3,000 exhibits. In addition some schools are now
organizing Science Fairs of their own.

New Zealand science fairs. It was not until six years ago that the
first Annual New Zealand Science Fair was organized, to display the,best
exhibits from the local science fairs. This had not previously been pos-
sible because of the high cost invohed. Fortunately, first one and now a
second large international company ha,e fully funded these fairs and
assisted with then organization. A National Committee, with representa-
ties from all local fairs, was formed to set the general guidelines, with a
temporary local committee to carry out the local organization and man-
agement. Lich fair is held in a different centre each time. The exhibitors
accompany their exhibit, so to contain costs, the total number of exhibits
is limited to 25 or 26, each local fair being limited to a set number of
entries, in proportion to the numbi of entries in their fair. As with most
of the local fairs, the judges not only assess the exhibit but discuss the
experimental work invoked and what they have discanerect with the exhi-
bitors in a fairly 'searching' manner.

Evaluation. There have been no written objectives formulated for
the fairs except as suggested by the Criteria of Judging whicn was intro-
duced in the third fair, with a marking scale.

Creative ability 30 points Technical skill 10 points
Scientific thought 30 " Clarity 10 "
Thoroughness 10 " Presentation 10 "

and thc judges also take into account the number of exhibitors working
on the exhibit. The fairs:
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1. Give the exhibitors the opportuni.- ty:to select some suitable theme,
question or problem, to think, plan, experiment, form conclusions

about what will or will not work, or to find a solution to the prob-
lem, and finally present and explain their work to visitors to the

fair; i
2. Give visitors to the fairs some knowledge and insight into a variety

of scientific activities, methods, concepts, and results; and

3. Bring together a number of young people (the exhibitors) with
similar interests and abilities for a period, so that they have a
stimulating effect on each other.

Problems and issues

Funding of science fairs. Earlier Science Fairs had more than ade-
quate finance, but with inflation it has become difficult to keep pace with

increasing costs. ,

Venues for the fairs. The first few fairs were held in public halls or
display areas, but since the eighth fair, school halls have been used, mov-

ing to a different hall every two or three years. The hall needs to be
reasonably central, with an adequate display area, good natural and artifi-
cial lighting, have sufficient electrical power points, good toilet facilities,
and ready access to water. Also an adequate parking arra is desirable.

Time of the year to'hold the fair. The best time of the year to hold

the fair is difficult to decidewhether to hold it in term-time or holiday

periods. Fairs held in the holidays avoid interrupting school attendance,
and give the exhibitors free time to complete their final preparation, but
when held in school time, school parties are able to visit them.

Production of the programme. Organizing the printing of the pro-
gramme after the closing date for entries requires close liaison with the
printer, so that it is available ten days before the fair opens. This allows its
distribution to the judges, the various advertisers, sponsors and the news

media.
Special prizes. One feature of the fairs, is the number of special

prizes offered. There are now 22. These require close liaison with the
donors to ensure that the prizes are being offered again for the current
year, they are listed on the entry form to attract prospective cnIrants, and

as many prizes as possible are awarded by judges from the staff of the

donor.
This enables the preparation of the prize-list, prize cards, abd the

cheque prizes, to be ready in time for the prize-giving. The prize-list is
also made mailable to the news media.
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by Ganesh B. Mali

ab.

Introduction

Presenting a case for out-of-school science and technology education,
R.A. Stevens writes:

Every country in the world requires more science and tech-
nology, and every country requires that they shall b.e better
trained, broader in their outlook and better able through wider
understanding to cope with the intera4inary complexities of
so much of modem science and technology. Every country in
the world is striving to improve its formal science education so
as to overcome these difficulties and yet it is a losing battle.'

It has been a losing battle because formal education has failed to
equip even a 'small fraction of the total population of :he developing
nations with the miniroum scientific and technological knowledge and
skills needed for their national development programmes.

The need for rapid development in science and technology has com-
pelled these nations to seek other avenues of instruction for the unschool-
ed population or the rural community in matters of science and technol-

'ogy. As Stevens further notes:

Science and technology are moving so fast that it is impos-
sible for formal science education to keep up with progress. In
addition there is such a volume of knowledge to be acquired
that there is a marked tendency for understanding to be buried
under the moving mountain of factunderstanding of how the
various bits fit together to make the whole picture of science
and its applications and of the impact of science upon society
through its applications. At present, and so far as cali be fore-
seen for many years to a ,e, out-of-school activities present
the best hope, indeed the only practicable hope, of dealing with
some degree of success with this enduring problem.

1. R.A. Stevens. Out-of-school science activities for young people. Paris, Unesco,
1969.
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The choice of the right type of science and technology has remained
a problem for curriculum developers. So much of the information in
science and technology has accumulated w.ithin the last few decades that a
high school science graduate seems unable to cope with even the barest of
the scientific and technological requirements of his surroundings. The
remedy hopefully lies, as Stevens suggests, in out-of-school science and
technology for the common people.

Science education in'Nepal

Nepal, a peaceful land in the lap of the Himalayas,lemained unaffec-
ted by the development of modern, science and technology until around
1920. Higher education, in the western sense formally began in this coun-
try in 1918 and incli led some social science. Until 1945, there were only
three schools in th whole of the country, and by 1956 only one science
college. The main reason for introducing science during that period was
to create a few technical harlds in the country in order to replace the
foreigners then serving in that capacity.

13y 1972, there were more than 1,000 science graduates and their
numbers were increasing at a greater rate than those in liberal arts. How-
ever, up to that period science education just served as a spring-board for
getting scholarships for study in foreign countries in fields such as medi-

cine and engineering.

A revolutionary change came with the launching of the National
Education System Plan (NESP) in 1970. The goal of education as envis-
aged in the plan was to develop, preserve, expand and extend science and
technology education and the skills necessary for the development of the
country and to producc a cadre of able workers who could shoulder
responsibilities in every development sector. With that plan launched,
Nepal was already on the way to industrialization, like the other develop-

ing nations in the Asian subcontinent.

Since 1970, there has been rapid expansion in the application of
science and technology for the development of the country. As a result,

apart from regular science education programmes, several governmental
and non-governmental agencies have been working actively to educate the
common people in diverse areas of science and technology, related to on-

going developmental projects.
The most important organization set up at the national level for the

purpose is perhaps the National Council for Science and Technology
(NCST), established in 1973. Policies formulated by this council regard-

ing scientific and technological advances are translated into action by
other related institutions including the Institute for Applied Science and
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Technology and the Research Centre for Applied Science and Technology
(RECAST). Within the decade 1969-1979, there were several talks, sym-
posia, conferences, seminars and workshops on science and technology;
science clubs were established and science fairs organized throughout
Nepal. Radio, newspapers, magazines and other media and the activities
of volunteer teachers actively disseminated scientific and technological
information, knowledge and skills among the people.

The objectives, programmes and activities of such important organiz-
ations as well as other efforts to impart out-of-school science and technol-
ogy education are described below. In doing so, chrdnological order is
sought to be rriintained. Related gvents, however, are tied together.

Peace-corps volunteers. Peace-corps volunteers frbm the United
States of America started coming into Nepal during the early 1960s and
have acted as pioneers in carrying messages of modern science and tech-
nology to the common people. Trained to speak Nepali and often assign-
ed to inaccessible parts of the country, they taught simple science by
providing actual examples. Many village people, for example, were shown
how to make water safe for drinking.

One volunteer, who came to Nepal in 1960 to teach science and geo-
graphy stayed on to build a personal, artistic museum of science, technol-
ogy and natural history at Pokhara, a scenic midland valley of Nepal. This
museum has recently been integrated with Prithbi-Narayan Campus of
Pokhara. It contains butterflies, birds and animals of Nepal, rocks and
minerals as well as geological maps of Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan. As a
result of extensive travel throughout the kingdom many rare specimens
have been collected. The museum also contains some attractive projects
in science and technology. Whoever visits Pokhara for its scenic beauty
also visits this museum, and gains knowledge from its rich collection.
Peace-corps volunteers have also written books and booklets on science
and technology.

Science Club. The Science Club was foun4d in 1969, through the
sponsorship of the American Culture Centre. Its objectives were to:

1. Promote a broad exchange of scientific ideas through science fairs,
debates, lectures, field-trips and other appropriate programmes;

2. Encourage scientific curiosity through various programmes;

3. Improve and strengthen the scientific outlook and knowledge of
the members;

4. Mobilize and apply, wherever feasible, scientific information from
theoretical to practical fields;
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5. Encourage scientific learning for the development of the country;
and

6. Convince people about the necessity and utility of science and

ccchnology.

-Objectives 1 and 6 are particularly noteworthy with respect to the
dissemination of scientific and technological information among the
Nepali people in general. In 1972, more than a hundred members belong-
ed to thc Science Club and all Kathmandu Valley Science Campuses, in-

"' eluding the university, were represented.
The club organized science fairs, field-trips, lectures, discussions, quiz

contests, I.Q. tests and cultural exchanges, all aimed at propagating 4
knowledge of science and technology among the people, with a view to
contributing substantially to the development-of Nepal.

The club conductcd numerous activities during its aetive period,
1969-1977. Each month, the science club arranged activities related to
science and technology, which included an essay contest, a quiz contest
and talks by prominent scientists, educators or professors. Winners of the
various contests were awarded prizes at the end of the year.

Science fairs. A science fair was held at a different venue each year
to popularize science and technology in different sections of the country.
They have been held in Kathmandu, Birgunj, Pokhara, Biratnagar, Nepal-

gunj, and other important cities all over Nepal.

The following items were amongst those displayed in the fairs: darth-

quake detector; traffic-light system; instant-photography; local telephone
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system; solar water heater; solar water distillation plant; cow-dung gas
plant; collections of insects, plants and birds from different parts of the
country; dissection of common animals like rats, frogs and rabbits; experi-
mental demonstration of Newton's Laws of Motion; and soap malting.

The Science Magazine. The club published an attractive monthly
journal, The Scielice Mtigazine, on the editottal and advisory boards of
which were almost all the prominent figures in the fields of science and
technology.

The need to make science and technology accessible to the common
people is voiced strongly in the magazine. The Science Club, with the
help of its Science magazine, aimed at creating a scientifically oriented
society. It aimed, ultimately, at making concrete gains by encouraging the
practical application of various theoretical scientific activities. The maga-
zine presented interesting articles on science and technology including
reports on club activities and synopses of talks, contest§ and symposia.

Using the mass media. Since the launching of the National Educa-
tion System Plan, Radio Nepal has emerged as one of the most effective
media for out-of-school dissemination orknowledge in science and tech-
nology. The Departments of Agriculture, Health, Education, Forestry,
Ilydro-Electricity and Tourism have been using Radio Nepal not only to
popularize their programmes, but also to educate the people and prepare
them technically for development programmes under these departments.
Every day, about an hour is devoted to the rural development programme.
New ideas in agricultural renovation using improved technology are intro-
duced through the media of conversation between a junior technical assist-
ant and .Budhi-cimci (the old mother). Almost invariably, the Budhi-amd
becomes convinced of the superiority of new technologies over the tradi-
tional.

Radio Nepal devotes about ten minutes, three or four tinut a week,
to broacticasting sPecial programmes on science and technology. These
programmes occasionally cover sensational news about new discoveries or
improvements in the field of science and technology. The 'Radio doctor',

*in conjunction with the rural development programmes introduces issues
on current health problems. For example, during an outbreak of epidemic
diseases the radio doctor gives information about the nature, symptoms,
prevention and cure of the diseases. The programme also helps in fighting
superstitions and national prejudices about the functions and care of the
human body. The Department of Forestry broadcasts programmes on
conservation of forests and wild life.

Newspapers also keep parallel activitiets with Radio Nepal in inform-
ing the people of developments in science and technology in various fields.
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Articles by experts cm their respective areas appear in the national dailies,

Gorkha Patra and Rising Nepal. The Saturday special issue of Gorkha
Patra devotes a coliimn to science and technologyl

Science fairs in the schools. The idea of having science fairs in schools

probably started with the science teacher training workshops first held in
Kathmandu, Birgunj and other places of the country in 1960, and con-
ducted by educators, including science experts from other nations. The
Unesco source book for science teaching2 was ohe of the books used in
those workshops. Since then several schools of Kathmandu Valley such as
Bhanu, Kanya, Adarsh Kanya and Laboratory Secondary Schools, plus a
few from Okhaldhunga, Nepalgunj-and Dharan, have vied with one an-
other in setting up a science fair on parent's day, school anniversary day,

or other special occasion during the year. On display are science projects-
prepared by students under teacher supervision, usually consisting of
devices to illustrate scientific phenomena, principles or laws, and biologi-
cal, geological and astronomical charts and meads. Sometimes two or
three schools in a community join together to set up such fairs. Persons

from the local community queue up on such occasions to have a rook at

the displays and gain some first-hand science experience. The educative
value of these fairs on the local community is unquestionable. The only
thing to regret is that the frequency of such fairs has been decreasing over
recent years.

Films on science and technology. Although Nepal has not produced
films on science and technology, help from other countries in this regard

is noteworthy. Two important sources fOr such films are the British

Library and the United States Information Service. Films on various
topics of science and technology are made available not only to educa-

tional institutions but also to other organizations, associations and local

community groups.

The Briti.sh Library hai occasionally arranged film-shows on science

and technology to distinguished groups of visitors. Unfortunately how-
ever, the films are in English which limits the size of the audience. Trans-
lation of the narration into Nepali would help the local community to
appreciate these films better.

Books and periodicals. The last two decades of development in sci-

ence and, technology have seen the publication of several books, journals
, and periodicals, related to educational and industrial development in the

country. The launching of the National Educational System Plan activat-
ed several 'agencies, organizations and institutions, to publish related

2. Unesco source book for science teaching. Paris, Unesco, 194 252 p.
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books and newsletters to inform and educate the'people in general. A few
publications in the area of science and technology are highly professional
and technical and are published in English. This can be understood in the
context of exchange of information on research and development with
other nations, but- such publications are poor value so far as the non-
technical reader is concerned. However, most such publications are in
Nepali and are easily understood by the general reader.

The organizations and institutions that publish material related te
science and technology are: (a) Nepal Agricultural Association; (b) Cur-
riculum Development Centre (CDC), Tribhuvan University; (c) Nepal Geo-
logical Survey, Ministry of Industry and Commerce; (d) Royal Nepal Aca-
demy; (e) United Nations .Development Programme (UNDP) and the
United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF); (f) Institute of Science, Trib-
huvan University; (g) Tri-Chandra Campits Science Association; (h) Insti-
tute of Medicine (Health Education Division); (i) World Health Organiz-
ation (WHO); (j) National Development Service (NDS); (k) Nepal Pharma-
ceutical Association (NPA); (I) Centre for Research, Innovation and
Development (CERID); (m) National Council for Science and Technology
(NCST); and (n) Research Centre for Applied Science and Technology
(RECAT).

The publications are generally too numerous to be described in detail
but an attempt is made here to give them a very brief introduction. Acti-
vities under CERID, NCST and RECAST are described separately.

The Nepal Agricultural Association publishes a journal: Nepal jour-
tzal of agriculture in which current problems in agriculture are discussed.
It publishes sev eral books and small booklets on current topics in agricul-
ture. The small booklets are distributed free of cost.

The Curriculum Development Centre (Tribhuvan University) is in
charge of developing curriculum and publishing text and reference books
for the university. Incidentally some of the reference books have become
widely popular with the general public. Titles of such publications in-
clude the following: Traditional technology of Nepal; Wild life of Nepal;
The environment of Sukla Phanta; and The general ecology, flora and
fauna of Nepal.

Nepal Geological Survey, Minist4 of Industry and Commerce, has
produced two publications, An outline of geology and mineral resources
of Nepal and Radiometric dates of some Nepalese rocks which reflect the
results of igo rous efforts by the geologists of Nepal, and provide an excd-
lent intioduction to the geology and mineral resources of the country.
The Royal Nepal Academy has a division of science and technology and
incorporates literary activities in science and related areas. Articles on
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science and technology have been appearing now and then among its
publications. The division has undertaken an assignment to accomplish

the following within a few years:

a) Publication of questions and answers tin science and technology
matters for children under 10;

b) Publication of research theses on science and technology;

c) Publication of symposia/talks by researchers;

d) Establishment of a scientific information system;

e) Publication of scientific terminology in Nepali (a portion of which

has already been published);
f) Publication of a science series on topics related to Nepal, (such as,

snakes of Nepal and plants of Nepal); and

g) Translation..of important works on science into Nepali.

The Academy has so far published books in Nepali on: Darwinian
theory of evolution; Science terminology in Nepali; Fish culture; Farm
irrigation and water management; and Boar-rearing.

Nepal has participated in several UNDP/UNICEF programmes suet,

as, Man and the Biosphere (MAB) and International Biological Co-oper-

ative Programme (IBCP). Besides, UNDP/UNICEF has produced books

and booklets related especially to health and childhood education. Some

of thc publications include: Examination of child's health; Revised twelve
child care messages; Use of hydraulic rams in Nepal; An approach to tech-

nology; and The diaphragm pump. UNICEF has also translated useful

books on science and technology , published in other countries,into Nepali.

The Institute of Science, Tribhuvan University, publishes an innual

journal, Journal of science. This journal deals mostly with research theses

on various scicncc topics. Tri-Chandra Science Campus, Tribhuvan Uni-

versity, publishes an annual journal related mostly to college science and

technology.
The institute of Medicine and Health Education Division has publish-

ed several" books and booklets dealing primarily with rural health care and

needs. The booklets, written in plain and simple Nepali, are distributed

free of cost. This Institute has also brought out a journal, as well as a

medical bibliography of Nepal.
WHO has published several study reports on thc state of health and

of WHO projects in Nepal. These studies were undertaken in consort with
governmental and non-governmental agencies. The publications include:
Country health programme in Nepal (vols. I and II); Greater water supply

and sewerage project (for Kathmandu and Bhaktapur); Project profile of
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leprosy control in Nepal; Project profile.of health planning and program-
ming; Project profile of tuberculosis control in Nepal; and Project profile
of the project for malaria eradication:

The NDS was started in 1975 under university regulations that
require groups of students, just a year before their graduation, to go to
villages or remote areas of the country and spend a year there doing pro-
ject work (besides teaching in schools) useful to the village community.
Science students of Tribhuvan University have contributed significantly in
educating the villagers in matters related to simple vilkge science and
technology. RECAST has already started giving six weeks orientation to
NDS students in applied science and technology so that they become
better equipped to help the village people.

The NPA publishes a semi-annual popular journal on pharmacy, phar-
maceutics, pharmaceutical products, medicinal plants and allied sciences.
It also organizes talks and scminars on topics such as 'Traditional medicine
and the role of medicinal plants'.

The Department of Medicinal Plants has published several books
mainly dealing with the plants of Godavari, Phulchowki, Nagariun, Rani-
kunj, Lamtang and Himal.

Thc Natural History Museum. This muscum (established 1975) is
located near the famous Swayambhoo Hill. It is a valuable annex to the
Institute of Science and plays a prominent role in out-of-school education
in natural history and related sciences of thc country.

This museum has been enriching a number of its collections of speci-
mens of Nepal's natural history for the last few years. It has also been
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disseminating information abotut the country's natural wealth to different

parts of the kingdom through exhibitions, filt4 shows and publications.
The journal of the NaturaKlistory Museum has been favourably received

in research circles both at home and abroad.

The present ac'tivities of the museum include: (a) collection and pre-
servation of spechnens of flora, fauna and geology; (b) study and research

, on specimens of flora, fauna and'ecology; (c) education of the people
regarding the country's natural wealth; and (d) documentation of litera-

ture and specimens relating to Nepalese natural historyZ

Thc muscum collections include plants, birds, butterflies and other
insects of Nepal; invertebrates and lower chordates, fish, amphibia, rep-
tiles and mammals of Nepal; preserved bones of fish, reptiles, birds and
mammals and several mounted skeletons; fossil specimens of mesozoic
mammals and holotypcs of insects; and many new records of different

groups including fungi, bryophytes and butterflies, NDS students have
helped to collect specimens for the museum from remote areas.

The museum occasionally cxhibits articles produced as a result of
various projects related to science, and technology organized by other
agencies like CERID. In 1978, in the course of a project on the 'We of
local materials in science teaching in schools', the muscum exhibited
equipment and devices for science experiments that were prepared as part

,of the project, along.with other specimens. The exhibition was open for

several hours per day and hundreds of people visited it.

In a very short period, following its inception, the Natural History
Museum launched so,eral educational programmes. It also implemented a
mobile exhibition for the benefit of those who were unable to visit the
museum or unaware of its activities. Exhibitions of syllabus-related mate-
rials as well as those of general interest to the public have been mounted

in the. past with the following objectives in mind, to: (a) introduce the
natural heritage of Nepal to primary and secondary students, as well as to

thc common masses of the locality; (b) combine theoretical studies with
practical examples; and (c) encourage general interest in the natural his-

tory of Nepal and the functions, aims and objectives of the museum itself.

The museum has several publications to its credit. These publications

are, designed for the general public and deal chiefly with the scientific and
technological aspects of the museum specimens, their nature, collection

and preservation.
CERID. Started as a research ccntre under National Education Com-

mittee in 1976, CER1D has devoted a considerable portion of its attention
towards innovative projects concerning science and technology for out-of-
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1 a

school education. Some of the projects with a bearing towards science
and technology education are:

Education for Rural Transformation. This project was conducted in
early 1976 to make education instrumental in improving the life-style of a
village community at Lahachowk (in Kaski district). One of the objectives
of the project was to mobilize thc local people, with the school playing a
central role, to develop education-oriented programmes whereby the
members of thc community could participate in and benefit from the
total programme of rural development as their common goal. The project
also sought to develop attitudes and skills among the people to enable
them to use local resources to the best possible extent and utilize com-
rhunity facilities and establishnients as pivots of teaching/learning experi-
ences. Two of thc programmes presently in operation are: (1) Health
Education and Services; and (2) Non-formal Agriculture Education for
Adults. New agrkultural technologies arc introduced through the latter
programme,

, Science Activities using Simple Materials. CERID started this project
with the purpose of developing and undertaking educational activities that
arc realistically warsatted by thc local situation and arc pertinent to the
general living condition of the local people. This project was prepared to
prop the pilot project of Education for Rural Transformatio described.
above. Science experts from various governmental organizations including
a UNICEF representative participated in the workshop.

A film has been prepared about the Lahachowk project. Primarily
aimed at acquainting the teachers of science with the need for and the
methods of using local materials, this project offered an excellent oppor-
tunity for the linage-people to have first-hand experience of thc science
projects.
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CERID in consort with the Unesco Asian Programme of Educational
Innovation for Development (APEID), organized a national seminar on
the Development of Low-Cost, Simple Educational Materials in 1978.
Twenty-six participants comprising teachers, supervisors and specialists
from various educational institutions took part in it.

The seminar was- conducted to: (1) popularize the concept of the
development and use of low-cost, simple educational materials; (2) design
and produce samples of low-cost, simple materials; and (3) display low-
cost, simple materials and toys produced within the country.

The participants engaged themselves in designing and developing edu-
cational materials which were based on the availability of resources in the
locality. During the workshop the participants demonstrated the use of
the materials they had prepared.

NCST. The government of Nepal constituted this council in order to
formulate a national policy for science and,technology and to carry out all
related activities accordingly. The main objectives of NCST are:

a) Formulation of a national science and technology policy;

b) Promotion of scientific and technological research activities;
c) Establishment of co-ordination in the research programmes of

various ministries and departments of the government; and

d) Dissemination and popularization of scientific and technological
knowledge among the mass of the people through the educational
use of the communication media.

During the year 1977/1978, NCST made policy recommendations in
relation to: (1) basic principles ofscience and technology development
for the Sixth Five-Year Plan; .ind (2) the mechanism for co-ordination in
research activities.

The council organized a National Science Convention in Kathmandu
in 1978. Nearly 300 Nepali scientists, technologists, industrialists and
people from consultancy services participated. Major discussions at the
convention were on such topics as: 'Food and agriculture', Health and
nutrition', 'Industrialization', 'Natural resources', 'Construction materials',
and 'Development and management of science and technology'.

With the aims of promoting the publication of scientific articles and
literature in the country, NCST initiated a system to provide financial
remuneration on a merit basis for authors, editors and publishers of all the
scientific journals of Nepal. Within the period of one year, 11 journals in
the field of science and technology were registered. It also initiated regu-
lar publication of scientific and technological knowledge among the com-
mon masses. The publications are in Nepali in national dailies.
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Acting jointly witbthe Asia Society of New York, NCST sponsored
an important seminar on -Science and Technology for the Development of
Nepal. The prevailing situation and problems as well as the possible roles
of science and technology in future development were outlined du-ing the
seminar.

The major topics discussed at the seminar dealt with: (a) 'Develop-
ment of agriculture'; (b) 'Horticulture and animal husbandry develop-
ment'; (c) 'Irrigation% (d) 'Forestry% (e) 'Hydropower% (f) 'Industrial
development in Nepal'; and (g) 'Policies for development of science and
technology in Nepal'.

The seminar concluded that in a situation of competing demand for
limited resources, science and technology can contribute to the develop-
ment of Nepal by helping to create an atmosphere for rapid economic
growth. This could be done by the identification of fruitful areas of
resealch and development and by adapting imported technology while
improving the best indigenous techniques. The seminal suggested the
establishment of better linkages betwc_en researchers and ultimate users.
To maximize economic efficiency and technical benefits, the seminar
recommended that programmes of science and technology should be
technically sound, economically feasible, and culturally acceptable. NCST
and the Asia Society of New York also co-sponsored a seminar Prill4POkhara,
on Development of Small Scale Ilydroelectric Power and Fertilizer Pro-
duction in Nepal.

RECAST. Established in 1977, RECAST is a research organization
devoted to the development of appropriate science and technology for
different levels. RECAST is also the secretariat of the National Council
for Science and Technology. The aims and objectives of RECAST are to:

a) Undertake research activities in the areas of science and technol-
ogy and to identify useful research findings for socio-economic
development;

b) Generate local capability for the development and application of
science and technology;

c) Develop conditions and environments for exchange of knowledge
and information among scicntists and technologists for problem
identification in the country's development;

d) Render co-operation to the educational and training institutes fur
the production of lower and middle level technicians needed for
the successful implementation of the country's plan; and

e) to collect information un details of the country's resources, to
conduct necessary research for thc utilization of these resources
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and to render suggestions and advice to the industrial sector for
the use of the research findings.

RECAST is engaged in laying down a basis for the development of
appropriate technology, with special reference to rural development. In
its activities it is placing emphasis on the exploration and utilization of
local resources including traditional skills, within the conceptual frame-

work and spirit of a programme approach rather than a discipline orien-

tation.
In addition to the establishment of basic infrastructures like research

laboratories, workshops and instrumentation and documentation facilities,
some of the research and development activities conducted by RECAST
are concerned with the:

a) Utilization of agricultural and industrial wastes like tobacco, saw-
dust, woodchips and rice husks for some useful products like

alternate cements, caffeine, citrate and nicotine sulphate;

b) Development of post-harvest technology for the preservation,
storage and processing of foods and cash crops;

c) Rationalization of traditional techniques in the preparation of
local food and pottery;

d) Development of processing technology fo'r the production of low-
cost construction materials, entirely based on locally available raw

materials;
c) Development of quality ceramics and pottery goods from different

types of clay available in the country; and
f) Design and fabrication of appliances for harnessing solar energy as

an alternative source of energy for domestic and industrial drying,
heating, cooking and distillation in places where the immediate
availability of electric power is still remote or where forest conser-
vation is a necessity.

Exhibitions by RECAST include: the production of alternative

cements and roofing, ceihng, walling and flooring materials; water filter
candles out of indigenous clay; designing and fabrication of solar dryers,
solar stills, solar cookers (up to one kilowatt energy capacity) and the

storage solar .energy; dehydration of fruit and vegetables by solar

energy; and isolation and preparation of pharmaceutical raw materials

(cat feine, citrate) and insecticide (nicotine sulphate) from tea and tobacco

wastes respectively. Through these exhibitions thousands of visitors were
informed about the situation in applied science and technology in the
country.
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The extension programme of the centre is concerned with dissemina-
tion of the technologies particularly for rural areas. For these activities it
is contemplating the establishment of centres in different development
regions for specific programmes. In this context, the Nepalese Food Study
Centre in Pokharawas established for the promotion and popularization of
various traditional food preparations of different ethnic groups particularly
among the foreign tourists. Further, it also acts as a disseminating agency
for the demonstration of appropriate technology developal in RECAST.

Seminars and talk programmes of the Research Centre included a dis-
cussion programme on 'Solar Energy Programme for Nepal'. Participants
from a rio us government institutions, Tribhuvan University, and private
organizations came forward with new ideas for harnessing solar energy.

Conservation education for the people. To make conservation man-
agement of the country 's valuable but fast diminishing wild life resources
more el fective, the government initiated a conservation project in collab-
oration with FAO/UNDP, in 1973. A conservation education and publi-
city scheme to involve participation of the local people has been launched.
The scheme primarily is directed to make the local people aware of the
alue of their natural environment. Since 1974 the National Parks and

Wildlife Consen ation Office has established a conservation education and
publicity unit. The publicity programmes include:

a) A programme in co-operation with news media, journalists and
radio Nepal in which articles are being fed to local newspapers and
press releases are distributed to various news agencies;

b) Publication of.booklets on the conservation needs of the country ;

c) Essay competitions and poster competitions from time to timestto
ereate interest by the general public and among the students of
various institutions;

d) Film shows and other activities that are regularly conducted to
acquaint the nation with the country 's consenation and environ-
ment requirements and problems; and

e) Production of wildlife films in English and Nepali.

Unesco/UNICEF seminars, conventions and projects in science and
technokgy . These aetivities although nut directly linked with the com-
mon people, have play ed a key rule in enlightening and upgrading the top

ience and technology personnel of the country thus aiding the develop-
ment of the country as a whole.
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Conclusion
Science and technology education in Nepal is still in its infancy. It is

only since tit establishment of NCST that Nepal has begun to systemati-
cally apply science and technology to explore and utilize its natural
resources in order to fulfil its needs. Prior to that, the move towards
industrialization was lather uncoordinated, unsystematic and, in some
cases, just accidental.

However, Nepal is now realizing that development proceeds ftom
within, that is, from exploration and the utilization of natural resources
of the country and the fulfilment of community needs through the use of
appropriate science and technology designed for and by the people them-
selves. Nepal has had bitter experiences in the past of the failure of
unwoldinated and sporadic attempts at development, imposed and mani-
pukted from without, befole the formation of any basic infrastructure.
As a result of such experiences, the need for the establishment of research
in applied science and technology, and organizations like NCST and
RECAST was realized. These organizations are, for the first time, helping
Nepal to: (1) bring learned and experienced personnel together to plan
development based on first hand, detailed information of the country's
resources, developmental state and needs; and (2) educate the common
people in matters concerning the development of science and technology.

The need for out-of-school education in science and technology in
Nepal was there even in the clays of traditional technology when the trans-
fer of knowledge and skills necessary for small scale industries and devel
opmental projects used to be made non-formally from one generation to
the next. The need for such education is now even greater as the country
is facing the problem of rapid industrialization and insufficient funds to
educate the masses in modern science and technology through formal edu-

cation. In future, the need for out-of-school education in science and

technology will be even greater.
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PAKISTAN

by M. Akmal

Introduction

In Pakistan, the integration of science with the teaching curriculum
does not begin until d zr the eighth class. Even then, since all students do
not elect to study science, there is only a small fraction of the population
exposed to formal science education, 7here is a smaller number yet, who
pursue the study of saence at professional and vocational levels. Thus
there are millions whose awareness of science and technology, however
limited, results from out-of-school sources.

In this report an at tempt has been made to identify such sources and
describe the efforts being made for the science education of those who do
not ge t formal education.

Classification of activities

The out-of-school science and technology education activities in
Pakistan can be classified as those that:

1. Supplement and complement formal science instructionsuch as
the Science and Technology Museum and the Natural History Mu-
seum (being developed);

2. Foster creative ability through such activities as science clubs, sci-
ence fairs, hobby competitions;

3. Promote industry and commerce through industrial and commer-
cial exhibitions;

4. Encourage professional interaction between the professional insti-
tutions such as the Institute of Engineers and the Pakistan Medical
Association;

5. Spread general scientific knowledge through the mass media, e.g.
newspapers, radio and television;

6. Preserve traditional skills and crafts and endeavour to service and
maintain scientific tools, equipment and appliances; and

7. Continue science and technology education through specialized
training.
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Museum of Science and Technology, Lahore. In a country like Pakis-
tan where science education is handicapped by inadequate facilities, a sci-
ence museum, which is accessible to the common man, can make a mean-
ingful contribution in promoting mass science education. Being aware of
this the Government of Pakistan, in 1965, authorized the first science mu-
seum at a national level. The National Science Museum which is being
developed in stages, will have, on its completion, three distinct sections,

,

namely, physical sciences, biological sciences, and technology. In addition
it will have a planetarium and a good reference library.

alellWar - AVe
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By the end of 1975, the museum had 27 complete exhibits on the
topics of electricity, engines, fluid mechanics, light, magnetism, mathem-
atics, and mechanics and on 7 July 1976, its doors were opened to the
public. One of the star exhibits was an animated life-size figure of a
human body. A sample of available exhibits is provided in the table on
the following page. As well as these there arc a number of items depicting
behavioural psychology, weather forecasting, and the concept of
In addition there are a few games of skill and dexterity for the educational
recreation of the visitors.

The museum building consists of one exhibit hall (East Gallery), a
laboratory and basements which include workshops to develop the capab-
ility of indigenous development and production of exhibits. The workshop
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A sample of the exhibits found in the National Science Museum
Fluid

meclunics
Math-

ematics

Mechanics'

energy
Engines

Magnetism
electricity

. Light and
sound

Biological
sciences

Torricellis' The number Centripetal Steam Magnetic field Lenses and Transparent

theorem Pi force mirrors human figure

Archimedes' The Mobius The gyro- Petrol Van de Graaff Light polar- Human eye

principle strip scope generator ization

Vacuum Conic sec- The piezo- Diesel Oersted's Holography Human ear

chamber lions electr ic
crystal

experiment

Berncullis'
theorem

Water at
work

The prob.,
ability
machine

Motor-
car

Wankel
engine

A.C. and D.C.

Spot welding

Eddy.current
brake

machinery includes metal-working tools, wood/plastic working machinery,
and tools and equipment.for the .electrical/electronics shop. There is also
a library with over 2,000 volumes and a conference room.

A museum is a public place and an educational institution. In order
to make it play a dynamic role, its presentations need to be well concep-
tualized and rational, factual and participatory. Its exhibits must appeal
in one way or another to a large number of people, and thus make it
worth their visit.

Museologists of experience are aware that the time lag between the
concept of a scheme for a science museum and its total implementation is
long and involved. In developing countries it would be even more so due
to f.u.tors such as lack of previous experience, non-availability of trained
personnel, shortfalls of the technical know-how and the lack of funds; par-
ticularly foreign exchange. Even in the advanced countries, the develop-
ment of museums has taken years. What we find in the museums of
Europe and Anierica today is the result of sustained efforts by dedicated
men backed by liberal financing.

A new museum must develop, keeping in view the needs of the com-
munity it is to serve. As many visitors will have a lower level of education,
special presentation techniques must be adopted.

The Museum of Science and Technology in Lahore will not, no mat-
ter what its size or quality, fulfil the needs of the entire country. More
science museums ..re needed, beginning with at least one each of the
provincial capitals.
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Army and Air Force Museums. In the cities of Rawalpindi and Pesha-
war respectively the Department. of Defence has established Army and Air

Force Museums. The museums deal with the history of armaments and
equipment relating to the country's armed forces.

Industrial and commercial museums and display centres. The Depar -
ment of Industries, Government of the Punjab province, set up an Indus-
trial and Commercial Museum about 30 ycars ago. Originally specimens of
craftr the products of indigeno- cottage-industries, and ingenious applica-
tions of technological skills were housed under one roof for exhibition to
the public. 'Over the years the original.collections have been maintained
and supplemented with occasional items prepared by individuals for con-
sideration by the patent office.

Attached to the museum are a reading room, lecture hall and a grow-
ing technical library. Its lecture hall is equipped with audio-visual aids and
bi-weekly film shows cater to the technological and educational needs of
the adolescent and adult visitors.

In the 60s, a Small Industries Corporation was created by the Gov-
ernment. The objectives were to strengthen the existing manufacturing
potential available in the various sections of the country, to revive the tra-
ditional skills and crafts, to improve the quality of products, and to
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organize ontinumg Optimum production. The products include such
items as cutlery, pottery, handloom fabrics, calico prints, carpets, wood
carving,"brass and mor) inlay and leather products. Display centres for

the products of cottage industr) exist at various commercial centres and

major airports. The organization participates in international trade fairs

and exhibitions in collaboration with the foreign office.

Museum of Natural History, Islamabad. Museums of archaeology

have existed in Pakistan for several decades. The collections in such mu-

seums have originated from the sites excavated near the towns of Moenjo-

daro in Sind prosince, Harappa in the Punjab province, Taxila north of

Islamabad and in the Punjab. They cover the period between 4000 BC

and AD 300-400. There are site museums that characterize the archaeo-

logical significance of the respective areas and central museums located in

the provincial capitals. Archaeology and physical anthropology, both
:elated to man and his historical development, arc concerned with man's

use and modifkation of his natural environment. There exist in Pakistan

fossil c(Illections that were probabl) ancestral to man himself. Man has

changed his environment considerably since he first learnt to use stone
tools. Since palaeolithic times he has added other raw materials to his 'tool

kit' and until recentl, has deliberately mined the earth (often to exhaus-

tion), and restlessly modified his environment, frequently by initiating
changes. One of the roles of a natural history museum is the depiction of

man m his natural environment; another is to teach future generations to
conserve their heritage and make netter use of the earth's minerals, land-

scape, wild-life and natural resources than their predecessors.

The Geological Survey of Pakistan has a permanent display of the
mineral resources of the country at Quetta. The Universities of Karachi,

Punjab and Peshawar also maintain collections in their respective Geology
Departments. Besides, there arc a few traders and collectors of stones and

gems who do so for profit and as a hobby. Public awareness of the coun-

.try's mineral resources is lacking, however.

Equally important is the knowledge of the flora and fauna of the

country. The Agriculture Unis ersities of Tando Jam (Sind), Faisalabad

(Punjab) and the Research Institutes of Pakistan, notably the Agricultural

Research Council and the Pakistan Forest Institute, maintain a fairly good

record of their iesearch activities. Departments of Botany at uniqrsities
and many colleges des clop and maintain botanical gardens of their own,

mainly to supplement teaching. Some individual scholars use them for

research. Public zoological gardens exist in the cities of Karachi and
Lahore. Only recently a large area has been developed cast of Lahore for
wild.hle conservation. There is no institution, however, which is charged
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with the responsibility of collecting information on the distribution, iden-
tification, habits and behaviour of wild-life. Two public zoos are not
enough.

The material importance of taxonomic research clone in natural his-
tory museums has gained significance in many fields where an exact
knowledge of the identity of an organism is essential to success. The prob-
leM of pest control, notably the mosquito, kts been tackled through this
effort. The Pakistan Malaria Institute, in collaboration with the University
of Nlary land, has a good collection of specimens and related information
for dissemination to the pubfic at large.

The Universities of the Punjab, Karachi and Peshawar and a few col-
kges of I,ahore have maintained museums of biological sciences with good
collections. However, such museums are attached to the teaching depart-
ments and thus are not accessible to the general public.

To promote general awareness among the public and to co-ordinate
and consolidate the findings of researchers in the fields of biological and
earth resources an organization for the early establAnnent of a Pakistan
Nlusetun of Natural Ilistory was created at Islamabad.

The Pakistan Science FoUndation, the body responsible for the devel-
opment or the Nluseum, hits authorized the creation of various sub-sections
in each of the three sciences in its first phase, viz., zoological sciences,
botanical sciences and earth sciences. These sub-sections are grouped
under the respective sections as follows:

Zoological sciences

Ornithology
Mamma logy
Ichthyology/

Ilerpetology
Entomology

Botanical sciences

Angiosperms
Gymnosperrns
Mycology and

Plant Pathology
Economic Botany

Earth sciences

Palaeontology
Mineralogy

,Stratigraphy
Prehistory

Collections consist of oriental termites, vertebrate fossils, helminth
parasites, fossil plants, angiosperms, fungi, spiders, whales, insects, rocks
and minerals, and archaeological finds. The first phase was completed
during 1980.

Science clubs. .Ns most educational institutions in Pakistan are locat-
ed in the urban centres this is where the largest concentration of students
purstung studies beyond the eighth class, are tb be found.

Universities and similar institutions arc traditionally much better
equipped and staffed than the schools. They are able to pick and choose
students for instruction in science subjects from among a great number of
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those who wish to study science. As part of extra-curricular tivity,

science clubs and hobbies clubs of various kinds exist in most ' these

institutions. Such activities enjoy the patronage of the local administra-

tion. They arc formally approved and have a regular pattern of financing.

These science clubs consist of groups of students who arc stimulated

enough to expand their own scientific knowledge as well as display their

individual or collective talent through experimental work, lectures and

seminars. Some science clubs promote interest among others through

'open house' exhibitions and science and technology film shows;

A motivating factor in the effective operation of such clubs has been

the presence of a few students who have had the privilege of indulging in

hobbies at an early age. Since the pursuit of hobbies and the use of educa-

tional toys and games involve substantial cost; in a developing society

individuals with such interests come only from affluent, educated families.
Some other interested and talented ones join in but interest in such clubs

is maintained only as long as the affluent students continue to be in-

.. terested.

The most active clubs are found in universities and professional col-

leges. Notable among these arc the Engineering Univdrsities of -Lahore and

Karachi where this aspect of the promotion of science is on a continuing

basis.

Certain privileged institutions such as the Cadet Colleges, have shown

some in.erest in science clubs but generally the interest has been discon-

tinuous and is somewhat proportionate to the overall science conscious-

ness among the literate. However, occasional completed projects have

been displayed with pride in some institutions at Karachi, Lahore and

Faisalabad.

One 'out of school' science club has existed in the Fity of Karachi for

a number of years. Its membership consists of young people, not all of

whom are students. They are encouragecito pursue their scientific and

technological interests through regular meetings at a place reserved for this

purpose. The single motivating factor for ,its existence has been the lone

organizer, who has been able to provide the means for its continued

operation.
Me popularity of commercial a% iation has generated interest among

the few who wish to engage in ?lying as a hobby or intend to adopt a

professional career in al,lation. 1!, receht years the activities of flying clubs

have been expanding and new ones have been established. The member-

ship is however restricted since it is an expensive pursuit. The members

learn the skill of flying and familiarize themselves with aircraft mainten-

ance and senicing of related equipment. Formal training and education
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in aeronautics is available only at the Government established college
located at Karachi.

Science fairs and competitions. A science fair was held in 1973 by
the Board of Intermediate and Secondary Education, Lahore, in associa-
tion with other Boards of the country. The objective was to organize such
fairs annually and create display centres fur selected 'materials at central
locations in the cities where the Boards existed, primarily to inspire
students and parents to learn science. Unfortunately neither the centres
of display were created, nor was the activity repeated.

The Scientific Society of Pakistan sponsored a science exhibition in
1974, also held at ',abort:. The participants were more or less the same
except for the addition_of polytechnics and vocational schools. One dis-
tinct difference was that a book exhibition also formed part of this
activity .

Industrial and technological exhibitions. Industrial and tedmological
hibitions have bei:n f requently held in Karachi and Lahore to promote

ommerce and tiade. Such exhibitions are organized by the city govern-
ment, often vs ith thc support of the Chamber of Commei Le, factory pro-
duction units and some government organizations. The most successful
exhibitions ale those held at national level. These entertaining oxhibitions
have followed an established pattern ,mcl attracted the general public.
Government agencies like the Departments of Agricultureknimal Ilus-
handl), Defence, !lousing and Physical Planning, Watei and Power Devel-
opment Autholity , Oil and Gastomic Energy Commission and Railways
have taken an active interest by displaying information thiough visual
aids and models that display their operations and progr,:ss.

On a smallei scale and mainly to emphasize the importance of agri-
e taunt , publit health, and the related needs of the millions who live on
farms, 'county fair' sty le exhibitions arc held at district level in the larger
centres serving rural areas, almost yearly.

Occasionally some promoters have also oiganized exhibitions relating
to some international events. One such exhibition was held at Lahore and
another at Karachi to celebrate Marconi's Centennial. Similar exhibits on
'Moon rock' and 'Apollo 17' hav e been exhibited with the courtesy of the
United States Information Service in major cities. Two exhibitions; the
Bauhaus'ind 'Energy wine held in Lahore with the co-operation of the
Goethe Institute.

Professional organizations. There exist in Pakistan a number of
organizations and associations of se ientists and technologists. They hold
conferences, seminars, symposia, workshops, annual meetings, and make
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group visits to selected development projects. Sometimes scientists from
other countries are included among the participants. Their main objective
is to ex(hange professional and technical information among the mem-
bers. Such organizations include the Pakistan Engineering Congress, the
Pakistan Medical Association, Pakistan Association of Scientists and Scien-
tific Professions, Scientific Society of Pakistan and the Pakistan Associa
tion for the Advancement of Science.

Using the media. Radio, television, films and newspapers provide an
ffectiNe means for the dissemination of information and knowledge of all

kinds, science and technology included.

Newspapers and periodicals. The English language newspapers, on
tht average of once a month, publish scientific articles of general intcrest
mainly related to current events. Energy, 'sky lab', lunar and solar eclipse,
floods and earthquakes, are some examples of the subject matter. The
materials are either contributed by local authors or adapted and reproduc-
ed from elsewhere. Generally the English language articles are meant for
the educated and the professional readers.

On the other hand, the Uidu (national language) newspapers publish
01 reproduce articles on topics mainly of general interest. More common-
ly , they tend to cover such topics as health and hygiene (common diseases,
causes and prophylaxis), public health (sanitation and water supply); agri
culture (use of Fertilizers for greater yield) and so on.

The periodical Science for childrew is published in Urdu by the Scien-
tan Society of Pakistan. Most of its materials are either adaptations or
translations from other sources.

Agricultural information services and livestock and dairy development
depaitments of the government issue scientific materials on topics such as
crops, fertilizers, poultry and cattle farming. The 1'atei and Power Devel
opment Authority, , Pakistan Council for Scientific and Industrial Research,
Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission, Agricultural Research Council,
Institut( of Electrical Engineers, Pakistan Engineering Congress and the
Umveisities of both Engineering and Agriculture, publish journals of their
activities. Science nama, an Urdu language bulletin, is published by the
Scientific Society of Pakistan.

Radio and television. Radio Pakistan broadcasts egular feature pro
grammes on popular science, holds group discussions and quiz programmes
involving scientists and students and keeps the rural listeners informed of
solutions to their seasonal agricultural problems, such as the use of feri
lizers, pesticides and irrigation.
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Pakistan telex ision, besides actkities ol a similar nature, shows films
on seienceind occasional feature programmes relating to industry in
Pakistan. Science fiction films in English are regularly telex ised and are
popular with children.

technical senices and continuing education. Building Research Lab-
oratories, the Pakistan Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
(PCSIR), Pakistan Industrial Technical Assistance Centre (PITAC) and
other similar agencies established by the go eminent help communities,
industry and the scientific prolessions through the introduction of appro
priate technology.

For example, Building Research Laboratoi ics has successlully deYel-
oped and promoted low cost materials lor the construction of cheaper
housing majoi need in a dey eloping country . The PCS1R has deeloped
and introduced bio gas production I rum animal waste, for renal communi-
ties. P11 AC of fers d% ice for solYing problems encountered in the indigen-
ous metal products manulacturing industry.

The I:tint:I-say ol Engineering at Lahore offers training in computer
technology . PITAC periodically ol fers short training courses in die-
making and piceision welding technologies. L'nk ersities ol Agriculture
conduct special )0oolkshops for greater agricultural output, and the techni-
ques Ism preparation ol loud presen c's, poultry farming and dairy deYelop-
ment.

Dissemination of technological skills. Eighty pei cent ol the popu-
lation of Pakistan Ike in rural meas. In earlier days, due to La k ol suitable
transport, then was yery little long distance travel. As a matter of neces
sit , illage communities had to become sell-reliant in their e ery day
personal nid laming needs. Thus a contemponiry Yillage included in its
population such at tisans and craltsmen as blacksmiths. earpenn rs.weaYers,
cobblers and barbers. 'I hese tradesmen were subsenient to the land-
owner on whose gokidwill they sun ived. "then social status in the «im-
munity was based on the economic significance of their oath.. In a yillage
they Aere eonlined to their kinsmen socially and the skills remained
within the clans, passing how lather to sun and so on. As the size of such
families gre their economic needs and improYed communications and
transport fa( ilitics induced in them the desire to get educ tion, flIOC OUt

of the cillage pre leiably to an urban ce-ntre -better their lot and acquire a
new social status in another place.

Many continued in their professions, ad% ant ing their skills through
apprentieeship, or association or partnership with their urban counterparts
who were better trained. Thus carpenters became cabinet makers; black
smiths aequired the trades of technician, mechanics nd fitters; and
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weavers became drapers and tailors. The new knowledge and better skills
were applied to the home-base as well where the motor driven replaced
,he ox-driven grinding wheel. It became necessary to learn the art of
engine and machine maintenance to keep this new business going, which
brought in more cash because of the additional services made available to

the farmers.

Side by side with this transformation and through the gradual in-
fluence of his relatively better-educated and more informed successor, the
al fluent fanner became aware of the benefits of modern but more costly

living enjoyed by the city-dwellers. Ile became interested in learning
better farming methods for greatei crop yields that would provide him
with additional cash. He brought to his Yillage, tools and equipment re-
gulled tor mechanized farming and installed a water well to increase his
resources of water for irrigation. Tractors, power tillers and diesel engines
replaced the cony entional equipment. The village blacksmith, now turned
mechanic, came in handy for the operation and maintenance of the new
equipinCnt. The artisan 01 the old days acquired a new status, and with it
a desire to learn more.

As a result of this process there has emerrd a class of mechanics and
technicians both in the villages and the cities that has acquired the ability,
knowledge and technical skills of a professional nature. The maintenance
and se IN icing techniques arc now applied to all sox ts of equipment,whether

It is electrical or electronic.

In order to meet the growing demand created by the rapid inflow of
alien technology through items of common use such as air-conditioners,
automobiles, motorcycles, appliances and electronic equipment, the in
gemous method of employ ing children (out-of-school) and other profes-
sionally oriented but less educated young men as trai. ,!s has provided the

country with a ready supply of technical experts. 0
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PHILIPPINES

- by Soledad Lagera-Antiola and Liliarose Elevazolose

Out-of school scicriee education (OSSE) in the Philippines is pro-
grammed independently of but in co-ordination with the school system
and other youth institutions. It caters to various categories of youth and
other population groups fur the presentation and use of science and tech-
nology in resoly ing ens, ironmental issues met in daily life. It is undertaken
outside classroom hours with in-school groups; or during uncommitted
tree time for others. It uses every feasible means of interaction to moti-
vate the goncerned groups towards a desired outcome.

The Science Foundation Programme

The principal agency for promoting public understanding of science,
technology and enyironment t.hrough OSSE is the Science Foundation of
the Philippines (SFP). Its programme consists of:

1. Continuing research and dc.elopment studies on the strategies and
actiYitiet, fin the effectie promotion of public understanding of
science, technology and environment and the constraints such as
enYironmental aspects; correlating .yecific science club activities
with Yarious en% ironnantal aspects; and adapting the activities for
use by a specific population group, and developing handbooks on
standardized science club activities for use by OSSE leaders.

2. DeYelopment and organizing continuing OSSE activities such as
organizing and vitalizing science clubs, a series of science fairs
from local to national ' .vels, a series of science quizzes, scientific
workshop-seminars ant. film-forums, youth science camps, and
youth research apprenticeship action programmes.

It is enYisaged that through these activities the youth will acquire
science and research skills and an appreciation of the application of these
skills in their daily lives.

3. The des, eloping of the Philippine Science and Technology Museum
(PSTM), for the presentation of Philippine and world achieve-
ments in science, technology and environment to the general
public.
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The SFP utilizes the science clubs as its co-operating arm in under-

taking OSSE activities. These science clubs serve as the levcrage for thp
total community outreach programme.

The science club movement
Although young people interested in sports and other outdoor activi-

ties could easily come together in clubs such as the Girl Scouts/Boy
Scouts and other youth movements, there was nothing for young people
with a scientific inclination until 1956 when the SFP established science

clubs.
Science clubs aim to: (1).cultivative science awareness; (2) develop

skills in scientific investigation; (3). encourage critical thinking; and (4) in-
still the desire for involvement in scientific activities or events that lead to
science careers. The members' interests are enhanced by participation and
interaction in group ,-.tivities that buoy up independence, persistence,
originality and curiosity.

Science clubs extend learning beyond class hours. Although members

meet during free periods in school, activities are encouraged to take place
after school and out-of-school, because the outdoor science club labora-

tory offers numerous opportunities for enrichment.

As an offshoot of the science club movement two big organizations

were formedthe Philippine Society of Youth Science Clubs, Inc.,
(PSYSC) and the Science Club Advisers Association of the Philippines,

Inc. (SCAAP).
The PSYSC is the mother science club. It co-ordinates the activities

of the many science clubs in the country. It also initiates or motivates the
organization of science clubs and eventually their affiliation with this
national co-ordinating group. While originally confined to school science

clubs to get the movement started, PSYSC has now extended its services

to out-of-school youth barangayl science clubs with a membership of
105,000.

SCAAP aims to assist or complement SFP in its drive to promote the
pubhc understanding of science, technology and environment. Specifical-

ly, it aims to:
1. Promote and strengthen science consciousness among its members,

in particular, and among the people in general;

2. Plan and co-ordinate research and other activities for the science

clubs in the country;

1. Barangaya kinship grup composed of 30 to 50 families which was the basic
socio-political organization in pre-Spanish Philippines.
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3. Assist SFP and other co-ordinating agencies in the advancement of
science and technology;

4. Foster friendship amcing science club advisers throughout the
country;

5 Provide leadership in organizing science clubs and assist those
already in existence to give due recognition to outstanding achieve-
ments of science club advisers; and

6. Establish science club advising as a profession.

Membership of SCAAP is not limited to th,;se actually advising sci-
ence clubs. Any scientist, teacher or other professional interested in
becoming a science club adviser or intending to organize a science club or
to sponsor the cause of SCAAP may join the association:

The out-of-school science education laboratory (OSSEL) scheme

The outh science clubs as the vehicle in scientific literacy arc now
developing self-direction. Science club members are encountering truly
meaningful experiences in anal) sing and resolving community problems.
OSSEL (a research laborator) outside the four walls of the classroom)
provides opportunities for the meeting between the natural sciences and
the social sciences; studies ways and means by which science and technol-
ogy can fuse vvith traditional practices thereby softening the impact of
science and tecbnology on our society; investigates strategies and activities
for the promotion of science and technology and environmental vvatching
through pilot studies; demonstrates through the science club movement
that a scientific culture can be developed particularly in our traditional
communities; and develops handbooks on OSSEL procedures.

At present, there are three types of science clubs in the OSSEL con-
cept; in-school, out of school and high school students of special science
high schools and colleges in the country. Nevertheless, whether an OSSEL
group is in-school or out-of-school, the activities are designed to fit within
the thrusts and priorities of the national development plan.

OSSEL is in itself a social-natural science laboratory. It is a natural
science laboratoty because regular activities consist of investigatory
studies or experiments in the natural sciences from which the members
le_ rn the processes of research and experimentation, and a social science
laboratory as well because a science club becomes a potential delivery
system for enhancing rural development.

The OSSEL's overriding principle is to promote an understanding of
the science technology environment through organized projects and activi-
ties for both in-school and out-of-school science clubs. Members become
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aware of what the can do to enhance their way of life, and that of their
fellow-meo, through the use of self-proven measures in their own environ-

ment. I he organization of similar science clubs or groups for the purpose

of ui dertakmg env ii onmental development projects geared towards the
countr: side is also encouraged and promoted.

I he science club movement and OSSEL develop science concepts
that are baste and universal in application. What the participants learn
twin their b bit environmental experiments, especially the processes and

procedures of science and technology can be applied to other problems
and situations, enabling them to participate in other ventures like carpen-

try , fisheries, cattle laismg, or as research or laboratory aides in private
agencies as added sources of income. What is really important is their
having been able to acquire the attitudes, knowledge and skills essential

1 or intensive and extensive national development activities, which require
actual exposule to the nature of science, technology and environment.

OSSH. proj« ts are planned and organized taking into consideration
the available lot al resourcesmanpower, finance and facilities. If for
example, an OSSEL is based in a barangay or village of rice producers, the
investigatory prole( ts are mostly agriculture-based. Simple projects are in

egetable crop production studies, aquaculture, vinegar/wine making,
cottage industries, recy cling studies and other activities appropriate to the
sc tenee club's lkw,de. The main objective is to harvest sufficient produce

in marketable citiantitv, and display it at a science fair. This is the basic
reason lor st ience club members joining a science club. In the process, the
members acquire the skills of a scientist and science consciousness be-

comes a part of their sy stem, making them aware of strategies for resolv-
ing daily problems in life and in the community. In all of this it is hoped
that these persons will have discovered that they can improve their way of
living through self-discov erv .

There are instances where a science project has some requirements
beyond the normal capacity of a science club; space on unoccupied lots,

in urban sub-divisions for instance, might be used for OSSEL vegetable
gardens. A 200-500 square metre space with an irrigation facility and
protected from stray anunals can support other sub-projects like applied

nutrition, ciee-planting, vegetable seed banks, a nursery for ornamental
plants, and a nursery for local medicinal plants for extract analysis. Fish-
ponds or spaces appropriate fol thc purpose can be operated by mral
science clubs, where the members c an easily design simple investigatory
experiments on aspects of culturing aquatic resources, plants and animals.
The provision of space in a municipal or barrio hall can be the government
officers' share in the community project. It can be converted into a regular
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meeting place and at the same time be used as a laboratory and study
corner. Property owners in the country are sometimes willing to lend
their unused land to the science club, especially for good purposes, for
several years without rent.2

In formal science education, theories and principles in the basic sci-
ences are repeated and %erified in the laboratories using laboratory man-
uals for directions given in cookbook style. In the OSSEL scheme, the
members of the science clubs undertake their experiments or studies in a
'natural setting' %%here the action is, so to speak. The members implement
their experimental designs right in their fish-ponds, vegetable gardens,
marine ponds, and so forththeir own laboratory, based on method-
owgks that they thernsekes work out with the guidance of their respec-
ti% e scieme dub arkisers or resource persons, in their own vernacular.

Presently, SFP financially and technically assists two. OSSELs. The
first is located in Balucuc, Apalit, Pampanga. None of the members at-
tend school and so hae a %ery limited exposure to experimental and
in% estigatory procedures. The B.ducuc based OSSEL is presently working
on a crop production project. It does this on a borrowed 200 square
metre lot owned 13} the barrio captain and grows legumes, cucurbits, okra
and cabbage for test purposes. Earlier the group worked on mushroom
culture but mostly for experimental purposes, studying the differences in
y kid using aried kinds of mushroom beds. Another major science club
project on hand is the study of %aried habitats in fresh-water aquaculture
(fish). Se% eral owners %olunteered their empty fish-ponds for the purpose
of controlled studies. The science club members hope to stock these
ponds with the nati% e hito (catfish)3 as soon as the ponds are prepared for
stocking. At the time the Balucuc Out-of-School Science Club was being
acti%ate(i one parent asked if the projects of the science club would bring
financial returns. ter 12 months of opc ration that question was answer-
ed 'Yes', with tangible proof from his own son's written progress report
on the following page.

In% estigatory stiudies undertaken by the Balucuc science club mem-
bers pi-0%1de the medium fur increasing the understanding of science and
technology by thes:: out-of-school youngsters and for earning money.
S6me of the experiments performed were:

2. The first out of school science dub laboratory (OSSLL I) in Balucuc, Apalit, Pam-
paga about 50 km. from Metro Manila was encouraged when the land-owners
lent their land for use by the clubfree of chargc.

3. The preferred speues is the lot.al Clarias rnacrocephaluus, although the imported C.
batracus is more resistant to pollution and is readily available in the market.
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Adventor Neri, Progress Report on OSSEL

Yield Quantity Selling pricc Amount
in kg. per kg. in P in *

Cabbage 60 2.50 150.00

Tomatoes 10 2.00 20.00

String beans 5 1.20 6.00

Okra 50 0.50 25.00

Ampalaya 40 2.00 80.00

Total: 165 281.00

Expenses:

Labour/services )

Seeds 50.00 )

Fertilizers 35.00 ) 112.00

Insecticides 12.00 )

Others 15.00 )

Net return: 169.00
72ammormr

Vegetable seed viability. The members of the science club subjected
all the purchased seeds to a germination test. In a school laboratory,
expenske apparatus would be used, but here ordinary kitchen utensils and
unpioised equipment were.employed to obtain the desired results. Volun-
teers assisted in computing the percentage of germination.

Off-season trials on strictly seasonal crops. The members selected at
least three seeds of traditionally known seasonal crops, namely: tomato,
known to grow well only during the summer months; corn and monggo
(mung bean), known to grow well only during the rainy season. The sci-

ence club members planted these seeds uring their off-season to find outil
their productisity . The result: the tl ee crops produced yields compar
able to that during the crops' known growing season.

rhe second SIT-assisted OSSEL is the school science club of Rizal
Standard Acadenvi, Nagcarlan, Laguna 50 km south of Metro Manila.

Some members haNe some formal training in scientific experimentation;
other members do not. The Nagcarlan science club is presently working

on Iresh water tesources irnestigatory projects such as catfish culture,
tilapia culture, and frog culture of local species. Most of their activities
start with obsemations and follow with implementation of their simple
research designs on cultuting aspects. Compared with Balucuc, this group

* Approximately Philippine Peso (Ft) 8.40 - Onc US dollar
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is giten more ficedoin in planning and implementing their investigatory
studies.4 he ponds and the science club's meeting place arc provided by
a fish pond Uperator for a period of fite ycars. Fortunately, thc ponds are
within walking distance of the school and so the members can easily do
their out-of-school ubsenations and data recording. The activities are in
essence desigm.: to enhance the member's formal science education.

Activities and strategies

Actitities that further the OSSEL conccpt are science fairs, science
Lamps, science quizzes, youth seminars and lecture demonstrations and
the youth apprenticeship programmes.

Science fair. The Philippine science fair is a public exhibitipn of
seientific projeets by young people, giting them the means to establish
eonfklentc in their own ability to establish and check interesting hypo-
theses, to express themseltes clearly , and tu discuss with visitors questions
on thc methods used in the project and on the value of their conch.sions.
It is organized with a.two fold purpose. The first is to uncover thc hidden
scientific. talent that is deteloping among the youth. The second is to
raise their scientific literacy-and interest.

Because it is based on pedagogkal and psy chological principles, the
seience fair iunnutes the young with ideals and reachable aspirations
suited to their leech This detelops their analytical minds, stimulates their
mitianec and originality , and enhances self reliance and independence.

It is in science fairs that the youth achieve the fruits of their zeal and
enthusiasm foi seienee. Participants who hate had the opportunity to dis-
play the results of their efforts in public become interested doers in any
scientifie actieity. Iheir zest and inclination for creatitity and research
gtmrvs. With their inquiring minds, they find themseltes un the threshold
of scientific_ opportunities. Ultimately , their ability for organization,
leadership, and direction is enhanced.

Scienee fairs are structured ertically from local to provincial to
national to t ater for school science clubs. They arc also structured hori-
zontally whereby community science clubs get together not to compete
but to sell the produce from their investigatory studies. Science fair
exhibits are eategorized intu science and environment, mathematics and
teehnologt . len outstanding y outh scientists arc selected from the parti-
cipants during the yearly national science fair. They are acknowledged
with awards and their projects arc displayed permanently in town halls.

4. Usually , thc student members cf the science dub prepare their experimental designs
based on thcir biology lessons, but on a broader perspective.
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With a handful of participants when it was experimentally launched,
participation has giown to oYer 100. Science fair authorities, particularly
the members of the Board of Ey aluators, haYe obsened that investigatory
projects haYe improYed from year to year. Three exhibitors won inter-
national recognition on three different occasions in the United States of
America between 1966 and 1973.

Science quiz. The science quiz is a 'brain game', which is held to
encourage science club members to undertake more intensive studies in
science and mathematics along their specific lines of interest, than they
regularly undertake in school. It is hoped that this recognition of their
talents, and the matelial lewards they receie will make them realize their
potential in science and kad them to choose scientific careers to which
they are best suited.

the provincial, regional and national science quizzes originally coYer-
ed lour subjects. biology , physics, chemistry and mathematics. Now the
subject matter is limited to Yarious aspects of the en% iromnent within the
four science disciplines. The regional and national science quizzes consist
of two pliuses: the written, multiple choice, objective test and the practi-

cum phase, designed to inyolye the participants in actiyities where they
demonstrate the application of what they hay e learned in the classrocim

and laboratory.
The annual science quiz.zes hay e attracted a total of almost 9,000

participants at the regional and 300 at the natiomd levels.

Science camp. The science camp 'a gathering of youth to carry out
scientific pursuits',5 is a culminating medium for training the youth in
the skills of scientific inquiry. The campsite is a scholarly environmenta
university campuswith adequate living and laboratory facilities with
access to the sea and the mountains for out-of-door explorations into the
mysteries of nature.

A science camp is sub-di% ided into sub-camps as follows:

I. Feasibility studies, extension studies or parallel studies of some
science fair projects. Usually, these studies are on projects rel-
ey ant to the science camp thci.le. The expected outputsh,-:.: are
reYised project designs, or project proposals from studies of sci-
ence fair projects finished during the science camp.

2 Determining local situations for succeeding investigatory studies.

This is the biggest camp group. There are as many sub-camp

5. Asian Training Coursc for Leaders in thc Promotion of Public Understanding of Sd-
ence, Technology and Lnvironment (PUSTE), 1976. Final report. Manila, SFP
Printing, 1976.
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divisions as a pre-cam? survey group suggests after it has made a
site survey. In one national science camp, for example, the sub-
camp divisions were: (a) drying of rivers; (b) ecological outcomes
of a swamp turned into a fishpond; cc) pollution of a bay by a
mining firm; (d) soil erosion in hillside sugar farms; (c) feasibility
projects, from coconut and sugarcane throw-aways; (f) compara-
tive statistical survey of marine life; and (g) an ecological study of
a mountain lake. The outputs of the various sub-camp work units
were project designs and/or project proposals.

3. Science popularization through the print media. This is ordinarily
the stmdlest group in a science camp. The participants are given
the rudiments of science reporting for the masses. They put out
the amp newsletter. They also submit resolutions on enriching
and %italizing public understanding of science and technology as

ell as project designs/proposals on more effective mass science
promotion systems in areas typical of the campsite.

Programme planning. This sub-camp is composed mainly of sci-
ence dub leaders, school administrators, community officials and
SFP promotions officers. They evaluate the out-of-school youth
science actiities uf the past year and hammer out an improved or
ro italized programme on activities for the succeeding year.

The expected outputs of the science camp can be summarized as
follows:

Main outputs
Sub-camp / Project designs or proposals on feasible extension
studies of science fair projects.
Sub-camp 2, Project designs, proposals or actual project studies and
imestigatory project!: utilizing local resources addressed to local
needs and situations.
Sub-camp 3- The science camp newsletter 1, lich chronicles camp
ac ities ith possible oraluathe commentaries, md a local project
design on the feasibility of a regional/provincial/science club publi-
cation.
Sub-camp 4 Programme planning. An evaluation of the last year's
actiities and recommended items for the national action programme
and regional/local action programmes on the public understanding of
science, technology and the environment.

Allied outputs
Science clubs. In the camp, science clubs (PSYSC/SCAAP) are given
the chance to meet on organizational matters. These meetings make
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observations and reconunendations for club vitalization. The SCAAP
usually 'elects its officers in the science camps. The camp provides a
venue for development of camaraderie among science club members
throughout the country.
Schoollcommunity officials. These officials who are vested with the
authority that is needed in the successful oPeration of science clubs
learn more about the aims and relevance of science clubs to national

development goals.
Science promotion officers. The science promotion of ficers of SFP

come to discuss common concerns and problems, -compare achieve-
ments and benefit from each others' promotional experiences. Inter-
action among science club members, school and community officials
and science promotion officers is an effective catalyzer of interests,
ideas and resources on the ,institutionalization of science clubs and
the promotion of public understanding. It is in the science camp
that more of a two-way information feedback or dialogue is experi-

enced by the participants.
The community. The people in the local community benefit from
the projects investigating local needs. 'Sometimes they see the micro-

scopic world for the first time. For example, they might be shown
that their clean, sweet and refreshing brook or well-water is polluted

and therefore must not be drunk.

Varied approaches to the organization of sub-camp activities have

been tried out. These include the non-rotation method where each cub-

camp sticks to its chosen problem from start to finish; the full-roWion
method where participants work on a sub-camp problem, start the project
operations, partially accomplish the expected sub-camp output and then

move over to the other sub-camps and produce the expected outputs of
the new group; and the partial rotation method where participants move
from one sub-camp to the other, continuing work from where a previous
sub-camp has left off. SFP experience shows that it is the second ap-
proach, the full rotation method, which produces the most output.

1 outh Research Apprenticeship Action Program (YRAAP). This

programme gives opportunities to young people to acquire first-hand
experiences in v arious fields of research; become acquainted with scien-
tific instruments; and acquire an insight into the working methods of
scientists, and their way of thinking.

The YRAM is so designed to give youth a feeling for science and

spur their natural culiosity. It aims to expand and enrich the in-school
experiences of youth in scientific research through their apprenticeship
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Figure 1. Science camp participation, 1971-77 (National level)
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under leading scientists of the University of the Philippines at Los Banos
(LTLB). Fhe YRAAP had its beginnings in 1972 when the Society for the

ement of Research (SAR) submitted a project proposal to SFP.
Stat ting vvith the fourth YRAAP, science club adv isers were included to
professionally guide the science club members in the conduct of their club
actkities and effectively mould their young scientific minds.

Preliminary training at UPLB takes six weeks. Three weeks are
devoted to a series of lo tures in philosophy , foundation and structure of
science and research. The next three weeks is the woikshop period which
enabks the participants to ome up vvith the expected outputs, namely:

A research pwject proposal for each science club member and
adviseri

2. A science club adviser's handbook formulated by the science club
adv isers ; and

3. A YRAAP handbook formulated by the SFP science field officers.

After this preliminary work at UPLB, one year is given in which to
eomplctc the research. During this time the participants conduct research
in their schools Ns+ ith guidance from their science club advisers. The UPLB
.itivisers are Jso given the opportunity to vish the ongoing research pro-
jects of the participants during the year. The rationale for this is that
young scientists should be given ample time to perform their research.

The y eat's hbour culminates in a Science Congress which is an addi-
tional feature of the National Science Fair and Quiz, where participants
present, the results of their research. Awards and prizes are gked to the
authors of the most outstanding YRAAP research papers. One cannot
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over-emphasise the motivation and challenge the Science Congress pre-
sents. Its motivation lies in the knowledge that however insignificant, the
participants' work will be brought to the attention of their own peers and
their superiors. Nothing ,:an take the place of recognition as the number
one incentive to budding scientific minds. The Science Congress presents
a challenge to excel and make good, not only for the awards one can
obtain but also to prov e that the six weeks training, the one year's labour,
and the efforts exerted by the YRAAP summer apprenticeship staff were

not in vain.

Figure 2. YRAAP participation, 1973, 1975 and 1977
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Prognosis by the SAR scientists on the general pattern of interest
exhibited by the 'cream of science club members' using thc Kudcr General
Interest Survey reveals that YRAAP participants are motivated by their
innate interest for science reinforced by their exposure and involvement in
SF?, OSSE activities and scientific undertakings.

Science writing and reporting. Science newsletters are potent com-
munication avenues among science clubs in the country. This is a means

to share scientific knowledge and inspiring science club experiences and to
acknowledge achievements worthy of emulation by outstanding science
club members. Well-known local science club newsletters are the Kapisa-

nang agllam ng lunduyang timog katagalugan (KALTIK) which is the
acronym of a provincial science club; Seven cycle, a bi-monthly publica-
tion financed by a private foundation and the Science club reporter, a

national publication.
In all these OSSE activities the immediate clientele are the youth.

Yet, the beauty of the SEP strategy lies in the fact that this same clientele
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becomes in turn the means of reaching the community. Through this
natural association, the public becomes conscious of the benefits of sci-
ence and technology and the scientific way of sohing their daily problems.

Developing the science club adviser

While the OSSE programmes hase been considered successful, there
is no doubt that the participation of y oung people depends to a great
extent on the support they receil,e from their science club adviser. Ab a
result of the acthities, more ane more adolescent students are eager to co-
operate directly in the scientific progress of Philippine society through
actil,e participation in OSSE. But they also need preliminary ackice and
guidance to nurture their interest. Out-of-school science education activi-
ties ghe the y oung people the opportunity to express their creatil,e talents
in copmg with the demands of scientific investigatory studies. Even if
they hae the intellectual ability to carry out a scientific project, they do
not always find it easy to choose a suitable subject.

It is therefore necessary that science club advisers undergo training in
out of school science education lead ship for it is they who must stimu-
late science club members to start their projects, who must nurse their
enthusiasm and curiosity, be their guide and counsellor, and lead them to
achieve their goals.

The ultimate science club adviser, who is the agent of the real devel-
opment goals uf the OSSE programme, does not yet truly exist. Previous-
ly people hase come from the professions allied to out-of-school science
education work. They were bdieved to possess the proper attitude and
willingness to work with people. They have been subjected to a series of
training, visitations and inoll,ement in accredited courses. They have
come up to expectations, but their number is insignificant and the process
of assimilation is much too slow.

SFP through the Ministry of Education and Culture has provided in-
centhes for the science teachers to spare part of their day to work with
science clubs. But getting the co-operation of science teachers is feasible
only insofar as they work with their own students. And the youth in
school is only 2.4 per cent of the total population.

Besides this in-school group, the scientifically illiterate found in all
fields of endecwour, scattered in far-flung barangays, must be reached.
Like the school children, communication with them is only possible
during their uncommitted free time which is irregular. For these two
reasons, the science teacher/science club adviser, no matter how well
qualified, is unable to be of much use because of constraints of time and
resburces.
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What makes this condition trul aggravating is that, while the lack of
truly trained, well-disciplined professionals for out-of-school science edu-
cation is strongly felt, there is no accrediting institution that has yet
dey eloped a programme to meet this need. A survey madc in 1978 by
SFP of 106 colleges and universities in the country carrying programmes
at the graduate ley el showed that no courses or subjects along this field of
specialization were offered.

Simultaneously a SFP Special Committee undcrtook a study of the
need for a degree programme at graduate level on out-of-school science
education. It concluded that: (1) there is a pressing nced for the fully
trained professional, the out-of-school sciencc education leader; and (2)
only this kind of leader is able to plan, co-ordinate and assess various
sn ategies aimed at the deyclopment of the scientific mind and technologi-
cal creatht imagination among the youth and adults within thc context of
their culture.

the Special Committee recommended to the SFP Board of Trustees
the adoption of a master of arts degree programme with specialization in
OSSE (MASL for short). The expected outputs in this plan are profes-
sionally trained leaders committed to the goals of out-of-school science
education who at thc same timc are rcsearch oriented. As such, they are
expected to possess seyen skills arranged in ascending ordcr as follows:
cognith e, psy chomutor, affective, technical, communications, evaluation
and leadership.

The model of the NIASE output (Figurc 3) is bascd on the three fol-
lowing premises. the output is affccted by morcs, ethos and traditions; the
output is a product of both thc higher education and the community
enyironment; the output operates on a leadership role. This upgrading
process returns to society a system of scientifically improved ways of
doing things in a continuing fashion through thcse trained leaders.

In the MASE model the MASE graduates, represented by thc centre
circle, are the end result of forces bearing on the developing out-of-school
science education leader (the graduate student). Thcse are: (1) thc curric-
ulum (represented by the biggest circle), which is geared to the develop-
ment of the skills mentioned earlier and reprcsentcd by the seven smaller
circles; and (2) the value system mores, cthos, traditions (represented by

the circumscribed triangle).
The supra systcm (outer triangle) is thc universe madc up of three

sectors namely: community institutions which have organizations as their
common characteristic; adults, and youth respectively, represented by thc
base and the sides of an equilateral triangle.
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Figure 3. Model of the MASE output
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The special committee further recommended that a project be under-
taken to determine the applicability and relevance of the degree program-
me. Through this pilot study, the feas:;bility of its implementation by a
consortium of universities will also be determined to maximize the use of
otherwise scarce human and physical resources.

Role of research in OSSE

Research gives the needed 'vitamins' in the growth of the SFP pro-
gramme on the public understanding of science, technology and the
emironment. One comprehensive study on science and society was com-
pleted in December 1975. This comprehensive study of Envronmental
fators that enhance or hinder public understanding of science, technol-
ogy and environment' 6 was the first made on selected Philippine barrios
located strategically in three different placesLuzon, Visayas and Minda-
nao isolatid from the rest of the country by their similarly characteristic
terrain. The study found that their isolation is an aspect which has led to

6. Antiola, Solidad L. (et al.] "Environmental factors that enhance or hinder Public
Understanding of Science, Technology and Environment (PUSTE)," Out.of.
School Science Education Magazine:2-85, October-December 1975.
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the chit icult entry of science and technology into the daily life of the
people there. Isolation due to their very, different terrain has led to low

educational and literacy levels and also to low earning capacity. These arc

found to be constraints to a meaningful understanding of the 'How's,
why 's and wherefore's' of the scientihc method. The discovery of this
situation has enabled SFP to stud) how its strategies and tools may be
vitalized to suit this particular Philippine situation. Studies on other
Philippine environmental aspectssuch as urbanized living, occupations,
educational systems, religious practices and beliefs, communication sys-
tems, and ethnicity can be expected to give light on how to baster the
development of a scientif k culture in the Philippine society and establish
bench-marks considered helpful in making the SFP programme more
responsive to the people's needs.

Other research studies completed include: 'Status, trends and prob-
lems of science clubs', 'Study on participants of the 1971 national science

Ian and 'Study on the criteria for evaluating science fair projects'.

Revolutionized science museum
School education for an individual is a process which is completed

but not repeated, but tme education, which is an awareness and apprecia-

tion of man and his environment, is never completed. It is the visual
presentation of this concept of education that lies within the realm of
science museums to encourage and stimulate.

The Philippine Science and Technology Museum Development
(PSTMD) programme is an intensified venture in the presentation of sci-

ence and technology. It addresses itself to the task of building an appre-
ciation of science and technology that supports grassroots and countryside

development and ultimately national solidarity.
When completed, the PSTM will (1) be a show-case of the tremen-

dous progress and vital contribution of science and technology in the
uplift of the Filipino, (2) become a learning laboratory through partici-

patory discovery and exploration activi;.ies in its galleries and other educa-
tional facilities, and (3).translate itself into a nursery for fostering interest

in science career development.
The PSTM will have exhibits that are manipulative, animated and

dynamic. It will have devices that will be operated by the viewers so that
their curiosity is aroused to a point that they are led to ask the probing
question in science'why? ' It will havse displays that explain in simple
langr age the great laws of science upon which technology depends and the
significant achievement of Filipinos in science and technology. It will
have prototypes and models of some industrial processes and equipment
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Year-round calendar of activities in out-of.school science education in the Philippines

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter

Jan Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. NOy. Dec.

Science Club Members
Promotion/Assessment x x x x x x

Organizing Science Club x x

Leadership Development S-We x x

Investigatory Studies x x x x

Community involvement x x x

PSYSC x x x x x x x x x

Science Club Advisers Leadership
Training S-W x x x

Science Club Projects x x x x x x x

Professional Deselopment (SCAAP) SI**

Science Journalism/Science Writing/Skills
Development/CSWGP Newsletter x x x

Science Fairs/Congresses x x x x x x x x

Local x x

Regional x

National x

Science Quiues
Local x x

Regional x

National x

Science Film Forums x x x x x x

Science Camps
Local x x x

Regional x a

Natioaal x

YRAAP x

Inter linkages x x x x x x x x x x

* S-W Seminar Workshop * SI Summer Institute = self activities x = culminating activities
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OSSEL
Pilot Project

igure 4. OSSEL/R. & D. programme on out-of-school science dducation: a three-pronged
approach (science foundation of the Philippines' model)

Feedback Loop

Science Film Forums; Science Film Services;
Science Publications; Science Fairs/Quizzes

Presentation of Science (Public)

Workshop-Seminars; Summer Institutes; Feasibility Studies;
Youth Research A. renticeshi. Action Protramme. OSSEL Evalu-

ation ProjectsNational Youth Science Camps Vitalizing Science Clubs (Youth)
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National Science and
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which can be manipulated by the t iewers to enhance their understanding
and appreciation of the scientific principles and concepts int olted in the
day-to-day production of goods and commodities.

Threading up

In a nutshell the Philippine OSSE programme is a continuing func-
tional literacy scheme that dotetails the national programmes on educa-
tbn and manpower development. The table qn page 174 indicates the
different aspects of OSSE a: they appear in a calendar year. At the
conceptual letel out-of-school science education in the Philippines can be
represented in terms of the model that is set out in Figure 4 on page 175.

With these OSSE activities the knowledge and skills acquired by
those whu participate through actual performance are learned and devel-
oped more meaningfullyin a functional manner so to speak. They not
only hat e a sense of invohement but they also take pride in their achieve-
ment because it is a product of their 'young' minds. 0

_

I
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REPUBLIC OF KOREA

by Jong Ha Han

Science museums

In-school education cannot cover all the rapidly changing and expand-
ing knowledge of science and technology nor will it reach the out-of-
school general public. In order to adapt to the rapidly changing world, it
is necessary to provide a learning environment for students and the general
public where they may gain scientific and technological knowledge and
apply it to their daily lives.

Science museums were built to provide such an environment for the
people and today the Republic of Korea has one national science museum,
eight student science museums, and two children's museums across the
country. (A map on page 178)

Science museum system. The National Science Museum in Seoul is
under the control of the Ministry of Science and Technology, while the
eight student science museums have been erected in the provincial capital
cities under the control of the Ministry of Education. One children's
science museum was established in the Great Children's Park in Seoul
under the management of the Korean Children's Centre and the Yook-
young (education) Foundation, during the years 1974 and 1975. The
other children's museum was erected in Pusan in 1976.

The museums vary somewhat in size and scale, but they contribute
increasingly to the people's better understanding of science, technology
and industry, and especially they stimulate and influence the younger
generation in the cities.

The National Science Museum has a close relationship with the stu-
dent and children's museums and seeks to serve as a vehicle for the overall
effective operation of the science museums, the exchange of information,
the organization of travelling exhibitions and co-operative projects and the
sharing of exhibit materials. It also seeks to further public understanding

,and appreciation of science and technology. In addition, the National
Science Museum promotes and manages the annual National Science Fair.

Internationally, the museum will contique its relationship with the
Association of Science Technology Centres (ASTC) and the International
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Map of the Republic of Korea showing
the location of science museums
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Council of Museums (ICOM). Since al "iliating with ASTC in 1973, the
museum has receied much useful information and material concerning
museums of science, technolop and industry from ASTC headquarters
and its member museums.

Museum activities. The two main functions of museums are to diffuse
scientific and technical knowledge and to promote a scientific way of
liing for all. Science museums devote themselves to collecting, preserving,
studying, and exhibiting materials and information in the fields of science,
technology, industry, and natural history. Each museum consists of an
exhibition section, an engineering and maintenanr" section, a research and
planning section and a general affairs section.

Exhibition section. The National Science Museum commenced oper-
ation in September 1972, when it opened its halls on the first, second and
third floors with 220 exhibits in on area of 5,300 square metres. The
original museum which was established in 1926 was destroyed during the
Korean war. The exhibits cover such various fields as electronics,
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Young visaors demonstrating a
nuclear power plant Todel at the
exhibition hall (top left). Visitors ,
viewing a 1896-1958 running
street car displayed by the Natio-
nal Science Museum (left). A
young girl touching tut head of a
Van de Graaff generator displayed
at the exhibition hall (tap).

electricity, energy, machinery, space and aviation, oceanography, geology,

and even animals, insects and human biology.

Since the beginning of 1974, the museums have placed emphasis on

preparing participatory exhibits to demonstrate basic science principles

and their technological applications so that the general public can gain
first-hand experience with man-made devices and in order to foster interest
in scientific, engineering and industrial careers. With this basic aim, the

museum remodelled more than 30 exhibits to make it easier for visitors to

understand them, and added more than 50 new exhibits in the fields of

electronics, electricity, machinery and chemistry during 1974 and 1975.

Some of the outstanding exhibits are housed in the Daily Home Life Sci-

ence Exhibit opened in September,1975. The hall encourages fami-

lies, especially housewives, to learn the appropriate uses of electric and

electronic home appliances, and how to conserve energy. Consequently,

the number of exhibits is now more than 300. The museum encourages all

visitors to touch, manipulate, and become involved with the exhibits.

Science classrooms. The museums conduct educational programmes

in classes for children and adults of all ages and backgrounds including
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school science teachers. The National Science Museum maintains one 72
seat classroom and two with 24 seats. The other ten museums have four
or live classrooms. People arc welcome to come to the classrooms to con-
duct their own experiments in chemistry, physics, electricity, electronics
and biology and also to assemble scientific models with assistance and
advice from museum staff members.

Some chemicals for the experiments in chemistry and physics, and
the basic tools and materials for assembling such things as radios and other
scientific models are provided free of charge by museums.

National Science Fair. The National Science Museum holds an annual
National Science Fair to promote the scientifically creative power af the
general public and to encourage scientific and technological innovation.
Fhis projec t also helps to create an environment in which the general pub-
lic can participate in the promotion of science and technology through
their direct efforts.

Projects are prepared in such fields as physics, chemistry, biology,
geolo*, industry, igric ulture and aquaculture. After it has been selected
through local fah competitions, the work of teachers and students, other
than college and university students, is display ed at the f iirs conducted by
the student museums in all parts of the country.

Alnwst 200 projects are put on display at the National Science Fair
each y ear. Exhibits have improved progressively each year, and are eval-
uated by 30 screening «immittee members, who are mostly college and
univ ersit y pro fesso rs.

The best work recommended by the evaluation committee wins the
Presidential award including a cash prize ot about US $4,000. Other crea-
t iv e works are awarded Premier's and Ministers' prizes such as those of the
Minister of Science and Technologyind the Minister of Education.

In 1978it the 24th National Science Fair the exhibit selected for the
award of the Presidential prize was a digital capacitance meter designed by
a middle school science teacher. Unlike the old meters which make more
than I 0 per cent error to measure the capacitance of the pico-farad level,
this one reduced thc error factor to only 0.2 per ccnt. It also made it
possible to measure the water content of grains without powdering them.
Many tons of rice can now be saved annually by substituting the new
measuring devices for the old ones.

Travelling exhibition. About 50 prize-winning exhibits, selected from
the National Science Fair, travel to two or three different provincial capi-
tals each year after the fair has ended. The travelling exhibition visits the
student science museums in the provincial capitals to stimulate local inter-
est and better understanding of science and technology.
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The National Science Museum plans to continue to extend the travel-
ling exhibition's scope, possibl} with more exhibits, and to send it not
only to provincial capital cities but also to other large cities throughout
the country.

Science film service. The National Science Museum normally shows
science films four times a day at its 360 seat museum theatre. One or two
films are shown to the public each session. This museum has 200 films in

various fields associated with natural science and technology. Student and
children's science museums in local areas have their own theatres in which
science films are shown to students and the public.

One day science activities. The National Science Museum and the
Chang Kyung Won Palace, two adjacent organizations, jointly operate one-
day science activities in Seoul.

After enjoying 41 tour of the zoo (the largest one in Korea with about
800 animals and birds of 200 species) the botanical garden and rriLly other
rxreation facilities at the 200,000 square metres Chang Kyung Won
Palace, people can visit the science museum through the Science Gate from

the palace without any additional fee.
The Children's Science Museum in Seoul also provides similar activit-

ies for children and the public since itlhas its own zoo, botanical garden,
and various recreation facilities.

,,sdrk_2
t'.1011

ItsaftwAsist
iroPi

A young girl demonstrating a model com-
puter with her father (left)

Young visitors demonstrating a toy-train
steered by solar energy cells (top)
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lb/ida st lent( activates. St lentil it all) depric cd I amilies can ha) e
1un %% it Ii at bous basic science theories and phenomena in the holiday sci-
era e t ic programmes offered b) science museums. Eeryone can en-

spc. tiding a holida) pashing buttons, touching and operatiag the exhi-
bits and par ticIpating in (vet-intents in ph) sic s and chemistrx. Also they
can, arnongst othci at tnniesissenible science models, radio kits, and pre-
pare insect spec imens in the museum. It is a wonderful wa) for a family
tu spend a da) 011. In this w a) the) can experience the scientific way of
thinking and expand their knowledge of science and teclmology.

Radio and television programmes for science and technology education

Radio. Mere are fic radio broadcasting enterprises: one state-owned
Kurt an Ill crack astmg S) stem (KBS) and four priate broadcasting systems
suc h as Mut 1'ha (NIBC), Tong-Yang (TBC) , Dong A (DBS)Ind Christen
(CBS).

EtI4,atwnal programmes for the prunary school students. The KBS
IR twin k bioadcasts ethic atitmal tadio programmes Inc iided b) the Korean
Educational De% elopment Institute (KED!). This Institute has its own pro-
dut di isbn. whit h makes programmes for teachers and students on a
tegndar schedule. Hc network co% ers 100 pet cent of the country by using
a ground network k stem whit h consists of 19 local broadcasting stations
and 20 local rela) stations.

Begmning in nud 1960, for two hours a da) the KBS network broad-
( ast educational radio proglamines to pm o% ide teat het s and students in the
pritnar., and sc oralar) schools with more intot mation and knowEedge in
subjects related to their school curricula. At that time the programmes

crc produ«.d b) the Centi al Educational Audio isual Centre whi..11 was
later .unalgamated with KEDI. The prtwanunes co% erect arious subject
mattcr mt luding the %at ious ,ields of basic sciences like physics, life sci-
ence, chemistr), astronorn), meteorology and oceanography. These pro-
grammes w ere broadcast unce a w eek and lasted 15 20 minutes. Since
1971, the educ animal broadcasting time has been extended from two to
lour hours a da). Although an emphasis has been placed on primary
school education, there are still some progr,unmes for secondar) school
students and teachers.

Scum( e educati.n programmes are designed to stimulate student
interest in science ancl to expand their understanding of natural sciences
taught ill school. Me content cocered in these programmes includes
plants, animals, ph) siolog) rstruno m) , meteorology , eat th, elec tricity and
magnetism aad nuclear power.
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. The following 15-minutc broadcasts have been uscd with fourth to
shah grade students: 'Kinds of Plants'; 'Kinds of Anima ls'; 'Photosynthe-

'--... sis'; 'Food Chains'; 'Structure of. the Human Body'; 'Nutrition% 'Natural

' Resources to be Preserved'; 'Pollution% 'Electricity'; 'Direct and Alternate
Currents% 'Domestio-Electricity% 'Electric and Magnetic Fields'; 'Which

one is Turning Around-L-Earth or Sun? '; 'Universe% 'Crust of the Earth';
'Inner Side .of the Earth% 'transfer af Energy'; 'Use of Nuclear Power';
Atoms and Molecules'; and 'Del, elopment of Science and Technology'.

. ,

These programmes can be introduced as instructibnal materials in the
classroom by the teacher as required in school time, since every classroom

is equipped with a radio receiver system. .

Science programmes for the general public. In addition, the KBS net-

work broadcasts some other early morning and afternoon science and
technology programmes for the 'general public. These are created by KBS

to provide people with everyday scientific and technological information
including new technologies of farming, new ideas of fishing, sciences in
everyday life, nature preservation, kinigdom of animals (how to raise pets),
health, and easy sciences. The farmers' hour, broadcast between 5 a.m.

, and 7 a.m. every weekday, is quite popular among people in the rural and

coastal communities. -
Televisionwrogrammes for science and technology education.. The

three television asroadcting systems arc the state-owned Korean Broad-j
casting televisi station (KBS-TV) and two private television broadcast-

ing enterprises. They broadcast to nearly two million 'households.

The ICED! staff producing television programmis for education
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11.

There is no special television network for educational programmes so
broadcasts to schools are transmitted over KBS-TV and ITV during school
hours. These programmes are designee to both impart knowledge to stu-
dents and teachers and to demonstrate teaching techniques. More than
300 oasic science programmes for primary schools were in use in 1978,
some of which ,were in trial foam

Other prograrnfnes of a more general nature are broadcast daily in the
early morning and late afternoon. These programmes cater particularly for
children and farmers. For example, the 'Classroom for Farmers' is aliopu-
lar daily broadcast giving useful information about farming practices.

Newspapers

There are five widely circulated newspapers across the country, some
with over 700,000 subscribers. They have been playing a great role in pro-
viding the general public with scientif ic knowledge and information. These .

newspapers have a fixed column for culture (including science and tech-
nology) dealing with various topics such as digests of scientific research
reports, ideas of advanced technologies, variations in nature, agrOlture
and fisheries, health and pollution

Korean Nature Conservation Association

In 1963, the Korean Nature Conservation Association was organized
for the- purpose of surveying natural environments and providing people
with information about nature and its conservation. This association was
initiated by college and university professors engaged in science (mainly .

life science) teaching and research. The association publishes the Journal
of nature conservation, quarterlytnd reports of research studies about
Korean nature and its conservation. Along with this publishing activity
the assodalion: ,(a) conducts seminars and symposia on nature and its con-

ation; (b) provides lectures for school students and teachers; (c) arrang-
es exhibits for the general public, and students; and (d) picks students'
field trips to nature conservation areas designated by the government.

The main purpose of such activities is to call people's attention to
nature presenation and to make them recognize the importance of nature
conservation.

The government officially decla.red the Nature Preservation Charter
on 5 December 1978. This Charter underlines the public duty to protect
nature. The Charter was written and screened by 120 environmentalists,
who are mostly associated With the Korean Nature Conservation Associa-
tion and by leaders of all sodal strata.
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In it the general public are urged to renew their recognition of the
importance of nature and are warned about the seriousness of the neglect
of living environs. It outlines the duty of all the Korean people to protect
nature. The preamble says in one part:

The contarninatiOn of air and water and the desolation of
'green fields resulting mainly from the development ofindm,
trial civilization and the swelling of Population have com-
bined with the reckless spoiling of nature committed by men
to disrupt the equilibrium of nature and degenerate environ-
ments, posing a threat to the very existence of human beings

and all other living creatures. .

It also says that, it is a duty of all of the people including the state
and public organizations to love nature and to protect living environs.

-The seven-point code, meanwhile, urges that students, workers arid

housewives translate the nature charter into action in a sincere manner. It

says that the preservation of nature should take precedence over develop-
ment. As to side effects of the nation's industrialization, the action code

says: 'The desolation and devastation of nature stemming from various
kinds of garbage and waste and the over-use of chemicals should be done

away with.' 0
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7 .by.R.S. Bhathall

Introduction

t'.

Most developing countries are painfully aware of the relationship
belween science and economic growth. More scientists, engineers and
technologist% are needed( to tackle the complex jobs of an indu.strial
society and they should,lie better trained and have a brnader outlook than
efer before. In most cases countries, including Singapore, have taken
steps to make the necessa0 changes in their formal education systems by
introducing more sciehce into their school and university 'Curricula.

However, 'science and technology are moving so fast that it is quite
/impossible for the formal education_ system to keep abreast of the latest

developments. In addition, there has been a knowledge explosion in sci-
ence, so that it is becoming incrasingly difficult to fit the variovbits of
knowledge tOgether 'to obtain a whole picture of science and its applica-
lions and of the impact of science on society'.

Out-of-school activities appear to present one of the best and tnost
practical ways of dealing with this problem: In a world which is becoming .

more technofogicallY orientated it is necessary for everyone, whether or
not they will eventually become scientists or engineers, to acquire an
appreciation of *science and technology and its societal implications. It is
all the more important in cases where science interacts with political and ,

social issues, for exampler in the introduction of family planning methods
or of new energy sources with potential pollution hazards.

This report describes how out-ofschool activities are being used in
Singaporeto overcome some of these problems. Singapore is a developing
country that is passing through its initial stages of industrialization. It has
no natural resources and in order to survive it had no choice but to indus-
trialize. In the early 1160s the government decided to restructure the
economy by concentrating on the more technological activities of manu-
facturing and repair-cum-support services and by the mid-1970s industrial-
ization had taken yo.ot. At this time Singapore also emkarkedron a new
phase of industriall developmint with emphasis on highei technology and
skills. For the tr sfer and assimilation of science and technology into the
country, no elTorts have been' spared to ensure that an adequate supply of
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trained scientific and technical manpower are constantly available. To

this end the formal education system in-the schools, colleges and universi-

ties was revamped to take cognizance of the needs of an- industrializhig
society. Non-formal science education prograipmes were also launched to
motivate youth to take up careers in soience and technology, so out-of-
school science activities, hav'e to be looked at 'against this background of
trying to merge both new and old technology and popularize science with,.
the general public and youth.

In the context of this article 'out-of-sehool' activitiekare 'educational
activities undertaken outside the formal teaching periodsland the formal
curriculum. An activity my still be considered as 'out-of-school' even if
it takes place within the franiework of the school. Thjs could also be so
even if it takes place in a free period during the school working day. The
last definition really refers to scienc -9,10 activities since most science
clubs are in fact directly connected with the schools.

).

Science clubs

It is important to nurture and sustain the interest of youth in the
world around thern and to help them acquire scientific knowledge and

develop a scientific attitude.
This can be done in an effective way by stetting up science clubs In

schools to enrich the school science "progrdmme. The activities and pro-
grammes of science. clubi are usually not tied down to a syllabus and are
carried out in an atmosphere of informality. It is here that pupils can be
guided to pursue their oWn interest and thus fulfil, the aims of a proper
science education.

A well organized science club can provide rich opportunities for both
the teachers and pupils to explore areas of science that cannot be covered
adequately in a normal school science programme. A science club has

advantages over classroom lessons because it: ,

a) offers the pupil an oppoitunity for specializatip ;

h) provides for activities to bv carried out-in an Jnfoimal atmosphere;
c) allows the pupil to choose ins own activity;
d) allows the pupil to carry odt his own experimentation;
c) allows the pupil to work on a project at his own pace; and
f) provides for freedom ol expressipn which is so essential for a

scientifit enterprk5. 1

In Singapore, as elsewhere, science clubs and science societies are
closely askciated with the schools. Science clubs are found mainly in thg
primary schools and 'are organized for the pupils ,by the teaChers. On the
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i

other hand science societies e found in.the secoridary and pre-university
, schools where each society elects its own officers while the teacher acts in

an advisory capacity. , The teacher advises the students on various organiz-
ationaLaspects and encourages members to undertake new activities.

4

.."...

sr.

Science Club activity: primary school pupils performing r experiment on simple
electrical circuits -, .

. .
Although die science clubs and science societies vary bath in size and

in the nature of their activities they normally share their experiences.
They are not organized on a national basis as it is generally Telt that the
present loOse structure encourhges initiitive ,and creativity in the organiz-

.ation of their own activitiei: The clubs and societies meet outside formal
school hours as part of thc extra curricular activities,of thc schools; nor-
mally on Saturday'mornings.

The activities Of the science clubs include performing simple experi-
ments, visiting places of interest (.c.g. the zoo, bird park, science centre),
filin shows, exhibitions, gardening and simple projects. The activities of
the science societies include taiks,,film shows, projects, and visits to places
of scientific interest.

. .

The Science Centre Bulletin.(a quarterly publication of tte Singapore
.Science Centre) devotes a section to Science Club activities. /The section
includes articles on how to run science clubs, simple descriptions of scien:
tific discoveries, puzzlet, and descriptions of simple experiments for the
children to perform on theieown.
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Science fairs .

Singapore

Science .fairs provide an excellent opportunity for students to satisfy

their creative urge by working on scientific projects. The fairs also give
the students 'a taste Of what it would be like to devote themselves to a
scientific career. This is important as it enables the students to find .oitt

yv, early in life if they have an aptitude for science. In carrying out inde-.
pendent research-type projects students have to read widely to probe into'

new fields as well as to master and apply all they have lcarned previously

. in their classrooms.
17-

Stience fairs have been organized on a competitivo basis since.1969

by the Scienee Teachers Associltion of Singapore. The Science Fair is held
biennially and is open to secondary and pre-university student.t. Studonts

submit- some of the projects they have been working on in their science

clubs or science' sotieties. Non-competitive science fairs for primary school
children have also been held every two years since 1977.

Altout 80 to 120 projects are Usually submitted on a competitive
. .

-basis fOr the Science Fair for sectfgrary and pre-universitir students. They

are group rather than individual projects. Ustially two to seven people

form a group. Prizes are awarded and all studenis who take part in the

Sdence Fair are,awardyd certificatcs of participation.

$2.

Science fair: students viewing projecti pn 'solar heaters'
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The projects are varied both in their scppe and in the complexity of
the subject. discipline. A list of projec't lopics from a recent scienCe fair is
given below: , t ATopic_ - Discipline .. - -

a) Algae as a source of food Biology
b) Effect of a hormone ("thyroxine) on tadpole

)
Biology

development
c) Anodizing of aluminium . , Chemistry
d) Manufacture of paper products from vegetabl4

fibres in the school laboratory Chemistry
e) Solar oven Physics

- .4.f) The refractiveindices of solutions Physics

The fair lasts for two days and on the average.4,000-5,000 students
visit it in school parties according to a planned time-table.

4

Science kits I
. *,

The science .kits that are available on the market in Singapore are
mostly imported from technologically advanced nations. They are expen-
five and not within the means of the general student body.. Science kits
are an excellent way* for students to learn science and do simple experi-
merits at home and if they are properly planned and Constructed they can
help in introducing science concepts, in an informal.way, to. young chil-
dren. The Singapore Science Centre is in the process of constructing
simple science kits which will be cheaper and within the means of a great
many more students. The kits will be accompaniedby a four- or five-page,
leaflet which describes the experiments that the studenti are to perfOrm
by themselves. SOme of the kits whici are being planned for construction
deal with light, magnetism, and simplrelectrical circuits.

4
Science camps, ik,

Singapore is fast becoming an industrial and urban city. Today abot.\ '
60 per cent of the people are living in high-rise buildings. It is thus import-
ant that students are exposed to nature and begin to appreciate the prin-
ciples of ecology. In order to introduce students to nature the Singapore
Science Centre tried out an experimental scienee camp with about 25 pre-
university student during the December 1978 school vacation. The three-- day camp was held' in the grounds of the Singapore Science Centre." The
programme included a study of the ecology of a fresh-water pond in the
grounds of tpe Science Centre, introductory lectures on ecology and
science KG shows on ecology and the environment followed by a disCus-
sion. The students also submitted a research report of their study of the

4
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Singapore

Science fortnight ,
,

The first Singapore Youth Sence Portnight was organized in
Septernber 1978 by the Singapore Science Centre and the,Science Teachers
Association of Singapore ,as pne of the-major science activities for youth.
The aims were as follows:

..,
a) to givs youth a deeper insight into science and technology;

1. -
b) to allow young scientists to discuss scientific ,problems, and the

implications of ,science on. society, among themselves and the
senior tnembers of the scientific community; and

c) to allow educators of youth to exchange views and ixperiences in
.... science education.i . . .

The programme included a-science fair, science forums, <ores, lec-
)" ture demonstrations, student rekarch presentations, (or jumor .science

.congrqs), science film shows,"meet the scientists' and a seminar on pri-
mary. science. I . i.,--

, ror the science fair, students from secondary and pre-university
, schokls were invited on a competitive basis to set up projects in physics,

chemistty and biology. The students were alsO asked to submita report
oA their projects: The projects were both varied in their complexity and
subject matter. This is evidenced by the topics of the projects which
were: (a) preparation of century eggs; (b) solar heater; (c) study of tubi-
fex worms;. (d) an analytical survey of the quality of water in Singapore

reservoirst- and (e) electron microscope.

A junior science congress was heldJor inv ited students. Two sessions

, (one for secondary ana one for pre-university students) were held. Each
session was attended by about 200 students. About ten adult scientists
and science teachers acted as moderators during the sessions. The papers

0
were presented by the three prize winners from the phYsics, chemistty ano4
biology sections of the fair.- The junior science congress gave the students
an opportunity to.explain and defend their projects before a student and
adult scientist audience. It gave them a cliance to partiCipate in 'an activ-
ity which is part and pared of the scientific enterprise of adult scientists.
It also gave the students.a sense of excitement in being able to discuss
fre.ely in the atmosphere of a science congress. 1:

In order to show the implications of science on society two forums
ompertinent Contemporary topics were held. The speakers were from the
universities, government departments and industry. The first forum was
on population. The speakers discussed the social and economic implica-
tions of populatioi in the Singapore context. Both the present and future
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trends of populatio'n policies and their impact on various sectors of soci-
ety were discussed The second forum was on noise pollution. The prob.
lem, control and effects of noise on the community were discussed. It
was indeed enewraging to note that the yquqg participants not only ask-
ed searching questions of the speakers but also discussed the topics very

Science.r fortnight: particip ants at forum on noise pollution

.1 A series Of lectures on topics such as 'Science an crime', 'Man and
machines', 'Food production' and 'Queer things in thc ky', were present-
ed to invited secondary students and lectuie-demonstrations to explain
the...principles and applications of science in\claily life were also given.

Science films shows on top ics such as enefood, computers, *I-
ogi and population were shawn during the fortnight. As always the
science filth shows attracted a large number of students. A social fuqction
called 'Wet the scientists' w'at held during the fortnight., About 100
prominent local scientists from government departments, universities and
induAry were invited to meet thc selected students over a cup of tea. The
idea of the.function was. to allow students to meet and discuss sc)entitic
probletns in an infonnal gathering. The fortnight ended with a seminalr
tor pnm' ary silo:A teachers to discuss the problems of teiching science in
the primary schools.

4
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Science on tejevision
Television Singapore transmits science films for the popularization of

sCience which are obtained from Western nations and deal with pertinent

and contemporary topics. The popular British programme, 'Dontt Xsk

Me' is one film presented on television and it.attempts to explOnjn lay-

mans terrris some everyday science occurrences.

Since 1972 the Science Council of Singapore, in conjunck&t\ with
other scientific organizations, has been running a science quiz on televi-
sion. The principal objectives of the quiz are to popularize science among

-school children and 6ririg science into the home. The quiz stimulated so
much )nterelt among youth a:nd was so popular that the name became
'Science and Industry .Quiz' to reflect the close relationship between

science and industry.

In order to stimulate interest in the 'Science and Industry Quiz'
series, the Science Council also published quiz-books to provide s,tudents
with additional reading matel-ials based on selected questions from the
quiz. Answers to ttlese questions were expanded to provide infotmation
.of interest, particularly information riot normally found in school text-

boges.

The Science Council, the Singapore Science Centre and kadio and
Television Singapore organize a television series to explain science con-
cepts in a simple way. It uses pre-university students to set up projects on
sCience topics of their own choice. The students are dip asked to explain
and demonstrate their projects in simple language.

Science Centre
.

The Singapore Science Centre was opened in 1977. Between 800-
1,000 people daily enjoy one of the best forms of out-or-school science

activity. It provides a whole new field of selftnotivating experiences in
learning through exhibits which appeal to the senses, emotions and intel-

lect. Unlike traditional museums, the Science Centre is a much more
active place and attempts to involve the visitors in, learning through ciis-

covery Or a 'learning is fun' approach. The Science Centre has been
atresponsive to a growing public demand for knowled and information

and provides a unique opportunity to enrich, extend complement the

programmes in schools. The informal educational techniclues employed

may have implications for other types of institutions.

Most traditional museums haw evolved as depositories of collections

that may be admired by the public and studied by scholars in private.
They seem to be content to display static objects and artifacts. Thcy tend

%IV
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not to worry tOo much about explZning science or making it undergtand-
able to the. public% On the othJ hand science centres follow the more
dynamic philosophy of the Chinese proVerb:

'I hear and I forget,
I see and I remember?.
I do and I understand.

vstslk 1111:4711/

=
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Singapore Science Centre Building

The Singapore Science Centre provides experiences that are not avail-
able anywhere else. Vishors go to satisfy their curiosity on scientific
subjects that have an impact on their daily lives such as solar encrgyetest-
tube babies, genetics, food supply, population, environmental polrution
and other issues. Information on all these topics is presented in an under-
standable manner.

Exhibits

The-CenttC has exhibit galleries, ITctuie theatres and laboratories.
There are four exhibit display areas. A plan of the display areas appeais
on the following page.

The exhibits in the galleries arc arranged in a thcmatic form to give
the visitor a coherent pkture of the ideas and concepts which are on dis-
play. The exhibits are built around two main ideas, energy and life. About.
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40 per cent of the exhibits on display are participatory. The areas and

i- themes are given below:
Exhibit theme

Solar radiation

Energy, nuclear power, automo-
tive engineering, communication
and information systems, time
and universe

Cell, human birth, genetics, evol-
ution, ecology-and population

Waves,light, sound, fluidics, and
young scientists corner. .

Lobby. The exhibits in the Lobby illustrate the fact that the sun is
the source of all energy and without the sun there would be no life on
earth. Thcy show the various aspects of solar radiation, with one on solar

-\
Plan of galleries at the Singapore Science Centre

Exhibit gallery Area

1. Lobby 270 m2

2. Physical Sciences Gallery 2,000 m2

3. Life Sciences Gallery 2,000 m2

4. Specia) Exhibits Gallery 600 m2

i----N
Special
Exhibits
Galle)ry

____. .4I
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Out-of-school science education in c'ountries of the region

cells showing how light energy can be co erted into electrical energy
which in turn is converted to mechanical energy. This .exhibk is partici-
patory and allows the visitor to gain an insight into recent developments
in the field of energy conversion devices. An exhibit on mice riving in a
cage submerged in water helps to bring out the interdependence between
plants and animals.

Physical Sciences G lery. The exhibits in the Physical Sciences Gal-
lery have been designed t4 explain the laws and applications of science in
industry and everyday life Through participation visitors learn the basic
principles of science by li ng a weight, pushing a button, listening to a
taped message or by watchin a multi-media programme.

World of energy. One of the highlights of the exhibits in the World
of Energy section is the group of exhibits on petroleum. Models of,the
liny micro-organisms which are associated with oil bearing areas are dis-
played in such a way as to allow the visitorTabegin to understand how oil
was formed aeons ago. The visitors can turn a a vice which simulates how
oil flows through porous layer of rock d gets trapped deep within thean
earth or look th ugh. an instrument to see how petroleum geologists
search for oil bear ng areas. Other highlights in this area are the exciting
multi media show on the principles of nuclear energy, and an electrostatic
machine which works on the attraction and repulsion between unlike and
like electric charges. There lire also exhibits on forms of energy and
energy transformation devices and graphic panels on future energy sources
and transmission systems. --

Nuclear power. The Nuclear Power Technology section deals with:
nuclear energy and how it can be used to benefit mankind. Visitors are
able to see rock samples and uranium minerals from all over.the World,
how uranium is extracted from the ore, how it is used as reactor fuel and
how the radioactive wastes are disposed of. An animated, technical dis-
play shows the desalination of sea water by light water reactors. The main
attractions in this area are the various types of nuclear power plants.

Automotive epgineering. The Automotive Engineering section exhi-
bits give useful information on engines for both the layman and the
technkally proficient, where the most important, striking and trend-
setting technological developments in the manufacture of motor cars are
shos n. Visitors are able to see a model of the first petrol powered auto-
mob e and follow its subsequent development. There are also exhibits
on road safety and accident research, particularly on the development of
the 'safety Cell' and 'air bags'.
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On a visit to the Science Centre:
students viewing the hot air bal-
loon exhibit. Physical Sciences
Gallery; exhibits on World of
Energy.

Communication and information systems. The Communication and

Information Systems section explains how modern' communication sys-

rerns work. Several communication devices, such as a telephone set and a

telephone switching system are exhibited. The visitor can also see a
demonstration experiment on the properties of microwaves and how they

are used in communication systems for the transmission and reception of

information. Another display shows how computers tvork.

Time. In the series of.exhibits on time, thc mechanics of '.thitpieces

'and how man developed methods for measuring time from the early sun-

dial to the advanced technologies to be found in quartz watches are
explained.

Universe theatre and man into space. The story of the origin and
evolution of the universe we live in is toll :)y, means of a dramatic multi-

media show which- includes sound and visual 'effects. Six screens and 12

projectors are used simultaneously to tell the story of the universe.
.
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Graphic panels on 'Windows into Space' and 'Cosmic Dimensions',,..-D
and an audio-visual show on 'Man into Space' give an insight into the
instruments used by scientists to, study the universe. The visitor can push .
a button for a demonstration of the principles of the rocket and learn how
advances in the science of rocketry made it possible to land man on the
moon.

Life Sciences Gallery. The exhibits in :the Life Sciences Gallery ex-
plain biological principles and their applications in daily life. They consist
of graphic panels, audio-visual shows, models and life specimens.

Cell. The exhibits on the cell show the different parts and functions
1

of animal and plant cells. A model of a cell magnified 300,000 times its
ordinary size ives an appreciation of the complexity of the basic unit of
li fe 2 9

Human bitth. This section Ideals with the processes of childbirth,
showing the size of .a human embryo from 4. weeks to 9 months. There
is also a two minute film loop on the actual birth of a baby. This section
allows parents to explain the birth process to their chqdren without em-
barrassment. In fact, this is one of the most popular exhibits,in the life
sciences gallery.

Genetics. Mice, tomato plants and periwinkle plants are used in this
section to illustrate the basic principles of genetics which were discovered
over a century ago by Gregor Mendel. The genetic phenomenon of sex
linkage is used to show the practical application of genetics for the sorting
of chidkens into males and females. There is a chick hatchery in the exhi-
bition gallery where this sorting of chickens by sex takes place. Visitors
can participate in an experiment to see whether they carry dominant or
recessive genes by their ability or inability to taste PTC (phenylthio-
carbamide). The exhibit on miracle rice shows howescientists have been
able to use the principles of genetics to produce a new breed of rice which
has both social and economic implications.

Evolution. Animals and plants are used in the evolution section to
show the evolution of organisms from simple to complex forms. The adap-
tation of different types of organisms to a specific environment are also
displayed. There are exhibits on the 'Evolution of man', 'Evolution of
plants', 'Evolution of lo OViotion', and 'Functional physiology'. In the
section on the 'Evoluti f locomotion' the visitor is able to see how
different animals have a apted themselves to live and move in different

'environments.

A seven screen multi-media show on evolution traces the story of the
evolution of life from the formation of the planet earth to the present. It
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shows the various forces which have consPired' in o way or aykother to
wipe out certain species from the face of the eirth an ow some species
have survived to dominate,and control nature.

Ecology. T e exhibits in the ecology and population seam how

some of the pro lems that man has created for himself. The effects
using DDT and s disruptive influence on the ecologica/ balance of nature
are demonstrated. A large mural shows the relationships of plants and
anithals in a tropica3 rain forest.

Population. problems of food production and overpopulation
in the world are.d:splayed in a sories of graphic panels, transpareqcies and

illustrations.
Special Exhibits Gallery. The exhibitrin the Special Exhibits Gallery

ideal with the fundamental propertid of waves and illustrate the fact that
light and sound also constitute wave phenomena. Visitors see ocean waves
breaking in a wave tank and how the energy of waves can be harnessed for
the generation of electricity. The exhibits on light demonstrate the laws
of optics and how, the phenomenon of polarization is used in the study of
structures for bridges and buildings.

Exhibits designed by Singapore's budding scientists and chosen from
the winners of the latest Science Fair competition are in the young scien-

tists corner:,,
Talks, fosttire-demonstrations and film shows. The staff of the Sci-

ence Centre cOnduct guided tours of the exhibits in the galleries for
groups of students. Workshops are also run for teachers so that they can
use the exhibits effectively to enhance their teaching.

The Schools Service Section of the Centre conducts a number of
education programmes for the schools, including talks, lecture-demonstra-
tions, induslry visits, seminars, workshops and science film shows.

The centre screens interesting science films) dealing with topics of
current interest such as energy, population and pollution, for students.and
the general public. The films also deal with the latest advances in science
and the impact of science on human societies. ".

Publications. The Singapore ScT. ce Cenrc inain publica thtion is e
. . .

Science Centre Bulletin. It is an inex ensive quarterly publication distrib-
uted in schools, colleges and univeksitles. It is also available to the public
at most news-stands. It serves as an extremely useful source of informa-
tion, covering most aspects of science. The demand for the bulletin has
been tremendous and its circulation increased from 1,000 copies to over
15,000 copies in the space of a few years.
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A major portion of the bulletin is devoted to feature articles covering
various achievements and contrillutions made in the different fields of
science. Some of the topics in the past issues dealt with solar energy,
family planning and drug dangers. SPace has also been allocated to
Science Club activities. For the younger readers this is probably the most
popular section of the bulletin. The reader can find a large number of
thought-provoidng questions-and puzzl s as well descriptions of simple
experiments that can be tried out at hon4e.

The Science Céntré. also p,1ishts science education wall charts
4 which are very p pular with children azid adults. Some of the wall charts

that 'have been published are the following: 'Singapore butterflies', 'Singa-
pore sea-shells', `Siiigapore birds', 'The endangered speciei in South-east

'Study of a frog', 'Food chains' and 'Life cycle of a chick'.

The aim of all these publications is to make both school children -and
the general public aware of science and the role that science plays in their
daily lives. 0

ez,
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SOCIALIST REPUBLIC .OF VIET NAM

by Nguyen-Quang4a

Science and technolotry requirements U.
The Central ComMittee of the Communist. Party of the Socialist

Republic of Viet Nam1 has made it clear that the main tiisk of science and

.. technological development is to eliminate poverty and backwardness and
to shorten the period of socialist construction. I..

To be efficient, science and, tcci.nology must not only meet existing

requirements but it must be open to new trends; it must not only contrib-
ute knowledge directly; related to production but also pay adequate atten-
tion . to the rerations between natural scien?C and social science. The

1.
country must become independent in the fielftpf science and teChnology
and the intelligent and talented students encoaged. At tty same time'
note must be taken of the achievements recorded elsewhere in the wcirld

so that time is not lost experimenting and developing what has already
been successfully applied. All efforts must be used to sale the most im-
portant problems. Schools and institutes of research should 0-ordinate
their activities with those of the bases of production and combine teach;
ing and scientific study with productive artivities. Scientific workcrs and

technicians must be trained; t ass mc lent for science and technol-

ogy requires development. and scientific anl technical 'organizations
should be strengthened by improving the system of MInagement and style

of work in drder to make the best of all pdtentialities.

The immediate tasks
e. The second Scientific and -Technical Conference for Agricultural

Development 2 decided that all scientific and technical activities in the
country would,,,,be, organized under a programme called Programme for the

Promotion of Science ana Technology.

1. Le Dan. Baa ciio chinh h.( cita Ban ehip hanh 7).ung Uong Dáng doe tiDaihpi
Deng totin qu3c lan thit'IV (Political report of the Party Central pommittee read
at the 4th National Congress of the Communist Party of Viet Nam) Hanoi, Stp
That Publishing House, 1977. p. 1027104.

2. Vi?n Kfioa h9c Viet Nam (Viet Nam Scientific Institute) "53 du' in chtidng trinh
an hi) khoa h9c 147 thugt" (53 draft programmes of scientific and technical
progress) Review "Science and Life" No. 9(33), 1 May 1978.
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Each programme deals4with a specific .subject (plant,., animal) or a
concrete element (soil, implements, climateYto be fulfilled in a determin-
ed area and time, with clear content recognized by the. organs concerped.
These programmes are not only carried fout by researchers, managerial
cadres, ..and teachers:13f various branches land localities, of .relearch insti-
tutes and schools, but also by people engaged in scientific and technizal
activities.

Fifty-three programmes were drafted in 1978 for the whole country,
including 25 programmes reserved for productioh (plants,aniinals), of
which 18 ierye the foodstuff branch and two the clothes-making branch
and 13 programmes on elements of production. -

The programme for thc application of science and technology tohhe
improvement of arable land includes such work as mapping forest land
and protectjng six million hectares ot sloping land,,tvvo million hectares of
brackish and saltish land, two million hectares of waterlogged fields and
200,000 hectares of sandy soil.

Th'ere were also 15 programmes of general scientific and technical
progress including: carrying out scientifiC and(technical work at distrkt;
level, -reorganization of forest exploitation and fishing, land clearing,
building of new economic r ns, investigaiion of forest resources and
investigations of the Mekong delta, -the Central Highlands, the North-west
region and the coastal region from Thuan Hai to Minh Hai.

Out-of-school science and technology education. This education
must serve the development of science and technology in the whole coun-
try, must have both a miss and a modem chiracter and also muse suit the
practical conditions of Viet Nam, a tropical country. Th:s can by summed
up as follows:

1. Propagate the fundamentals of science and technology among the
masses. Most of. this knowledge is contained in the curriculum of
general education such as afforestation, animal husbandry, fishery,

a industry, handicrafts and prophylactic hygiene;

2. Disseminate science and technology for application as a res4lt of
current scientific research. This knowledge can be used to help
workers, farmers and scientific wotkers improve their skillsror gain
work experience and so improve the proccss of production; and

3. Popularize the trend an4t content of out-of-school science educa-
tion, and guide the method of scientific research in order to
induce the masses ti take part in scientific and technical work and
draw experience from it.
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Implementing the lout-of-school science programme

bengal pi-ogramme. This programme3 of propaganda and infórma-

tion on present and future trends and content of scientific and technical
development in Viet Nam, includes:

I. Basic investigation of natural resources and conaitions;

2. Sidi Pof scientilie. and technical applicaiions and introduction of
advanced techniquei in production;

S. Study of inventions and scientific and technical inno ions; and

4. APplication of science and technology to organization, &riddance,

projects and management.

Disseminating science and technology inforijYtion. An important

element for the assimilation of science and technology is the organization'

'of labour and production.
The propagators of science and technology are the tealhers, students

of universities and secondary vocational schools, engineers and technicians.
TheyoneQinate this informationi to the broad masses of the people, in-

cluding school students.

BecauK of the different objectives and conditions from one rigion

another, it is necessary to disseminate science and technology step by
step, from low to _high level, to avoid complicated problems beyond the

grasp of pelsons with limited education, and to avoid uvinteresting sub-

jects or those which are aloof from reRlity. -Therefore the programme of
dissemination of Science and technology in each locality should bvpre-
pared in such a way that it is within redch of the listeners and tlie lecturer

as well
What characterizes Viet Nam is that it is embarking on the stage of

transition,to socialism. Scientific and technical development should rdx

on the human and material resources of the' Vietnamese people coupled

with the assistance of advarwed coantries in the world. The country is
rich in natural resources which offer many advantages for building an
independent, comprehensive economy and for developing key scientific

and technical branches. However, favourable conditiohs for the develop-

ment and propagation of scitnce and technology must be created.,

There arc many forms of organization for out-of-school science and

technology education.

3. Oy ban Khoa ho_c vi k9 thtia't Nhi N. (State Scientific and Technical Commis-
sion) Tpp chi float Ong khoa hpc so 4, 5,.6, 7 nam 1978 (Review "Scientific

Activities" Nos. 4,5, k,7, 1978).
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Newspapers and period.cals. Several newspape'rs include general kti-
cles on s,cience and technology as well as information on political, cultural,
educational, econorpic and diplomatit affairs, national defence and the
situation in the couAtry-and abroad. Usually page two or three of these
papers is reserved for the diffusion of scierqe and technology. As each
issue is printed in a large nurtber of copies, tiiese papers have a great infcir-
mative and educative influence on the masses of people who read them
every day.

There are periodicals of two types specializing in science and thchnol-
ogy.

a) Scientific activities, published monthly 14-the State Scientific and
Technical Commissiori; Science and life, publish bi-monthly by
the Viet Nam Scientific Institute; and Scientific and technical in-
fOrmation' from foreign countries, published monthly by the Viet
Nam News Agency, deal wish science and' technology in genei.al.

b) There are others thk deal with particular2branches of science and
technology which are issued by ministries Ind departnients such as
the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Agriculture, the Minis-
try of Heavy Industry ana the Ministri of Light Industry. For
example the Ministry of Agriculture has the Agricultural science
and technology bulletin edited by the Central Agricultural Com-
mission to be used for the whole brench, while the bulletins Vet-
erinary work, Animal husbandry .and Cultivation are published by
the departments and institutes concerned. At present there are
nearly 100 such periodicals'. i

Te1e4on and radio. Science and technology radio pyogrammes are
broadcast every day through the 'Voice of Viet Nam' radio on the 297,
75, 63, 4p and 31 metre bands.4 These broadcasts include: agriculture;
culture and life; industry; 'science and technology.

As all the workers' quarters, construction sites, schools, co-operatives
and hamlets are provided with a public address system, these broadcasts
can be heard regularly and have a good influence on the listeners. 'Besides,
the central broadcasting stations in Hanoi, Hue and Ho Chi Minh City, tht
provinces and towns have their own broadcasting system to give useful
information to these localities including the propagation of science and
technology.

4. Dii ti?ng nOi ViCt Nan; (thq`Voice of Vietnam" radio) Chubhg trink phin thanh
ctia Dai Titng nói Vqt Nam (Broadcasting programme of the "Voice of.Viet-
nam" radio). Printed on 8 October 1979.
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f- The central television station carries out a large programme of propa-.
gation of science and technology. It usually includes agriculture, industry,

public health, manaNment and other fields 2f basic science. These broad-
casts are usually most lively and inieresting. U.s the provinces far from the

central television station have built relay strions, the television broadcasts
now reach a grdater number of' people.

Each ministry prepares its own information and education through

I the Sadie, and television broadcasting systems., A close relationship has

been built up between ,the ministries and the central television and radio

stations. This gua'rantees the rich content and effectiveness of the- pro-

, gramme for the dissemination of science and technology.

Films. These include I:a.sic science and technical science. Many films

deal with science and technology in the tropics. They arc shown in movie
theatres, in the open air or at symposia. The State Scientific Commission,

the Viet Nam Scientific Institute, the institutes of research of the minis-

) tries, departmerds and universities have greatly contributed to the elabor-

ation of content and have shot many valuabk scientific and technical

films. Typical films are those tbat have been produced OT the value of

national parks and forests, agricultural techniques and animal raising tech-

niques.
The locally made films are supplemented with hundreds of foreign

scientific and technical films every year, pLarticularly in agricultural co-

operatives. Lantern slide programmes dealiggl.with specific subjects such

as 'Damage caused by flies and mosquitoes', 'Life of an ascarid', 'Crop

destruction by locusts', 'Anopheles', and Trachomaprophylactic and
curative hygiene' have been sho m in many localities ind particularly in

agricultural co-operatives.

Scientific clubs. Clubs exist in many towns, hamkts, communes and

districts and have a rich content of political activities, scientific and tech-

nical reports,,information, entertainmept and artistic performances. The
scientific and technical activities are carried out in the clubs under three
forms:, (a) scientific and technical reports; (b) scientific and technical

films; and (c) scientific and technical recre n. They cater for all classes

of people.
The dissemination of science and technology outside school is carried

out among children with the Vaneard Pioneers' Brigade and its organiz-
ationslythe core inathe activities of the Children's Clubs and children's

Cultural Houses. The clubs, which distinguish themselves in this dissemin-

ation, hc held symposia mumany topics such as cultivating, growing and

protectir pl$nts. One activity is `pickifig science and technology flowers%

v..
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each flower hung on-a twig ,of a plkt grown in a pot contains a question
,on a scientific or technical subject to wgicer the picker has to reply. The
one who gives the best answer will receive a prize.

Adults who have fmished complementary education first cycl;) regu-
larly hear delailed reports about a field of production whip appeals to
them. For instance, in rice-growing regions, there are reports on the use
and preservation of chemical fertilizers" the right against erostn, against
salinity1 and on rice-pest contra. In forest arys the reportstM with the
use of idastic basins as seed beds for extensive cultivation, or with the
protection of forests agaihst erosion.

6
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Farmed in Nghe Tinh province gddçd .in the operaqon o internal
combustion ermines

Scieritific museums. There are special scientific musetlfits, such as
the Oceanographic Museum at Nha Trang, which has a collection of
40,000 speciei of sea products, and the Army Museum in Hanoi which dis-
plays mahily *weaponry, maps of military operations and military lines.
There are also general museums which cover many fieldspolitical, histori-
cal, cultural, scientific and technicalsuch as the Historical Museum in
Hanoi.

The provinces have their own museums and almost all the districts
and communes each have a 'traditional house', which is a simple form of
local museum.
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Scientific and technical exhibitions. Every year, at the central level

or in the provinces, there are exhibitions of short and long duration for a
definite purpose. We have many cxhibition sites including Van Ho and

Giang Vo in Hanoi, and Hue and Ho Chi Minh cities. The recent dis-
plays are:

a) Achievements of 30 years of economic, scientific and technical

progress;
b) Achievements obtained in public health, agriculture, industry and

national defence (in the five-year plan).

In the towns and provinces, exhibitions are frequently held on the
scicntific and technical achievements recorded in each year of each five-

year plan, like an exhibition on the development of handicrafts.

Exhibitions are also organized every year by each branch of activity:
The educational service has held exhibitions in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh
cities on the initiative of teachers who made teaching aids for the school
year 1978-1979 in which 2,000 'articles were displayed. Light industries
have held an exhibition on the manufacture of consulter goods from local

raw materials.
Thc effects of these exhibitions in the dissemination of science and

technology are very great. The experts, technicips and skilled workers,

have the occasion to exchange their rich experiences, improve their techni-

que, raise thcir labour efficiency and curtail production cost.

Exchange of experience in the manufacture of teaching aids at the

exhibition of school articles held in Haiphong city at the end of 1978
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Zoos and botanical gardens. Zoological and botadical gardens are
useful places of natural science education as well AS being good places for
recreation. T6e well-knownegardens are the botanical-garden in Hanoi
near the Western Lake, the botanical and zoological garden. in Ho Chi
Minh City, the botanical garden in Hue and the Cue Phuong, National
Park, Ha Nam Ninh p roy ince, which is a natural forest where many species
of plants and animals typical of a primeval Torest are found.

Visits to production bases. Visits are made to outstanding produc-
tion bases to study and 'draw experienct for managerial and productive
work. These production bases are, for example, Dinh Cong Agricultural
Co-operative in Thanh lloa province; Vu Thang Agricultural Co-operative
in Thai Binh provincei Lay CO-operative, Ben Tre province; and Nam
Ninli Co-operative in lla N.am Ninh province, which receive a great num-
ber of visitors, particularly on summer holidays or festiv0 days.

Visits to natural sites. These sites are mainly inthesting for geo-
graphical and biological reasons but some have historical and cultural
irnp6rtanCe. Visitors increase their knowledge of nature and gain bro.ider
scientaic views; their love of nature and of the fatherland is also enhanced.
These sites provide places for camping and recreation to improve the
physical and spiritual welfare of the participants.

The best 'known of these sites are Ha Long Bay, Quang Ninh prov-
ince; Tham Dao, Vinh Phu province; Huong pagoda, Ila Son Binh prov-
i9ce; Sam Son, Thanh Hoa province; Cao Ca, Nha Trang province; and
Dalat in Lam Dong province.

Viet Nam has many natural sites which can be turned into beauty
sputs because of the lung coastline, lush vegetation and beautiful muun
tains and rivers; in shoit, a tropical country haying a picturesque land-
scape. -

Technical labour for teachers and pupils. Every year, teachers and
pupils enjoy two-and-a-half months of summer holidays. During this
period, t IIC Viet Nam Communist Youth Union in the schools organizes
for its members and other youths, 10-15 days work at construction sites,
and agricultural farms to enable them to take a direct part in manual
labour and to produce material wealth for the society.

This opportunity to make a practical contribution to industrial and
agricultural production gibes youths an idea of what they will do in future
and enables them to apply their scientific knowledge to productive work.
Harvests, irrigation work, pest control and flood control are the best

.4...occasions for teachers and pupils to link their knowledge to production
and real life. With their huge force of 13 million children attending
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general education schools, nearly one million chilOren from vocational
schools and over half-a-million teachers, the participation of pupils and
teachers in production and social life has a mar,ked significance.

Teachers and pupils are the force propagating science and technology
among the population. Through them, many new scientific and technical
approaches have reached the countrysPe, factories, construction sites,
forest exploitation yards, and state farms. Among these are the techniques
of growing azolla pMnata,5 of pest control, of wiping out flies and mos-
quitoes, and of preventive hygiene for men and animals. Schools play
such an important role among the local population that they are the main-
stay of the local authorities in this work. It is precisely for this reason
that they have been recognized as cultural, scientific and technical centres
in their regions. This applies particularly to the secondary schools, where
there are a body of teachers graduated from universities and senior stu-
dents who are in a most favourable 'position to do this work. In all there
were 700 such schools in the school year 1979-1980 spreading from the
deltas and towns to the mountainous regions and islands.

Primary schools also play an active part in the dissemination of sci-
ence and technology. Thcy arc the core of the movement on pest control,
of elimination of superstitions, and building a civilized life in the localities.
With one primary school for each'cornmune, they total over 12,000 estab-
lishments for the whole country.

Because the teachers and pupils study and experiment with sance
and technology they can'help accekrate production. Many general educa-
tion schools have made worthy contributions or served as a branch line fox
institutes of research and universities in scientific and technical work. For
instance, these schools have participated in the study and application of
micro-elements to thc growing of a.zolla pinnata in Thai Binh and Ha Nam
Ninh provinces, and the increase of productivity of rice, maize and beans
in Ha Son Binh, Vinh Phu and Thanh Hoa provinces. The first congress to
'study the effects of micro-elements in cultivation and animal farming'
held in Hue in 1979 cited many general education schools as having m'ade

great contributions to this movement. The movements for afforejtation
in Ha Bac, Vinh Phu and Nghe Tinh provinces and for mushroom growing
by the schools in Tien Giah province and Ho Chi Minh City are gaining

momentum.
..."

After a successful study, the schools have then popularized these
methods among agricultural co-operatives and farms in their region for
application to production. Many cattle, pig and poultry fairs have been

5. Duck weed growing in ponds or paddy-fields to help nitrogen fixation.
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held in Ha 'Nam Ninh, Hai Hung and Vinff Phu provinces with the partici-
pation of school youih. The 'young shoot' co-operatives of primary
school. children have played an active role in the tctliding of cattle and
azolla pionata.
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Guidance given to co-operative memkers to select rice seeds on an
experimental plot of Cam Binh secondary schoolOrghe`tinh province

After finishing general education, fifiQffcontinue their study at
universities and vocational schools, the rcst will remain in their regions to
form the core in caxrying out the 'programme for scientific and technical
progress'. Every year, those who remain in their localities accolint for
80-85 per sent of the total number of pupils finishing general education,
and consequently play an important,role in the increase of labour effic-
iency in agricultural co-opeiatives and farms.
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Therachai Puranajoti

Introduction
,

In developing countries like Thailand, scientific knowledge and the
applications of science and technology are very important in all types of
production, especially agriculture and industry. Science and technology
are considered as having an essential role in national development. -Unesco
has always emphasized that the rhost essential factor in promoting science
and technology is to make science a popular concept among the popula-

tion by creating a generally receptive atmosphere and an understanding of

its importance. Almost 80 per cent of Thailand's population, most of
whom are out of school, live in farming communities. Out-of-school sci-

ence and technology education is"of increasing importance to them.

Out-of-school science and technology programmes '
Both government and private organizations provide out-or-school

science and technology education. The Adult Education Division of the

Ministry of Education is developing and expanding several programmes for

out-of-school populations, particularly those who live in rural areas. It

provides individuals with the opportunity to' develop skills that enable
them to improve their living conditions, earn supplementary incomes, and

prepare for job_ training or changes in occupation.

Some adult education programmes"
Interest group programme. This programme was organized to provide

training to any .group of at least 15 people on any subject. The topics fo'r

study are based on the problems, needs, and interests of the people. At
present, the duration of study ranges from 5 to 30 hours on topics such as

how to choose fertilizers, how to castrate pigs, how to.grow mushrooms,

how to manage a farm and how to repair radios.

Mobile vocational training programme. This programme provides
Q short vocational skill training in various fields relevant to the ptoPle's

needs. For instance agriculture, radio and television repairing and food

r 1. Thailand. Ministry of Education. Adult Education Division. Adult education in

Thailand, 1976. Bangkok, Kurusapha Eadprao Press, 1976. p. 8-18. ,,,.
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preservation are some that have been held. After completing the course
the learner receives a certificate from the Ministry of Education.

Village newspaper reading centres project. All kinds of reading
materials are provided to the rural population at the Village Newspaper
Reading Centres. The villagers can read and learn about science and tech-
nology from these materials as well as about other fields of knowledge.

General education project. Classes arc set up in schools or in other
buildings. Local resources of the day-school system or other agencies are

_employed in educational activities. This project has its own, curricula in-
cluding science and technology, which are equivalent to eledentary and
secondary levels of education. Graduates from these courses will be en-

J titled to certificates equivalent to those from the regular school system.

Vocational adult education project. People are helped to improve
their occupational skills,prith the provision of short-term trainipg courses
such as agriculture, mecWanics, electrical repairing and radio and television
repairing. These and many more subjects are provided according to the
needs of the people. The project consists of stationary schools which use
secondary vocational school facilities at night and mobile vocaticual units
which arc moved to distant villagev

Radio, correspondence lessons and television for non-formal educa-
tion. The Ministry of Education realizes the important role of both radio
broadcasting and television in spreading knowledge and information.
Radio can reach areas where other means of communication cannot and
because of the low price, most rural families can afford to possess one.
Although telev;sion has some limitations because of the high cost ofitele-
vision receivers and the lack of electricity in some areas, it is accepted that
television can still be used as an effective educational tooL

The Ministry of Education, therefore, organized the Radio Currespon-
dence and Television for Non-formal Education Project which is the re-
sponsibility of the Centre for Educational Technology, the Department of
Educational Techniques, and the Department of General Education in co-

,. operation with existing radio and television stations. The programmes are
intended to serve, the needs of the people. For example, programmes for

-
rural populations use local dialects and simple language. The continuing
education programme also prepares radio and television programmes foi
those who are unable to enrol in the formal school systent

The Education Broadcast Station, organized by the Centre for Educa-
tional Technology, provides educational programmes for the general public
in various fields of knowledge including science and technology education.
The broadcasts include both basic and applied sciences such as chemistry,
biology and physics, and nutrition, health .and agricultuie.

2,231:2
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, The Adult Education Division has also organized an experimental
,project called Out-of-School Education by Radio and Correspondence.
The methods of teaching include radio broadcasts, correspondence lessons
and conferences with teachers for about three hours a week. The project
includes three prob ammes called functional literacy, general education,
and interest group programmes. The latter two also provide a knowledge
of science and technology according to the needs and interests of the

learner.

The Centre for Educational Technology has provided science and
technology education through two well-knbwn television programmes. A

programme called 'Help', invites l'esource persons to discuss selected

topics. Slides and films are also presented. Another, called 'Advanced
Technology', is a monthly programme that presents science and technol-

ogy education especially relevant to industry.

Most television programmes are for entertainment. Those iegarded as
educational comprise about 14 per cent of the total. Some of the educa-
tional programmes which include science and technology education are:
'College for People', 'Dear Housewives', 'The Science Society of Thailand

TV Programme', 'Life and Nature', 'Harmful Drugs', and `Family Planning

Association Programme'. Some programmes are presented daily and

others once a week for 30 minutes to one hour each time.

Newspapers and journals. A numbcr of Thai language newspapers

play an important educational role. Most well-known newspapers have

some permanent columns devoted to science and technology advancement.
Thej, include the Daily Time with two permanent tcolumns concerning
science and technology, 'Consult the doctor', and `Loyely animals% Thai

Rath includes 'About medicine', 'Animal games', 'Beautiful animals', and
'World of children'; the Daily News has permanent columns titled 'Clinic

at home', 'Knowing little by littie each day around the house', and 'Won-
derful life of wild animals'; and in the Siam Star the permanent column is

`Universe of knowledge' which presents all fields of scientific knowledge.
Besides the permanent columns, there are usually some daily reports or

articles that present science and technology education.
_

There are several journals concerning science and technology, such as

Science, of the Science Society of Thailand; chaiyapruk science, Thai

Watanapanich Publishing Company; The fourth dimension, Co-education
Company; and The Tkai scientist, of the Science Book Company.

Extension and Training Centre of Kasetsart University. This Centre

has several functions but the major, ones are to encourage and publicize

every field of knowledge which has been, studied and researched in

213
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Kasetsart University through various means such as radio anci television
programmes, newspapers, printed materials, exhibitions, and training
courges. Most of the training courses and radio or television progiainmes
are about agriculture. The training courses are 'conducted occasionally
during the year as summer programmes for interested people. They in-
clude animal raising, mushroom farming, use of fertilizers, soil utilization
and improvement, radio repair and the use and control of insecticides.

The radio programmes are presented daily for one, three ancl five
minutes through Kasetsart University Radio Broadcasting Station. A tele-
vision programme is presented every Saturday for 30 minutes on 'Life and
nature'. The Extension and Training Centre has also conducted several
village-level exhibitions concerning agricultural education.

Out-of-school research in rural technology. The concept of rural
technology gained much attention after Schumacher published the idea in
his book Smpl/ is b.eautiful in 1973.2 Rural technology means 'any
scientific technology that the rural population can adapt and utilize to fit
their conditions and needs with no serious negative impact on their envi-
ronment'.3 Ttie term 'appropriate technology' may also be used for 'rural
technology'.

Many agencies, both private and government, including universities,
are conducting research studies and experiments on rural technology. The
Institute of Traditional Studies, Thammasat University, with finanCial aid
from the United Nations University, has launched a research project on
'Traditional technology' which is being conducted in three villages to:
(1) select project sites; (2) carry out surveys and collea data; (3) analyse
traditional ways and so determine advantages and disadvantages of a tech-
nical resource; and (4) experiment in transferring suitable technology from
one village to another.

The Sanitation Division, Department of Health, Ministry of Public
Health, is involved in research, experimentation, and promotion of biogas
and human waste fertilizer production. The Sanitary Division shows how
animal an,: :Ip.rnan waste can be converted into natural cooking gas and

,
LI tilizer.

2. Schumacher, E.F. Small is beautiful; a study of economies as if people mattered.
London, Abacus, 1973. -255 p.

3. Thailand. Ministry of Education. Adult Education Division. Developing vocational
and rural technblogy education progrcms; a report on a Field Operations Semi-
nar held at the Northebst Regional NFE Development Centre, Ubol Province,
7-30 August 1978. Bangkok, Kurusapha Ladprao Press, 1978. p. 17
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The Department of Agriculture, Ninistry of Agriculture and Cooper-

atives, engages in research concerning topics such as the selection of high
yield seed varieties, plant diseases and insect control, the improvement of

farm machinery, biogas production, soil analysis, and fertilizers. The

Department of Agricultural Extension will disseminate this information

to farmers.

The Rural Technology Project

The Adult Education Division, Ministry of Education ran this-project

with some financial support and technical assistance from Unesco. The
projcct identified: (1) locaVforeign and international agenciei working in

rural technology; (2) rural conditions that might be improved by the use
of new simple technologies; and (3) simple technologies available in Thai-

land and developed elsewhere which*might be brought to bear on these
conditions and sou-nes which could provide a regular flow of such infor-

mation.
Learning materials were develOped that provided information and

other stimuli so that the rural learners decided to use simple technologies;
designeckthe appropriate technology for their conditions; and constructed,

used and maintained the technology.
After field-testing there was a follow-up seminar to: (1) evaluate the

strengths and weaknesses of the learning packages and the appropriateness

of the technologies; (2) set guidelines for programme expansion; and (3)

review plans. for inter-agency co-operation in the identification, develop-
ment, and dissemination of rural technologies.

Population and Community Development Association (PDA)

The PDA is the largest of the private registered, tax-exempt, non-
profit organizations engaged in the training and support of indigenous
personnel for family planning, parasite control, general health and com-

munity development at the .village level and some urban communities

working in close collaboration with government agencies. The Association

is expanding its scope of activifies to include appropriate technology and

development servides. In December 1978 the Community-Based Appro-

priate Technology and Development Services (CBATDS) was established.

Its objectives are to: ,

1. Sim'ultaneously reduce fertility and increase employment and in-

come generating activities for Thai villagers; and

2. Markedly expand access to appropriate .technologies through util-

ization of indigenous personnel, local materials and channels bf

distribution. 215
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Tte CBATDS yrovides non-formal training, technical assistance, low
interest credit and loans to active family planning acceptors of the Associa-
tion. These are for adaptations of appropriate technologies for feed, fuel
and fertilizer production, better marketing and environmental sanitation.
It operates pilot pig breeding stations which supply villagers with healthy,
immunized piglets; operates a Health and Economic Development Centre
for primary health care products and services, the marketing of local pro-,
duce and demonstrations and training in chicken raising, pig raising, biogai
production and integrated farming.

WO.

The woman is an active family planning accep'tor of the Population and Community
Development Association. She has just received simple training on pig raising and is
taking home a two month olepiglet from the supervisor of the Family Planning and
Pig Crowing froject in *Vieng Pa Pao District, Chiengrai Province, Northern Thailand
(left). 'A biogas digestor at the Healrn and Economic Development Centre in Bangla-
mung District, Chonburi Province (right).

z
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.Active Artily planning acceptoys of
'the FDA rented these buffaloes for.
field 'ploughing at discount rates.
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The CBATDS also sponsors a Farmers' Radio Programme which pro-

.. Niides non-formal education bn new agricultural principles and answers let-

ters and technical inquiries concerning farming and other agriculture acti-

vities.

Booklets published by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the

United Nations for use by farmers, housewives, school children and others

engaged in small animal rearing and home gardening, arc being translatedj

and adapted by the CBATDS.

The cBATDS also conducts field study totirs for local school childien

to observe the activities of the Centre and learn the process of methane gas
generation and fertilizer production through anaerobic digestion of pig

manure in the biogas digestor.

Bangkok Planetarium4
The Bangkok Planetarium is an institution under the Non-formal

Education Department, Ministry of Education. It opened to the public on
19 August 1964. It is located close to the Ekamai Bus Terminal, Praka-

nong, Bangkok.
The sky theatre can accommodate 460 persons. Aboht 9,000 stars

are shown, along witli same brighter star clusters, nebulae and 'external

galaxies. The sun, the moon and the five naked-eye Planets are also

shown. One show lasts about an hour. It is open to the public daily ex-

cept Monday and Tuesday.

-roure.

r

'4.7
r's.

Front view Of the Bangkok Planetarium
,

4.,Quotect. from Bangkok Planetar-ium, a pamphlet printed by Kurusapha LOprao

Press.
4
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There are four normal shows daily ... and .. . special shom;s . . may
be arrangcd In advance for groups not less than 40.

There are many interesting exhibiiss being displayed outside the
theatre: t'

1. The real size rePlica of the Apollo Lunar Module;

2. A giant size Tap of thc moon indicating the landing sites of all
Apollo Lunar Modules;

3. The diorama of King Rama IV viewing the total solar eclipse at
Wah Ko in Southern Thailand;

The King Rama lEstatue at the planetarium (top).
A giant sire map of the moon (right). The solar

system model (below).

218
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4. Trar4arencies and photographs of celestial bodies displayed along

the corridors of the main building;

5. The spectacular black light paintings of planets, nebulae ahd galax-
ies which are occasionally shown at the other cnd of the corridors;

6. Star map indicating the positions of the sun, moon and planets in

the current month;

7. Several bulletin boards showing the ad.4nces made in space and

astronomy; and

8. Temporary displayhich arc in accordance with the currcnt
sky sho7vs and highlights in astronomy.

Science Museum5

The Science Museum is an organization under the C:ntrc for Educa-

tional Museums, Non-formal Education Departm'ent, Ministry of Educa-

tion. It is located . . . in the same area as the' Bangkok Planetarium. It

opened on 9 August 1979. It is a central source ofInformation on *science

and technology and is open to the public daily except on Monday and
Tuesday. It is to serve people and students from all levels, helping them to

understand ssience and its applications through simple exhibits and dem-

onstration lectures, as ivell as'films, television and slide programmes.

Front view of thc Scienee Museum

About 60-70 per cent of the exhibitions are permanent and reveal

basic scientific ideas and concepts. About 30-40 per cent of the exhibi-
t tions are tempbrary exhibits and activities which change every one to two

months. Special programmes will be arranged for school groups as required.

5. From Science Museum, a pamphlet prirtted by Kurosapha LadpraoFress,%1979.
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All of the exhibits are arranged systematically and each one is com-
plete in 'itself. Most of the exhibits are designed to be operated by
visitors so that they will only get involved discovering the concepts of
science but enjoy themscles well.

-

The objectives of the Science Museum are to:

1. spread the knowledge of science and technology for the l2enefit of
students and people of all ages;

2. supplement the science education provided in schools and colleges;

S. take part as a catalyst for science teaching and the acquisition of
science learning;

4. demonstrate the application of science and technology in industry
and daily life;

A

17J
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5. collect the products which portray the growth of science and
technology; and

6. provide people with a place for study as well as for recreation.

The exhibitions in the Sdence Museum can bc divided into four
groups:

1. Basic concepts in science, which consist of mathematics, tools and
measurement, simple machines, magnets and electricity, energy
converskm, waves, atoms and substances, life and ourselves, and
the life sciences including evolution, genetics and ecology;

2. Technology, such as man and his necessities, population, trans-
portation, and technology in agriculture;

3, Teaching units, comprising an auditorium presenting films, dem-
onstrations, seminars and a discovery room containing direct
touch activities of science processes; and

4. Outdoor exhibits, such as an appropriate technology windmill, a
hydraulic ram, a bicycle-wheel pump, the uses of solar energy and
primitive technology.

Bangsaen Zoological Museum and Marine Aquarium

The Bangsaen Zoological Museum ind Marine Aquarium was organ-
ized in 1969. It is located on the campus of Srinakharinwirot University
at Bangsaen, Chonburi Province. its objectives arc to be a: '

1. Centre for study and research in biology, especialfy in marine

biology;
2. Demonstration zoological museum I-for other educational institu-

tions; and f'
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3. Recreation place for.the general public.

The three sections of the Museum are the Zoological Muscum;Marine
Aquarium; and Natural History Museum. The Bangsaen Zoological Mu-
seum and Marine Aquarium is now of great interest to school and univer-
sity students and to the general public. The number of visitors since the
opening of the Museum is over four million.

National Inland Fisheries Institute6
Thc National Inland Fisheries Institute (NIFO, Department of Fisher-

ies was organized in 1975. It is located on the campus of Kasetsart Uni-
versity in Bangkok. Its objectives are to:

1. Conduct applied research on freshwater fish and undertake small
scale development projects to provide information for the effective
culture and development of Thailand's inland fishery resources;

2. Provide information that is necessary to protect and restore the
essential habitats of freshwater fish and their food organisms;

3. Instruct and inform Fisheries Depaltment, personnel, commercial
fish farmers and the interested public on techniques for effective
culture and manaiement of freshwater fish; and

4. Develop and conduct training programmes to improve thc skills
and knowledge of NIFI staff and of other geoups and institutions
as required.

st.

The NIFI facilities include modcrn wet and dry laboratories including
those fully equipped for specialized studies on water pollution and fish

6. From National Inland Fisheries I

t

titute, a pamphlet distributed by the Institute.
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diseases. There are also extensiVe aquaria and facilities for fish culture.
Thc large new library is becoming onc of the most comprehensive fisheries
science libraries in the region.

The Institute also maintains a total of 12 earth and 66 concrete
ponds having a combined area of 1,400 square metres for holding both
brood stock and young fish of many species as required for studies by the
NIFI staff and for stocking both )1gural waters and commercial fish

-ponds.

The NIFI has ten organizational units. Three of the units provide
some training.

. Thc Aquaculture Technique Unit develops fish culture techniques
and provides information on practical and economic methods for cultur-
ing fish in ponds and baskets; advises on breeding methods, stock selec-
tion and hybridization, and provides seed stock to fish farmers.

The Taxonomy Unit contributes knowledge on taxonomy of import-
ant vertebrate and invertebrate animals in relation to their life histories
and environment, and maintains an extensive museum which is open to
the general public daily.,

The Extension Unit provides fisheries officials and fish farmers with
information and techniques to be used in solving fish culture problems,
and supplies fry to fish farmers. This critically important service provides
the primary interface between NIFI and the field stations, and NIFI and
the general public.

National Council of Women of Thailand

The Ndtional Council of Women of Thailand has two projects con-
cerning out-of-school science and technology education. The first is the
Non-formal Education Project which provides nun-formal education inclu
ding science and technology education to the general public through print
ed materials and a radio programme. The radio programme is called
'Science and Daily Life' and is presented every week through three radio
stations. There is also a consumer education programme broadcast once
a month.

Siamese Association of University Women

This association operates thc Non-Formal and Continuing Education
Project which provides non-formal education including some knowledge
in science and technology (food preservation for instance) through printed

materials.
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The Science Society of Thailand

Thc Science Society of Thailand founded in 1948, with the objectives
of promoting scientific literacy in thc general public and promoting thc
scientific and technological advancement of Thailand is a private organiza-
tion under the patronage of His Majcsty the King. The Society takes
responsibility for many activities.

The Science Club of Thailand. This club is a section of the Science
Society of Thailand, founded in 1959. Its objectives are to encourage
young people to be interested in science and to know more about science.
The Science Club of Thailand:

a) encourages and helps secondary schools all over the country to
organize science clubs within each school and gives them the neces-
sary information and suggcstions about their management. It also
gives some suggestions to teachers to help them take out-door sci-
ence activities; /

b) is a centre for co-ordination between any international youth
sciencc organizations and all school science clubs. It selects Thai
students to participate in scientific activities out of the country,
at science fairs and science camps for instance;

c) organizes a science fair almost every year in order to encourage
both elementary and secondary school children to invent some-
thing new and creative involving science and prepare a science pro-
ject for exhibition at the science fair; and

d) organizes a summer science camp every year in order to train thc
participants who are studying in the upper secondary sehools how
to carry out some aspects of scientific research under the close
supervision of laboratory scientists.

224
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The Science Teachers Section. Organized in 1951, the Science
Teachers Section promotes higher standards of teaching science and helps
science teachers become more effective. The activities include:

a) summer teacher training in physics, .chemistry, biology, environ-
mental science and the methods of teaching science; e

b) seminars on some special topics, such as the problems of teaching

science, for example;

c) scknce lecture tours for a group of resource persons, three to four
times yearly, to give special lectures to science teachers outside

Bangkok;

d) a science textbooks project consisting of books about science that
have been prepared by the science teachers section. These are the

Encyclopedia of science, Modern chemistry (translated from
CHEM Study), Biological science (translated from BSCS), Biology
laboratory manual, the World of carbon, the World of nitrogen,

and the Apollo project;

e) organizing a televiiion programme which is broadcast by TV
Channel 5 once a month in order to contribute current scientific

knowledge to the science teachers, students and general public.

Other Sections of the Scicnce Society of Thailand are the Chemistry,
Biochemistry, Biology,..and Physics Sections. They also promote higher

standards in their professions and act as centres for interaction and ex-
change of scientific knowledge and ideas among scientiits and their own
members. Some have also conducted workshops and training programmes
for science teachers on special topics in order to help them become more

effective.

The Society has conducted academic conferences or symposia on

scientific research almost every year. It also founded the first Museum of
Natural History in Thailand but this had to be given up because of a lack

of financial support.
The Dusit Zoo, the Snake Farm in Bangkok, and the Crocodile Farm

in Samutprakarn, are examples of other places where out-of-school science
and technology education is provided for the general public. 0
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OUT-OF-SCHOOL SCIENCE EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
*

0 This bibliography has been compiled from the library holdings of
the Uneseo Regional Office for Education in Asia and the,Pacific.
Through the annotations an attempt has been made to identify
programmes and projects which include out-of-school science edu-
cation activities. The-objectives and activities of these programmes
are also reported as this information is.available. ,

The Ethfcational Documentation and Information Service (EDIS)
of the Unesco Regional, Office for Education in Asia' and the
Pacific will appreciate being notified of documents of Asia and the
Pacific on and related to out-of-school science education in the
region published within the last five years which are not included
in the bibliography. Better still, readers may wish to send the
actual documents to Uriesco ED IS, Bangkok:

INTERNATIONAL AND GENERAL .

Bachert, Russel E. and Emerson L Shooks. Outdoor education equipment; plans for

easy-to-make items. Danville, Illinois, Interstate, 1974. 204 p. 371.32 BAC

Easy-to-build field equipment for outdoor iiwestigation is included in this resource

book. Students become involved in various aspects of the learning process and under.

standing skills and attitudes are derived as students build their own equipment.

Baez, Albert V. "Projects stressing work done in the field and home experiments" in

Innovation in science educationworld-wide. Paris, Unesco, 1976. p. 189-194.
507 BAE

The Australian Science Education Project (ASEP), the African Primary Science

Programme (APSP), the Open University of the United Kingdom and the Brazilian Insti-

tute for Education, Science and Culture (BIESC) are described. .

Daniloo, Victor J. "Museums as educational partners," Childhood Education 52(61:306-

311, April/May 1976. P

This article is a plea to sthool officials and teachers to accept museums as partners

in the educational process. It points out that museums present an excellent opportunity

to supplement course work with first-hand Contact with fossils, new technology, historic

relics and art and with attractive exhibitions such as "Working for a better environment",

"A science playhouse" and science book fairs. .

I
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.

Dreyfus, A. and E. Jungwirth. "A comparison of the 'prompting effect of out-of-school
with that of in-school contexts on certain aspects of critical thinking", European Jour-
nal of Science Education 2(3):301-310, JulySeptember 1980.

A study on the validity of the recommendation to teachers that teaching science
be closely linked to everyday situations to achieve stronger motivation and bring about
easier cognitive devetbpment. The 'prompting effect' of everyday situations turned out
to be significantly weaker than that of logically eqjivalent situations. While the author
points out the limitations of the study, the findings encourage researchers to inquire into
the problems of the validity of everyday and real-life teaching strategies.

Museum; a quarterly survey of activities and means of research in the field of museo-
graphy. 7 place de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris, Unesco, to-date.

Alew Uneico source book for science teaching. Paris. Unesco, 1976. 2-70 p. 570 UNE

This book is intended to serve as a source of ideas for devising simple scientific
activities, investigations and experiments which can be carried out by pupas themselves,
and for the construction of simple science equipment, using materials available in the
particular locahty where the science teaching is taking place. This book may also be
used by groups'of pupils engaged, for example, in science club activities, or by individ-
ual pupas wishing to carry out personal science activities and investigations.

Out-of-school Scientific and Technical Education (Quarterly) Vekernansstraat 71-73,
1120 Brussels, Belgium. International Co-ordinating Committee (ICC), to-date. P

The School Science Review (March, June, Septembel , December) College Lane, Hart-
f ield 67411, Herts AL10 9AA, U.K., Association for Science Education, to-date. P

The Science Teacher (Monthly September through May) 1742 Connecticut Avenue,
NW Washington, D.C. 20009, National Science Teachers Association, to-date

US $ 2.25

Stevens, R.A. Outorschool science activities for young people. Paris. Unesco, 1969.

129 p. 507.2 STE

Experiences of countries in conducting science dubs, science fairs, cad-1gs, me* igs,

museums and nature conservation are reported in this handbook.'

[Unesco] Meeting of Experts on the Coordination of School and Out-of-School Educa-
tion Cork.erning the Problems Associated with the Usg of Drugs, Lisbon, Portugal,
8-12 September 1980. Report. Paris, Unesco, 1981. 26 p. ElY/MD/62

In the dimussions on training for preventive education it was pointed out that
initial training should be sufficient to enable students to understand the basic pharmacol-
ogy of druas and to understand the psycho-social context of drug use among young people.

White, Roger and David Brockington. In and out of school, the ROSLA Commdity
Education Project. London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1978. 200 p.

This book describes the outcome of practical experirnental work with groups of
adulest.ent school leavers based outside the schooNut working in co-operation with

II
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schools. Community resources are experimentectwith to see how they may be better

employed, and how education could be taken out of the classroom to extend 'schooling'

beyond the school walls. i.

,
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC

* [APE ID ] Preparatory Working Group Meeting [on Science Education] Seoul, Republic

of Korea, 7-712July 1975. Science in basic functional eddcatior.. philosophy, op-

proaches, methods and materials. Bangkok, Unesco Regional Office for Education

in Asia, 1975. 49 p. 507 APE

Report of a meeting held in the Republic of Korea in July 1975 to discuss issues

in science education, to develop a 'philosophy of scienceeducation and to suggest
..

guidelines for instructional programmes and for the preparation of modules.

APEID Study Group Meeting on Science Curriculum and Instructional-Materials Devet-

opment, Bangkok, 10-18 November 1981. Toiserds a better science education; . .

report. Bangkok, Unesco, 1982. 85 p. (Asian Programme of Educational Innova-

tion for Development) 0 , 507 APE

The Study Group Meeting calls for the utilization of out-of-school facilities in addi-

tion to science equipment and audio-visual aids and materials. The country paper of

Sri Ltni a, which is included in this report, describes in detail the use of the environ-

me ''oi practical science experiences by six of its Field Study Centres.

APtIL Sub-Regional Workshop on Designing and Developing Innovative Science Curri-

culum and Instructional Materials, Bangkok, 8-20 December 1980. Curriculum

development: linking science education to life; report. Bangkok, Unesco, 1981. 72 p.

(Asian Programme of Educational Innovation for Development) 507 APE

Included in the programme of this Workshop was a field trip to make an on-the-

spot study of some science teaching and teacher training activities which are attempting

to eskablish links with real-life situations. The field trip enabled tpq participants to see

various natural environmental resources which could be used prof*ly for making sci-

ence education more relevant to daily life needs.

APEID Sub-Regional Workshop ondesigning and Developing Innovative Science Curri-

culum and Instructional Materials, Colombo, 10-12 December 1979. Linking science

education to real lifecurriculum design, developmentand implegtentation; report.

Bangkok, Unesco, 1980. 90 p. (Asian Programme of Educational Innovation for

Development)
507 APE

Among the suggestions made for improvement of sciende programmes is to direct

efforts towards identifying the many resources in the ervironment which would provide

meaningful real-life experiences and which so far have not been considered as education-

al sources.

"Environmeytel education in Asia and the Pacific", Bulletin ot the Unesco Regional

Office for Education in Asia and the Pacific (22)i-xx, 1-326, I-LXI , June 1981. P

*APEID stands for Asian Programme of Educational Innovation for Development; the

acronym is used in this bibliography.
, III
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In the teaching of environmental education a number of countries include in their
teaching strategies provision of opportunities for the learners to interact with the com-
munity through field trips, visits to developmental sites and exhibitions. These strate-
gies are also infused in literacy and adult education programmes as well as in agncultural
extension programmes. A ten-page arncle, "Out-of-school environmental education", is

included. There is also a bibliography with a section on teaching/learning materials.

Journal of Science and Mathematics Education in Southeast Asia (Twice a year) Penang,
Malaysia, SEAMED Regional Centre for Education in Science and Mathematics-1
(RECSAM) to-date. P

Maddock, Maxwell N. Some trends in the evolution of science curriculum centres in I...

Asia. Bangkok, Unesco, 1982. 49 p. (APEID Occasional paper no. 12)

This paper first reviews some recent trends in science education associ'ated with
the evolution of science curriculum development centres In the Asian region and some
influencing factors at work and then looks in more detail at the role in promoting these
trends at three of these centres, namely, the Science Education Centre of the Philippines
(UPSEC) and the Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology of
Thailand (IPST), as examples of national centres, and the Regional Centre for Science
and Mathematics Education (RECSAM) which was set up as a training institution for
kgy science education personnel throughout the region.

Efforts of science education through informal and non-formal education for rural
development are reported.

"Outof -school science and technology education, activities of science clubs and museums",
ACEID Newsletter (14):16-17, October 197,9. p

This is a review and synthesis of six national studies covering Bangladesh, India,
Japan, the Philippines, the Republic of Korea and Singapore.

"Population education in Asia and the Pacific", Bulletin of the Unesco Regional Office
for Education in Asia and the Pacific (23):1-346, I-LXX, June 1982. P

The discussions covering curriculum and matenals development involve inculcating
sound scientific attitudes and understanding both in school and out-of-school. The bib-
liography includes a variety of teaching/learning materials.

"Science education in the Asian region", Bulletin of the Unesco Regional Office for
Education in Asia and the Pacific (18): I-X, 1-257, i-xxii, June 1977. P

Out-of-school science programmes in such forms as science clubs, science fairs,
science centres and zoological parks are described in a number of the country reports.
A 22-page annotated bibliography is include&

"Southeast Asia's bright new science centres", Asia 2,000 [Scenarios: fragile visions of
the future] 1(2):29-31, October/November 1981.. 11

This'anicle introduces the science museums (now more popularly known s science
centres) in Bangkok, China, Hong Kong and Singapore. The article points out that 'sci-
ence museums have come a long way from the musty, dim edifices of being repositories

Iv
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of artifacts from the past to becorrung laboraturies to demonstrate principles of natural

science to the working of the latest technologies, and which often indite active participa-

tion of the visitor'.

STAS-ICASE Asian SymPosium .... Singapore, 3-7 'June 1981. Out-of-school science
activities; proceedings. Singapore, Science Teachers Association of Singapore (STAS)/

London, International Council of Assoiciations for Science Education (ICASE), 1981.

88 p. 507 STA
t

Contents. Speeches. Reports. Summary and recommendations. Educational
and social values of OSS. OSS experiences of children with nature. OSS activities in

Japan. OSS in India. Field trips and school camps. Organization, structure and
administration of OSS activities. Role of International Co-ordinating Committee for
the Presentation of Science and Development of Out-of-School Scientific Activities

( ICC). Continuing professional development of teachers for OSS science activities in

Australia, Community and school science activities. Role of International Council

of Associations of Science Education ( ICASE). Science for better living. Science

centres for non-formal education. OSS and technical activities in Zambia. OSS acti-

vities in the Philippines.
II ". Biological Newsletter (7):7, January 1982. P

Unesco Regional Meeting on the Trends and Problems in Science and Technology Edu-

cation, Singapore, 20-26 July 1976. Trends and problems in science and technology

education in Asia, report. Bangkok, Unesco, 1976. 47 p. 507.2 UNE

Current trends and problems in science and technology education in Asia were

reviewed and examined for both in-school and out-of-school populations for the primary

and secondary levels of education.

AUSTRALIA

Australian Science Education Project (ASEP) ASEP Units. Collingwood, Education

Department of Victoria, 1974. 49 booklets and accompanying audio-visual materials.

The materials enable adolescents to become more aware of and participate more

fully in the world around them. The materials include service booklets, a teacher's hand-

book and audio-visual materials.

Hodge, John C. "Museums and children in Australia", Museum, Quarterly Review . . .

XXXIf31:160-163, 1979.
P

The article makes useful observations as to how children, as well as adults, derive

pleasure out of museums. The article points out that besides having the experience of

seeing real objects at first hand, children like doing things such as making a plaster cast

from a real fossil impression or learning a new skill associated with some aspect of the

museums collection.

Meyer, G. Rex. "The continuing professional development of teachers for out-of-school

science activities in Australia." in STAS-ICASE Asian Symposium... Singapore,

3-7 June 1981. Out-of-school science activities; proceedingx Singapore, Science

V
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eacher Association of Singapore (STAS)/London, International Council of Associa
tions for Science Education (ICASE), 1981. p. 56-61.

Reports on and analyses various programmes of field study, environmental educa-

tion, community involvement and work experience Nith aims that contribute to the
9.9.17ot school ideal, for which teachers can be given the generalized skills to organize

and implement. A self-evaluative checklist of the skills required for the development
and implemeptation of out-of-school science activities is appended to the paper.

BANGLADESH

Bangladesh. Ministry of Education. Intensive out-door education programme. Dacca,
1977. [unpublished project proposal]

. The Education Directorate and Institute of Education and Re-.

search, University of Dacca. Out-door primary educationsyllabus and teacher's
guide. Dacca, 1975. (In Bengali)

Dacca, University. Institute of Education and Research. An evaluation of the Out-door
Primary Education Project. Dacca, 1976. [unpublished report]

Lauf, Abu Hand and M. Khasruzzaman Choudhury. "[Open education in] Bangladesh,"
Bulletin of the Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia and Oceania (19) 15-23,
June 1978.

Museum of Science and Technology, Dacca. Bignan club Parichaya. Dacca, 1978.

INDIA

Bose, A. N. "Out-of school science activities in India," School Science 17141.26A0,
December 1979.

The article describes out of school science activities in India dating back to 1957
when suence clubs were started as a movement The author observes that out-of school
science activities whih were until ret.ently an urban phenomena are now becoming pop
ular in rural India and are having an impact in helping solve community problems. Sci
ent if ic organizations and laburator ies are also taking an active interest in promoting out
of-school scientific activities.

School Science (Quarterly) New Delhi-110016, India, Sri Aurobindo Marg, National
Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT), to-date. (Rs. 2.00) P

Science for villagers. Wardha-442001 (M.S.) Centre of Science for Villagers, to-date. P

UNICEF, New Delhi. Preparation for understanding, helping children to discover order
in the world around them, text by Keith Warren, drawings by Julia Warren. New Delhi,
1975. 25 p. 507 UNI

The activities in this book woid the use of too many words. The introduction to
eat.h activity is brief and is addressed to the children, it is for the adult who is teachmg,
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,

to speak lust as the book is written,'or to modify the activity to suit the children accord-

ing to the materials available and the local situation. It is suggested that two or three

children work together olt the aqivities so that they can share and help each other, and

learn cooperation. The book is intended to help childred to udderstand science and to

discover the patterns aqd arrangement of the world around them by using their hands,

senses and minds.

-...CL -..,,...,g.--,---

. _... ........$7.-. T
---._-_,

,,,... .......ti..." ..1.,......-

Source: India. National Council of Educational Research and Training
Enuironnrental studies, a textbook for Class III: Pt. II.
Learning science through environment. New Delhi, 1979. p. 47

Dig a deep i>it at a proper place and
put the garbage into it. Cover it with
soil. It will make your surroundings
clean. The garbage will decompose
in the pit. It can be used as manure.

"Vikram Sarabhai Communi.ty Science Centre," in APEID Inventory of Educational

' Innovations in Asia. EIA no. 19, December 1975. 371.39 UNE

One of the important features of the programme is that it is an adventure in dis-

covery, developing and using inquiry skills. The key words of the programme are 'ques-

tion', 'explore' and 'discover' in an attempt to know how a scientist works rathel- than

merely knowing what the scientists know.

Wanchoo, Prof. V.N. "Out-of-school science in India," in STAS-ICASE Asian Sympo-

sium... Singapore, 3-7 June 1981. Out-of-school science activities; proceedings.

Singapore, Science Teachers Association of Singapore (STAS)/London, International

Council of Associations for Science Education (ICASE), 1981. p. 33-36. 507 STA

The paper describes the role of various organizations and centres in the promotion

of diverse types of out-of-school activities such as. exploration of the neighbourhood,

bird watching studies, environment activities, investigations, demonstrations and work-

ing models, nature tours, science talent searches, science exhibitions and museums, and

linking science with productive work.

JAPAN

Imahori, Kozo. "Out-of-school science activities in Japan," in STAS-ICASE Asian Sym-

posium... Singapore, 3-7 June 1981. Out.of-school science activities; proceedings.

Singapore, Science Teachers Association for Science Education (STAS)/London,

International Council of Associations for Science"Education KASE), 1981, 13. 25-32,

VI I 507 STA
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The problems of children living in artificial circumstances, faced with a school
curricula overemphasizing mental 'grilling', result in youngsters being unfamiliar with,
and disinterested ir learning about nature. These problerrks also affect economic growth,
conservation, the harmonization of society and popularization of education. This paper
descr ibes how the Ministry of Education is trying to enhance the role of science museums,
nature study centres, zoos, botanical gardens, aquariums and other visiting facilities of
nature to contribute to the format.on of human nature which brings aboo harmonized
humanity".

"Kyoto Municipal Science Centre for Youth," in APEID Inventorrof Educational
Innovations in Asia. EIA no. 16. December 1975. 371.39 UNE

The background, objectives and programmes of the Centre are presented. Study
programmes for children, further education courses/open lecture meetings for the public
lInd research projects are organized. The Centre is equipped with laboratories, exhibi-
tion rooms, a planetarium and workshop facilities.

"Science kits assembled from waste materials," in APEID Inventory of Educational
Innovations in Asia, EIA no. 63. July 1976. 371.39 UNE

Recognizing that for creative science teaching/learning, children have to be provi-
ded opportunities to have first hand science experiences and investigate problems, make
their own hypotheses and draw their own conclusions, some staff members of Johoku
Elementary School, Hemeji-shi started a project for providing simple science kits for
each child in all the grades I-VI of the school, so that they could perform a number of
science experiments. However, looking at the large number of kits that were required
and also consdering the limited financial resources of the school', the group decided to
assemble these kits from a large variety of waste materials which were avadable either
at home or in the community.

Apart from the above two considerations, the philosophy behind adopting this
approach was that such kits being within the average experience of the child are easily
acceptable and teRd to make science an integral part of the child's experiences. The use
of such self-assemipled kits also encourages the chdd to carry out experiments outside
the school. Further, this allows the school to utilize its hmited available resources for
providing expensive formal equipment when and wherever necessary. The children make
up their own kit and this changes their attitude towards such kits from one of indiffer-
ence to that of careful maintenance. Children also provide ideas for improving the kits,
find new uses for tfie kit or f ind new ways to perform experiments.

MALAYSIA

"Out-of-school training," in APEID Inventory of Educational Innovations in Asia and
Oceania, EIA no. 121, August 1980. 371.39 UNE

In Malaysia, out of school training programmes comprise a number of activities.
-1%One of them is the out-ofschoo raining for voctional and technical skills which include

mechanical, electrical, woodworki and building, air-conditioning and refrigeration,
sheet-metal and welding, fitting and machining, radio, television and electronics and re-
lated industries. There is also the out-of-school training of farmers and rural families
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through the agricultural and home economics extension prograrnmes. The aim is the

improvement of the farm, the home, the women-folk, youth and the community as a

whole. 371.39 UNE ,

NEW ZEALAND

New Zealand. Department of Education. Curriculum Development Division. Camp-
craft (outdoor education); a guide book for teachers, instructors and students.
Wellington, Government Printer, 1979. 56 p. 796.07 NEW

This book covers the basics of safe and simple camping for those wishing to make

close contact with the natural environment.

. Education Institute. Outdoor eduCation. Wellington, 1979. 308 p. (Year-

book of education no. 7) 796 NEW

The foreword of this book states that Outdoor Education has always been with

us From infancy man uses his environment as a source of important learnings. Teach-

ers have increasingly used outdoor education to educate pupils first-hand in matters

related to social science, social studies, leisure and recreational activities, this is docu-

mented by experiences of the authors of materials in this yearbook.

Keep it as you find it,
Organize its layout

,or.
, .

04:111 Cat

*Nr"

washing
,4

drinking
current

SouRe NeN% Zealand. Departmem ol lAtuotion. Currkulum Development Div mon. Comperaft.

(see above)
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PAPUA NEW GUiNEA

Papua New Guinea. Dep4ament of Education. Primary science teachers handbook:
three phase primary science. Port Moresby, 1969. 2 v. 507 PAP

Lessons are presented on cards and are illustrated. Many of the lessons show how
to conduct science activities in f ields, gardens, brooks, seaside and other places outside
the school. The lessons also show the use of waste materials for teaching/learning aids
such as empty tin cans, bottles and plastic bags as mentioned below.

a

Once you have them, lifi will be very
much easier for you.

PHILIPPINES

Antiola, Soledad L. "Establishing in-school out-of-school linkages," Science Club Re-
porter V111(1)10-14, November 1977-March 1978.

Report of National Seminar Wor kshops which met to develop strategies for strength-
ening the formal/non-formal science education linkage.

Carale, Lourdes. "Observing the community in a lake," UPSEC Newsletter 5(2).26-27,
December 1981.

One of a series of activities designed for a teache' training prograilime for elemen
tar y school teachers for study uf a gruup of plants and animals living together as a com-

munity. The ar tide provides an observation guide dnd questions for study of organisms
in the lake.

Cleto, Emmanuel M., Jr. "Popularizing science clubs and its activities," Science Club
Reporter 6(2)' 5-6, November 1975-February 1976.

The author explains how science clubs may operate to serve as workshops for
youth interested in scienk.e as well as to provide the facilities to solve community prob-
lems.
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Foundation for Youth Development in the Philippines. Training youths out-of-school
to become citizen producers, a review of the first six year program. . . Mariila, 1981.

150 p. 362.7 FOU ...

The contents 6f this volume are organized in eight chapters. the fi st three tell

the story of FYDP, how it came into being, how it was organized and ructured to

carry out its programme of activities in the development of out-of-sc ool youth into
intelligent, literate, and productive citizens, and how its funds are ing raised and

managed. The next four chapters discuss the establishment a d peration of each of

the four Centres for Young Citizen Producers and their achievements during the period

under review. The final chapter recapitulates the history and development of the Foun-

dation, identifying its high points and projects, and its future prospects. (FYDP)

Lolarge, Erlinda G. "Helps for teachers," The Modern Teacher X XIV(1):26-27, June

19Th. , P

The author states that the best scientif ic discoveries are often made by children
outside their classrooms-in their homes, outside their homes, on the street or in the

field. The main part of the article covers activities, with step by step procedures, which

pupils can do outside of school during weekends or short vacations and discuss upon

return to sch400l.

How clean is rain

You can find out a lot about air pollution by collecting rainwater. Collect about a glass

of rainwnter in a clean bottle or bottles. When putting the jars outside, keep them elev-

ated and away from trees and buildings so that no dirt from the ground, trees, or build-

ings gets in. After you have collected the water, filter it through filter paper and a funnel.

What's left in the filter paper? Where did it come from? If you have a chance to collect

rainwater in the city and suburbs or country, you'll have an interesting comparison.

Source: Loiarga, Erlinda C. "Helps for teachers," ... (see above)

Manalo, Juanita A. "Out-of-school Scien..:e Activities in the Philippines" in STAS-ICASE

Asian Symposium... Singapore, 3-7 June 1981. Out-of-schoolscience activities; pro-

ceedings. Singapore, Science Teachers Association of Singapore (STAS)/London,

International Council of Associations for Scienu Education (ICASE1 1981. p. 81-83.

X I
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Science and technology clubs handled by secondary schools and co-ordinated by
the Science Foundation of the Philippines and the Technology Research Centre not
only encourage and motivate youth in the development and cultivation of their creative
talents, but are instrumental in providing villagers with scientific know-how, populanz-
ing the use of simple technologies and increasing the use of wmmunity resources. There
are more than 2,000 clubs over the country an involved in out-of-school science activi es.

Neri, Adventor C. "The out-of-school science education laboratory and countryside
development", Science Club Reporter VI I l(3).27-29, 51-57, June-October 1977. P

A report of the orgamzation, activities and accomplishments of four Out-otSe ol

Science Education Laboratories (OSSEL) set up by the Science Foundation of the' Philip-
pines. The investigatory projects and scieme oriented activities are undertaken by the
science clubs right in the community, which is the principal and ultimate beneficiary of
the laboratory outputs for social development.

Philippines, University of. Science Education Center. Teaching modules [on apphcanons
of science concepts in some livelihood projects or in daily rural activities] Dihman,
Quezon City, 1978, 1980. 6 booklets. 507.2 PHI

Contents. Less air pollution in charcoal making.- Fish conservation and preser-
vation.- Money from rabbits? Certainly! Nata de arroz [a delicacy ].- Water,
water everywhere.- Go, grow, glow with vegetables.

Science Club Reporter. P.O. Box 1412, Metro Manila, Bicutan, Tagnig, Science Found&
non of the Philippines, to-date.

Sebastian, Antomo C., and Nib N. Rosas. "The In-school Off-school Approach, is OS
a case study," INNOTECH Journal 1(1):15-28, March 1977.

UPSEC Newsletter (2 times a year, June, December). Dihman, Quezon City, D-3004,
U.P. Science Education Center, 1977-

Contents. From the Director's desk [Reflections, stock-taking whether education
and st.ience education are serving the common man, the country ...].- Features:41e-
ports of projects, research, teaching/learning methods and materials.- UPSEC news.-
I mpressions of conferences.- New UPSEC publications.

Source: UPSEC Newsletter 5(0:44, June 1981.

Common and science sense

The word 'science' sends many
a people running. They don't
want to have anything to do
with it. So be it. The situa-
tions here require only com-
mon sense and an observant
eye. Try to answer them.

The time is early morning and
you want to go south. In
which direction is south?
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"Utilizau n of the envirunment in developing viable life science curricula," APEID
Inventory of Educational Innovations in Asia; EIA 17, December 1975. P

The problems or situations motivating this project in the Jose Abad Santos Memor-
ial School in tile Philippines were. (a) paucity of materials for classroom use, (b) limited
experience of many teachers with respect to inquiry and discovery approaches; (c) too
few chances to perform laboratory work in classrooms, (d) subjects taught being divorced
from concrete life expet iences of the child, (e) need for ecological awareness in the use
and care of the envkonment.

The facilities available to the project were. one hectare of land, 280 square metres
of ground water pond, fish stock, pigeons, rabbits, chickens housing for broilers a'nd hens,
an incubator, garden house with laboratory, hand tractor, water pump and other equip-
ment.

SINGAPORE

Ang Kok Peng. "The community and school science act ivities,'' in STAS-ICASE Asian
Symposium ... Singapore, 3-7 June 1981. Out-of-school science activities; proceed-
ings. Singapore, Science Teachers Association of Singapore (STAS)/London, Inter-
national Council of Associations for Science Education (ICASE), 1981. p. 81-83.

507 STA

Singapore's prime objective is to develop the country into a modern industrial
economy based on science and technology. To achieve this objective, this paper identi-
fies Institut ions and establishments which could play a role in reinforcing science learned
in schools. In addition to sponsoring exhibits, lectures, field trips, industrial establish-
ments should provide opportunities for pupils during their free time to investigate prob-
lems faced by industries or projects with potential for practical application.

Bhathal, R. S."Singapore Science Centre programmes," Museum; Quarterly Review. . .
XXXIII(4):253-254,1981. P

The Centre dissemincites and popularizes science to the student population and the
general public through exhibit programmes, school service education programmes and a
suence publications programme. The Centre also organizes a yearly science camp for

students to study various eco-systems and collect specimens for analysis in the laborator-

ies of the Centre.

Jackrnan, Kenneth V. and R. S. Bhathal. "The Singapore Science Centre," Museum;
Quarterly Review . . . XXVI(2):110-116,1974. P

Science Centre Bulletin (Quarterly) Singapore, Singapore Science Centre, to-date. P

Science Centre News (Bi-monthly) Singapore, Singapore Science Centre, to-date. P

THAI LAND

Bangkok planetarium, background information. Bangkok, Centre for Educational Mu-
seums, Department of Non-Formal Education, Ministry of Education, n.d. one fold-

out, illustrated.

The foldout points out the facdity for study of astronomy.
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Niched Suntornpithug. "Children and the science museum, Bangkok," Museum; Quar-
terly Review. . . XXXI(3):189-192, 1979. P

The article describes how Thailand's science museum serves as a seat of learning

in pure and appliqd sciences on an out-of-school basis.
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